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Joe Payne came home to Portland to become Casco Bay's first baykeeper. CBW(fonee Harbert 
Urban trailblazers trek through Portland 
• By Paullvm 
You're walking a path through cuts of pine woods that rise 60 
feet on both sides. From the distant lowlands drifts the smell of a 
salt marsh. After a quarter-mile more of rolling terrain, the trail 
emerges through shrubs to open ground. Unpacking a sandwich, 
you stride across a raised boardwalk which crosses reeds and 
spartina grasses. Sitting on the weathered boards, feet dangling 
above the marsh, you eat and gaze out over the fronds of grass, 
just beginning to tum their ocherous shades of autumn. 
Suddenly there's a flurry of movement in the reeds; a great 
blue heron surprises you - rising as slowly and majestically as a 
dirigible, seeming to float off into the sky as it pumps its wings 
gracefully. A little farther down the path, at another place on the 
marsh, the sound of rattling halts you suddenly. Looking up, you 
watch a belted kingfisher as it hovers, working the river for fish . 
Where are you? Moosehead Lake? Acadia National Park? 
Nope. You're right here within Portland city limits. 
Thanks to a joint public-private effort, you will soon be able to 
walk three miles of trail in the wilds of the Maine Audubon-
owned Fore River Sanctuary, then - after traverSing a connecting 
street by car - arrive at Capisic Pond and continue communing 
with nature for another few miles. These sections of trail are only 
the first step in a projected loop of green ways around Portland. 
In all, some day there could be approximately 30 miles of trails 
that connect Portland's open spaces and stretch out to neighbor-
ing towns. But it is going to take a lot of money, cooperation from 
private landowners whose properties are crossed by the trail, and 
the sweat of a growing number of local volunteers before those 
trails are a reality. 
Continued on page 10 





• Donald Maurice Kreis 
Joseph E. Payne, Portland 
High Class of '67, blew back 
into town on the same day 
as Hurricane Bob to lay 
claim to his title as Casco 
Bay's first baykeeper. 
Payne's job is to be the 
guardian of the bay, to stir 
up citizen interest in saving 
the ecosystem, and to try 
and reclaim parts of the bay 
that have been "lost" to 
environmental degradation. 
Is he up to it? Is anybody? 
Who is this guy? For the 
answers to these and other 
Payne-staking questions, sec 
page 8. 
Taxpayers 
want to recall 
councilors 
• By Eric Hannelius 
A group of 25 Portlanders, 
angry about what they 
contend are unfair property 
revaluations, gathered on the 
steps of Portland Ci ty Hall 
Sept. 6 to launch a recall 
effort against six of the city's 
nine councilors. 
The group circulated a 
petition for the ouster of 
Theodore Rand, Anne 
Pringle, Cheryl Leeman, 
Richard Paulson, Charles 
Harlow and Peter 
O'Donnell. 
Continued on page 2 
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the CALIFORNIAN: Mayo,Turkey 
Breast, Tomatoes, fresh AVOCADO 
& sprouts. It's Awesome ...... $3.85 
the Round-up: Rare Roast Beef, 
Two Melted Cheeses, onions and 
Barbecue Sauce. 2 sizes! $3.45 & $4.65 
the Organic Pocket: A VEGETARIAN salad rolled 
in PITA with and Cream Italian ...... $3.75 
of our b.'· oc :aft.1 
Membership Includes: 
Free Sx7 & 20% off 5x7 frame 
After 6 rolls of film developed and printed: 
Free 8X10 & 20% off 8X10 frame 
After 12 rolls of film developed and printed: .......... ~ .... ..,PrI..., ............ ~ Don'f forglf 
The Big Deal 
FREE roll of film & 
FREE 2nd set of /I" prints every day! 
71 u.s Route 1, scarborough 
30 City Center, portland 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: September 3 through 10, 1991. 
Taxpayers want recall 
Continued from front page 
"Despite a large public outcry, our City Council remains 
unresponsive," said Pat Gardner, a Peaks Island resident, who 
is one of the organizers of the movement to oust six Portland 
city councilors. "Therefore, recall is our onl y recourse." 
The councilors whose recall is being demanded are 
Theodore Rand, Anne Pringle, Cheryl Leeman, Richard 
Paulson, Charles Harlow and Peter O'Donnell. 
The recall drive does not target the other three councilors 
because, under the city charter, they can't be recalled since 
they're up for re-election in less than a year. 
Gardner said he and the other residents plan to gather 500 
signatures of registered voters to be submitted to the city clerk 
who will draw up recall petitions that must be signed by at least 
3,000 registered voters. If enough people sign the peti tions, the 
City Council must then call a special recall election. 
"None of us can afford the tax increases," declared Gardner, 
who stood with his pants pockets pulled out to symbolize the 
property tax bite he said he has had to endure. "I just came 
from paying my tax bill and they're empty. It's bcans for supper 
tonight." 
Gardner and other residents said the citywide property 
revalua tion, performed by Cole-La ycr-Trumble Co. for $] 
million, was flawed. 
Many city residents, particularly those living on Portland's 
isla~s in Casco Bay, have been complaining for weeks about a 
revaluation that raised some people's propcrty taxes by 100 
percent or morc. Although the City Council has decided to 
phase in the revaluation oVer two years to lessen the tax 
payment burden, petition-carrying residents said that wasn't 
enough. 
"It's just too late," said Ray Pottle of Portland, squaring off 
with Mayor Thomas Allen, the only councilor in attendance. 
"The people are upset with all of you. They have had it." 
Allen conceded that mistakes had been made in the city's 
first revaluation in eight years, particularly on the islands. He 
added that the city tax assessor is conducting a review of all the 
property revaluations on the Casco Bay islands and would 
review any individual revaluation at the taxpayers request. 
'1 think the reason for the recall effort is that we didn't go 
all the way with what some people asked us to do and that is to 
throw out the entire revaluation," Allen told a group of report-
ers. "Our tax assessor said the revaluation is OK It's not great, 
but it passes muster." 
While Allen spoke, several people held protest signs which 
read: "Recall Inept City Council," and "Stop Land Tax Piracy." 
Gardner acknowledged that the recall process is complex, 
but he predicted the group would succeed because so many 
Portland residents were outraged by their tax bills. 
"I don't think we will have any trouble getting the 3,000 
signatures we need," said Gardner. "I've got young people, old 
people, people I've never seen before coming up to me and 
sa ying, 'Go get 'em. III 
Eric Hannelius with Associated Press reports 
Coastal afloat 
after sister sinks 
Suffield Bank, the sister 
institution of Portland-based 
Coastal Bancorp., was 
declared insolvent Sept. 6. 
The Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corp. was named 
receiver and immediately 
authorized First Federal Bank 
to assume Suffield Bank's 
accounts. 
It wasn't immediately 
clear how the failure of 
Suffield would affect the 
portland institution, though 
Maine Banking Com mis-
sioner H. Donald DeMatteis 
said Coastal's assets 
shouldn't be seized to cover 
losses at Suffield. 
Federal regulators haven't 
"decided how they will deal 
with Coastal Bank," 
DeMatteis said Sept. 6. "They 
have a variety of options, and 
at the moment they seem to 
have forestalled dealing with 
these types of situations." 
By law, federal regulators 
have two years from the time 
of a seizure to decide whether 
to use assets from a subsid-
iary to offset debts of institu-
tions owned by a bank 
holding company. 
DeMatteis, who predicted 
Suffield would be taken over 
this month, said the Con-
necticut bank is working on a 
plan to spare Coastal and 
settle liability with the federal 
government. '1 have sent a 
letter in support of tha t," 
DeMatteis said. "I think it 
would be unprofitable for the 
fund to take Coastal at this 
point in time." 
The Connecticut-based 
bank has been buffeted by the 
region's slumping economy 
and an insider-trading 
scandal that tainted a former 
chairman. 
ACT UP suits up 
Members of the Maine 
chapter of AIDS Coalition To 
Unleash Power, or ACT UP , 
announced Sept. 10 that they 
were filing a complaint 
against the Lewiston Police 
Department. The activists say 
the police violated their 
constitutional rights of 
freedom of speech, freedom 
of assembly and freedom of 
association during President 
Bush's Sept. 3 visit to 
Lewiston High School. 
During Bush's visit three 
members of ACT UP-Maine, 
four Bates College students 
and one Lewiston resident 
were arrested on charges of 
unlawful assembly and 
failure to disperse. 
The Bates students were 
protesting cducation budget 
cuts, while ACT UP members 
were passing out AIDS 
education pamphlets and 
condoms to Lewiston High 
School students. 
ACT UP member Jack 
Bragdon of Lyman, one of the 
eight arrested, said he was hit 
on the head by Lewiston 
police and verbally abused. 
LeWiston Police have 
begun an internal investiga-
tion after allegations by ACT 
UP members that excessive 
force was used during their 
arrest. 
ACT UP member Toby 
Simon said the eight arrested 
also intend to file complaints 
with the Maine attorney 
general's office, the 
Androscoggin County 
Sheriff's Department and 
state police. Those written 
complaints will allege 
brutality by the 
Androscoggin County 
Sheriff's Department and the 
state police. A class action 
civil lawsuit will be filed in 
the next month, she said. 
Workers' comp 
talks still on hold 
Gov. John R. McKernan 
said Sept. 5 he would not call 
the Legislature back for a 
special session to ad just a 
newly enacted workers' 
compensation overhaul 
because Democrats refused to 
limit the session's agenda and 
duration. 
McKernan had said 
previously that he would call 
the Legislature back into 
session in September to deal 
with what he contended were 
several weakening amend-
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MADE TN MAINE 
rURNlTURE 
301 Forest Ave. 
Portland 
774-1906 
Hours: Mon. -Fri . 9:30-5 Sal. 9-5, Sun. 12-5. 













Thurs &cpt. 19 
1'2 - 7pm 
Fri &cpl '2J.) 
10 - 4pm 
derendipillj 
fine clothing and craftwork 
34 Exchal15e 6treeL PorUand. Maine 04101 (J,C!l) 'Tn0219 
Parkll15 &nmp Available 
Kids' Gear Is Here! 
Shop Early for Functional and Rugged Outerwear 
and Clothing for Kids. 
I and 2 Piece Snowsuits' Polar 
Plus Jacket •• Rainwear • 
Waterproof Rain & Winter Boots 
• Wool Sox & Warm Hats • 
Sweatsuits • Waterproof Mittens 
& Gloves· Sweaters. Long 
Underwear· Plus More! 
Brambilla France, 
American Widgeon, Cherry 
Tree, Chuck Roast 
Crescent Down Works 
Sara's Prints, Weebok: 
Toddler University. Bear 
Basics, Echofield Cotton 
Lacrosse Waterproof ' 
Boots, Sabi Boots, 
Flaphappy, Wigwam Sox 
and more. 
tomm~s 
K I D'S'G fAR 
273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357 • Mon-Sat. 8am-5pm, Thurs. 'ttl8pm 
r-______________________________ ~ __ Pt_em_~ _ rl_2_,1_9_91~3 
GET REAL VALUE AT 
CONVENIENT COMPUTING: 
LOW Prices on PC Compatibles 
LOCAL Service & Support 
ECONOMICAL Custom Programming 
EXPERT Networking with Novell, 
Lantastic & Invisable Network 
SE~TEMBER SPECIALS: 
Include your chOIce of cabinet style & flooppy disk dr· F·' 
4700 keybo d 1MB RAM·' Ive, UJltsu 
ar , , VIdeo dIsplay adapter and monitor. 
286/12 40MB Monochrome 
386SX 40MB VGA Color 
386/25 80MB VGA Color 
386/33 120MB VGA Color 









94 Auburn Street Portland 797-7585 




Tom's Natural Deodorants 
All fragrances. ROll-On & Stick "",'" .. 
only $2 49 
reg retail 3.49 
; ; BR'N9~~T~1~;;t'\''i~;YJ'~ . ,_. . .... -............... - -.;.:.;.-.; ; :.::::; ".-;.", ... .;.::::: .. :::::. :;:::;::::- : ..... . . 
1 Also featuring our selection of EARTHWISE 
: and natural skin care products 
Tom's Natural Outlet 
5 Depot St. (off Rt #35) 
Kennebunk, ME· (207) 985-3874 
open Man-Sat 9 to 4:30 













The Up~lairs Jewelry Store 
570 Congress Street, Ponland 
773-3107 
92 Exchange St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Phone 77-LOCOS 
Open Every Day 
IlARDING~ BOOK ~HO~ 
538 Congress Street 
Rare and Used Books 
Maps and Prints 
Bought & Sold 
Highest Prices Pa id 
Search Service 
Tax & Insurance Appraisals 
Slrlgle Items or large collections ~anted 
BROWSERS AJ.WAYS WElCOME 
101m 10 5 : 30 pm Mon.-S.I . 
Member 
A nllQUOfon Booksellel! As.3oclOtlOn of Amenco 
1-800-228-1398 
761-2150 646-8785 








two or more 
2 Day Turnaround! 
t@~t,!€!J~T€Q.JM~qgjgQLQR COf>IE~ 
; 
8-6· Saturday 10 -4 
Market Street Old Port Portland· 774-4455 
ENTER THE 





Win a Week for Two in Romantic Paris/France! 
Including roundtrip airfare and six nights deluxe accommodations for two, 
continental breakfast daily. transportation and much more! 
ENTERING IS EASY! JUST CALL OUR SPECIAL 
PERSONAL CALL@) DREAM DATE NUMBER AT: 
• 1·900·933·0066 • 
Call cosls ".50 
111"'"- !1-owf-~ C<m1e- tfMe-! ~ M ~ M !1-f)U. wt6/,,! 
• 2nd chance 10 win! • 
: By entering. you will also be eligible for the fabulous second prize -- a romantic DREAMDATE night ~~ 
:~ for two at The Inn by the Sea in Cape Elizabeth. Maine.(Must be used by April I . 1992.) ~; 
:: NO PURCHASE NECESSARY SweepslMM IUbiKt Ib complete official ru"', ContelWltil mutt be 14 c:r dd. kI quUfy tnd mu.t retio. '" one 01 .... 1oI10I/IIIIIn§I !Wi". AZ; ~: 
~. CA; DE; FL.; CiA; IL; MAo; MD, ME; MI, NM; NJ; NH; NC, NY; OH; PA; AI; TN, TX; WI The con"" I. YOid ...ner. pt'cniblted. eonte&lant5 c.-. en_ by m.II'IQ a 3 I~ II S· pofit :: 
;: card wlih nMlI, ..:Idreu, tnd tefephone ,.."mber h ... dlllll'l'inen on the card 10 !he addrec& below For. COP.t' of offtcial rul-. or • IIfI of ""nnen mail feq....t with • MIt· ':, 
;: addre.ed stamped envelofJe to Dr..md •• , P.O. Box 1 S5i2, ~on. PM 02215 For mer. infarmMion, CfltI 617·aso.325 The ~Wt_ begI'" &'7191 and end, QI2!i'111 . :: 
::::" :::. ::.: . . .:; ::.,,:; ::. ::, :: 
WE MAKE NEWS MAnE~ 
• Continued from page 3 
ments tacked onto the 
workers' comp package by 
Democratic lawmakers. 
But McKernan said Sept. 5 
he had decided not to call a 
special session after "an 
unpleasant and short" 
conversation with House 
Speaker John 1. Martin and 
Senate President Charles P. 
Pray, both Democrats. The 
Republican governor said 
Martin and Pray refused his 
requests to limit the session 
to the four amendments 
Democrats added to the 
workers' comp bill shortly 
before lawmakers adjourned 
inJuly, and to limit the 
session to one day. 
Without the limits, "1 think 
it would just be a waste of the 
taxpayers' money to call . 
people in if we're just going 
to have more of what we saw 
in July," McKernan told 
reporters in a hastily called 
news conference outside the 
Blaine House. 
"It's clear to me that if the 
Democratic leadership is not 
willing to reduce insurance 
costs in order to preserve 
jobs, that their membership is 
not going to do it either," said 
McKernan. 
"And it tells me that if 
we're serious about preserv-
ing jobs in this sta te and 
improving the business 
climate, what we need is new 
leadership in the Democratic 
Party in the Legislature," he 
added. 
Martin and Pray both said 
McKernan's statements 
marked the advent of the 
1992 legislative election 
campaign. 
"He's trying to dodge the 
lack of credibili ty he has from 
the 1990 election," said Pray, 
of Millinocket. "If this guy 
wants to talk about credibility 
and new leadership, he ought 
to start looking in the mir-
ror.1I 
Bank: Cole-Haan 
founder a sneaker 
F1eet Bank of Maine has 
sued the founder of Cole-
Haan Footwear, alleging that 
he transferred assets to his 
wife in an attempt to block 
their recovery by the bank 
after a condominium invest-
ment went sour. 
The suit against George 
Denney of Freeport, filed in 
Cumberland County Superior 
Court, seeks recovery of $3.6 
million owed as a result of 
Denney's involvement in the 
Chandler's Wharf condo 
development along 
Portland's waterfront. 
Justice Kermit Lipez 
ordered in August that a $1.7 
million attachment be placed 
on assets held by Denney and 
his wife, Joyce, which 
prevents them from selling 
off part of their holdings. 
Real estate in Freeport and 
Yarmouth, valued at about 
$1.9 million, serves as 
security for the balance of the 
loan. 
In court documents, F1eet 
Bank said Denney transferred 
more than $4 million in cash, 
property and other holdings 
to his wife over the past year 
in an attempt to "hinder, 
delay and defraud" the bank 
after he defaulted on the loan. 
Denney's attorney, John 
Upton, denied that his client 
was trying to shield his assets 
and said Denney had notified 
the bank about the asset 
transfers. 
Denney's shoe company 
was sold to Nike Inc. in 1989, 
a year after he and two other 
investors purchased 32 
unsold condominium units at 
Chandler's Wharf. The units 
were bought as southern 
Maine's real estate boom 
started to fizzle, and sold at 
auction last year for less than 
half their original prices of 
$200,000 to $4D0,000. 
Denney and his wife were 
one of the parties who 
borrowed nearly $9.7 million 
from Maine Savings Bank for 
their Chandler's Wharf 
investment. F1eet Bank 
acquired Maine Savings early 
this year after it was seized 
by regulators. 
League back on 
gay rights attack 
The Christian Civic 
League of Maine will go to 
court to try to reverse a ruling 
that blocks a referendum to 
gi ve voters the righ t to veto 
any gay rights law approved 
by the Legislature. 
The league has filed notice 
in Kennebec County Superior 
Court that it will formally 
challenge last month's ruling 
by Secretary of State G. 
William Diamond, the 
league's Executive Director 
Jasper Wyman said Sept 4. 
The group also intends to 
contest a related advisory 
opinion from Attorney 
General Michael E. Carpen-
ter, who said any law that 
places a condi tion of voter 
approval on future acts of the 
Legislature is unconstitu-
tional. 
"It saddens us that an 
ordinary citizen in Maine is 
apparently unable to exercise 
his or her constitutional right 
to petition government unless 
Michael Carpenter and Bill 
Diamond happen to politi-
cally agree with the particular 
issue being petitioned," said 
Wyman. 
Wyman said the Maine 
Constitution gives any group 
the right to initiate referen-
dum drives on any issue, and 
asserted that Diamond can 
only review such questions 
on procedural grounds. 
Diamond said there was 
"no basis" for Wyman's claim 
that he was playing politics 
with the issue. "If I'm told by 
the attorney general that the 
question's unconstitutional 
and I let it go out, it's a 
charade," said Diamond. 
"My biggest concern is 
preserving the integrity of the 
system." 
The Christian Civic 
League has led opposition to 
gay rights bills, which the 
Legislature has rejected eight 
times - most recently this 
spring - in the last 14 years. 
During the past legislative 
session, Gov. John R. 
McKernan threatened to veto 
a gay rights bill unless it 
contained a referendum 
prOvision. 
Wyman said the group, if 
it decides to press ahead with 
the petition drive, would 
attempt to force a referendum 
in November of 1992. The 
league would have to collect 
roughly 53,000 signatures 
from Maine voters in order to 




Causer building on Fore 
Street was named a landmark 
by the Portland City Council 
on Sept. 4. 
The council's decision 
irked the Boston owners of 
the building, who said they 
have no plans of ever reno-
vating the building. 
The council's 8-1 landmark 
status vote, the first of its 
kind under the city's 18-
month-old preservation law, 
protects the building from 
demolition and gives the city 
the power to order its owners 
to protect the structure from 
further deterioration_ 
Fineberg Companies of 
Boston, the owners of Tracy-
Causer, have argued that the 
building is in such poor 
condition that renovation 
would be almost impossible. 
An engineer hired by the 
company said it would cost 
$100,000 just to maintain the 
building and $1.2 million to 
renovate the structure for 
office and residential use. 
The company had offered 
to tear down the original 
structure and build a replica 
based on the original Greek 
Revival design that preserva-
tionists have argued is a 
unique example of Portland's 
bygone architecture and 
design. 
The building was built two 
months before Portland's 
Great Fire of 1866, which 
destroyed much of the city. 
Preservationists also argue 
that the building's downtown 
location presents the owners 
with numerous commercial 
and residential uses which 
have not been fully explored. 
Alleged II Asian 
Gang" youths 
receive sentence 
Two Portland brothers 
whom Portland police say are 
members of the Asian 
"Thunder Gang" based in 
Lowell, Mass., were recently 
sentenced to 90 days in jail in 
connection with fights in 
Deering Oaks park. 
Bunly Phok pleaded guilty 
in Cumberland County 
Superior Court to criminal 
threatening with a knife and 
assault, and was given a 
suspended sentence of 274 
days, a $1,000 fine and a year 
of probation. 
His brother, Bunthan 
Phok, also pleaded gUilty to 
criminal threatening with a 
weapon, and received a 
$1,000 fine and the jail 
sentence . 
Both brothers were 
arrested in June along with 
Samran Loth, Thomas 
O'Brien and Tung Hyunh in 
connection with a series of 
fights between Cambodian 
and Vietnamese youths at the 
Deering Oaks basketball 
court in late May (CBW 
6.20.91). 
At the time, Cumberland 
County District Attorney 
Stephanie Anderson said the 
Phok brothers and Loth were 
members of the Asian 
"Thunder Gang" that was 
attempting "to terrorize the 
law-abiding members of 
Portland's Southeast Asian 
community." 
Portland attorney Franklin 
Stearns, Bunthan's court-
appointed lawyer, said his 
client pleaded guilty because 
"he just wanted to get out of 
jail." 
"I would not have gone 
along with it, but he couldn't 
make bail and he wanted out 
of jail so he pleaded guilty," 
said Steams. "I felt all along 
that we had a strong case, but 
sometimes the legal system 
isn't very fair." 
Carpenter ethics 
charge cleared 
A professional misconduct 
complaint filed against state 
Attorney General Michael E. 
Carpenter by a man Carpen-
ter represented as a private 
lawyer was dismissed by the 
Board of Overseers of the Bar. 
"1 knew all along that this 
was just an honest misunder-
standing with my former 
client, who never spoke to me 
about his concerns," he said. 
Carpenter said the review 
concluded he had no dishon-
est motives in his dealings 
with Wayne O'Donnell of 
Smyrna Mills. O'Donnell had 
accused Carpenter of over-
charging him in a workers' 
compensation case. Carpenter 
acknowledged excessive 
charges, but attributed them 




The Northeast Shrine 
Association's annual conven-
tion that began Sept. 12 
should attract more than 
7,000 people to Portland and 
pump more than $700,000 
into the local economy, 
according to city officials. 
Maine's two Shrine 
chapters, the Kora Temple in 
Lewiston and the Anah 
Temple in Bangor, will be 
hosting the four-day event. 
The shriners raise money 
for the 19 orthopedic hospi-
tals and three burn centers 
for children that they run 
across the country. 
More than 900 hotel rooms 
ha ve been reserved in 
Portland for the visiting 
shriners, according to Barbara 
Whitten, director of the 






White-cap lI11(slimoms • 
Sun ripe grapes 
Stasoxa/ mt-Ion.s 
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You've seen these 
characters at your local 
grocery store. But do you 
expect them at a salad bar? 
Well, a lot of the unexpected 
is at Sizzler's Salad Bar. 
Seafood salad. Potato skins. 
Nachos. Chicken Wings. 
Corn Fritters. Apple 
Cobbler_ And More! So 
come see what makes our list 
the most wanted of them all. 
Sizzler 
(BUFFET COURT & GRILL) 
---------I( AIl-You-Can-Eat )t---------
The New Buffet Court & Grill 
So. Portland. No. Windham. Brunswick. Bangor 
Maine Roosevelt Cook', Blngor 
Mall Rd. Tr.u Comer Mall Blvd. 
U fltms moy /.JUry I!y JMSUIL 
Solidly built of hard American Yellow Pine, our 
Cheapy Sleepy offers seven diufferent seating 
and lounging positions. 
Frame is easily transported - even UPSable! 
Available in twin, full and queen sizes. 
FurON FURNISHINGS 
The Futon Store 
343 ForestAvenue, Port1and, Maine 871-0578 
Mon & Umrs 10-8, Toes, wed & Fri 1(}' 7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5 
Visa, MasterCard, AmerlcanExpress, Discover and personal checks we1anne 
Sadsfact:ltm Guaranteed • Ex4 6B IlL 295 • Plenty of Free PalridllP 
.. ';:; .; .. ; .; ': " 
, ,. 
6 Uzsco Bay I'kekly 
AWNINGS 
Custom designed awnings -
unique alternative to signs. 
Leavitt & Parris Inc. 
free esUmates, installation & delivery 
883-4184 • 448 Payne Rd. &arborough 
We'", in the NYNEX Yellow Pages. 
berry Street 
NEW.THINGS ARRIVING DAILY 
located beside Mary Alice Reilley Antiques 
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5 








computer classes for 
children and adults. 
761~5614 
99 1/2 Congress St. Portland 
DON'T BE IN THE DARK 
as daylight hours shorten 
NOW IN STOCK 
• Rechargeable 
Cycling Lights 
• Reflective Gear 
• Blinking Lights 
• Helmet·Attached 
Lights 
• Generator Lights _::;...~~:......~~_;:"..,;:~ 
ICYCLE 
333 Forest Ave .. Ptld. ME 773-6906 






Need a Private 
Dining Room with 
Great Food {; Amhiance? 
Call for menu information. 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion) 




mrufe from tlie co66Us of 
~aine's isCant 6eaclies 
468 :Fore Street, Portfarul, 'Maine 
1·207-772-3881 
GOOD DEALS AT GCIDD DAY 
TofuRelia Soy Cheese 
$2.99Ib 
Organic Thompson Raisins 
$1.69Ib. 
Organic Peanut Buller 
$1.99 lb. smooth or crunchy 
Stretch Island Fruit Leather 
25~ each 
Breadshop Organic Fat Free 
Granola $1.89 lb. 
Barbara's Choc-Chip Cookies 








COOP E R AT IV E 
155 Brackett Street, Portland • Open 7 days a week· 772-4937 
"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Health line," 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
• Continued from page 5 
Convention and Visitors 
Bureau of Greater Portland. 
Restaurants, gift shops and 
specialty stores are also 
expected to get an economic 
boost from the visiting 
shriners. 
The shriners are a fraternal 
organization. Founded in 
1872, the organization's full 
name is the Ancient Arabic 
Order of Nobles of the Mystic 
Shrine for North America. 
Veteran plates 
to see action 
Starting in January, certain 
groups of combat veterans 
will be added to the list of 
Maine veterans who qualify 
for special commemorative 
lit ense plates. 
The new plates, which 
were authorized by legisla-
tion enacted earlier this year 
and which will cost an 
additional S10, will bear the 
word "Veteran" where 
"Vacationland" appears on 
conventional plates. The 
plates will also feature decals 
denoting service in specific 
military campaigns. 
The plates will be available 
to veterans who served in 
Iwo Jima during World War 
II, the Korean conflict, the Tet 
Offensive in the Vietnam War 
and Operation Desert Storm 
in the Middle Eas t. Also 
eligible are recipients of the 
Purple Heart, the Bronze Star 
or the Combat Infantry 
Award. 
Currently, Maine issues 
special license plates only for 
disabled veterans, former 
prisoners of war and survi-
vors of the attack on Pearl 
Harbor. 
Shape duo wins 
bankruptcy round 
The founders of Shape Inc. 
have won a role in reorganiz-
ing the financially troubled 
audio and videocassette 
company, which filed for 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection in 1988. 
Paul and Anthony Gelardi, 
founders of the Biddeford-
based company and hplders 
of 95 percent of its stock, said 
they were pleased with the 
court decision allowing them 
to assist in settling the nearly 
$50 million due their credi-
tors. '1 would say today's 
proceedings are a victory," 
Paul Gelardi said following a 
hearing Sept. 4 in U.5. 
Bankruptcy Court in Port-
land. 
During the hearing, Judge 
James Goodman critieized 
trustee William Brandt Jr. -
Shape's court-appointed 
trustee - for forcing the 
Gelardis from negotiations 
with creditors. 
Brandt charged that the 
brothers had attempted to 
compete unfairly wi th Shape 
during the reorganiza tion. In 
Jul y, Brandt fi red Anthony 
Gelardi and asked for a 
temporary restraining order 
to stop the brothers from 
making videocassettes at a 
new company, Global Zero 
Inc., owned by Paul Gelardi. 
Brandt had also suggested 
the Gelardis relinqUish their 
stock and end ties with 
Shape. 
But Brandt's attorney, 
Daniel Cohn, agreed Sept. 4 
to drop the request for a 
temporary restraining order 
against the brothers. "We're 
still concerned," Cohn said. 
"But we've decided that the 
ability to recover monetary 
damages from the Gelardis 
for any improper competition 
will be sufficient protection 
for Shape." 
The brothers' lawyers 
hailed the decision, which 
will allow Paul Gelardi to 
continue making cassettes at 
Global Zero. The decision 
also allows Anthony Gelardi 
to pursue consulting work 
without the court ward ing off 
clients. 
Shape's bankruptcy filing 
in 1988 was the state's largest, 
with debts totaling nearly 
$160 million. 
Take 1: courtroom 
dramas underway 
There were no highly 
dramatic moments to capture 
when TV and still cameras 
were allowed in Maine 
courtrooms for the first time 
on Sept. 3, but there is still 
plenty of time for the two-
year experiment to rival 
Judge Wapner. 
Cameramen from WCSH-
TV in Portland and WLBZ-
TV in Bangor were the first to 
haul their cameras into 
court. 
District Judge Alexander 
MacNichol, the judge 
preSiding over traffic court as 
it was being filmed in 
Portland, said he simply 
ignored the camera and that 
"it was a very quiet and 
uneventful beginning. I think 
what we expected is some 
defendants, on seeing the 
camera, would act out. 
actly the opposite seemed 
to take place - people were 
more polite than they 
normally are. I think they 
were overawed by seeing the 
cameras." 
News organizations had 
long contended the ban on 
cameras in courtrooms 
hampered their ability to 
report the news. They also 
said allowing cameras in 
court would increase the 
public's understanding of the 
judicial system. After peti-
tions were filed by news 
organizations, the two-year 
experiment was approved by 
the Maine Supreme Judicial 
Court in February. The panel 
later established the Sept. 1 
start-up date, allowing 
cameras in district and 
superior courts in the test 
cities, Portland and Bangor, 
with some restrictions. 
Photographers, for instance, 
are not allowed to take 
pictures of trials involving 
sex crimes or defendants in 
shackles or prison uniforms. 
Tidy volunteers to 
head for the beach 
Thousands of volunteers 
will converge on Maine's 
coast the weekend of Sept. 14 
for a cleanup project that 
kicks off a weeklong celebra-
tion of the state's bond with 
the sea. 
The seventh annual 
Coastal Cleanup sets the 
stage for CoastWeek, a series 
of activities and exhibits that 
runs through Sept. 21 and 
includes a sea fair on Sept. 15 
at Southern Maine Technical 
College in South Portland. 
(See Calendar, page 16.) 
Volunteers participating in 
the cleanup will scour 
beaches, riverbanks and 
island shorelines, picking up 
trash and marine debris. 
In 1985, when the cleanup 
was inaugurated, 368 volun-
teers cleaned 29.6 miles of 
coastline. Last year's effort 
involved 3,092 volunteers 
and covered 190 miles along 
the shore. Over the past six 
years, the amount of debris 
collected per mile of shore-
line has tripled - from an 
average of 52 pounds per 
mile to 157 pounds per mile. 
Plastics make up more than 
60 percent of the debris, but 
cigarette filters are the items 
found most often. 
Maine is one of 26 states 
taking part in Coastal 
Cleanup. People interested in 
joining the effort should call 
the State Planning Office at 
289-3261 and ask for Nancy 
Griffin, a coordinator of the 
project. 
Reported by Eric Hannllius and 
the Associated Press 
weird news 
... Richard Magiera of 
New Ipswich, N.H., was 
discovered on the York 
County Jail's roof one day in 
early September, when 
authorities heard someone 
pounding on a window. 
Police said they believe 
Magiera was trying to help 
some friends escape from the 
jail. He was arraigned Sept. 4 
on charges of aiding escape 
and aggravated criminal 
mischief and was being held 
on $50,000 bond. 
"This is the third person 
we've had try and break in 
since I've been sheriff," said 
Sheriff Michael Bemis, who 
took the post in January. 
"Normally, they're supposed 
to try and break out." 
6" 6" 8" 
All Cotton Foam Core Foam Core 
Twin 67 84 101 
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:: T ::: ::: ::: ~::\ ::. :' . 
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All cotton Futon. t ....,..-. 
Lifetime guarantee on frame. '~. 
One Week Special 




Oak with 6' 
Foam Core 
Futon ·10 year 
Guarantee 
September 12. 1991 
250 Bath Rd., .... 
(Ames Plaza) 
Brunswick 725-9302 
Solid Ash PINE L 
Spindle Bed 
Double Sleeper SALE I MADE IN 
Complete • MAtNE 
Queen or Full 
8299 
Dresser, Mirror & Chest Available 
Hand Made· Finished 
8199 8149 
~ ~~ W 
Double Sleeper Complete 
All Cotton· 10 uarantee 
Don't you think it's 
time you tried the 
personals? 
To place a 
Casco Bay Weekly 
personal ad, 
call 775-6601. 
To respond to a 
Casco Bay Weekly 
personal ad, call 
1-900-370-2041. 
Call costs 99¢ a minute. 
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Friends of Casco Bay's 
first baykeeper 
The homecoming 
of Joe Payne 
"Getting home 
again 
is part of it. 
For Mainiacs 
born and bred 
here, most of us 
want to work 
here. 
I've been inching 
my way home, " 
Joe Payne 
• Interview by Don Kreis 
A thick summertime haze, which the experts blame on air 
pollution from cars and power plants, hovers over Casco Bay as 
Joseph E. Payne, its first baykeeper sits alongside Portland 
Harbor and talks about his new job. 
Directl y across the harbor from Payne stand s a tank farm, 
and the oil terminal where tankers deliver fuel that sometimes 
spills into the water. To his left is a huge shipyard that fixes 
warships with nuclear weapon capability. To his right are 
marinas galore, empty condos, and fish processors. In the 
distance is Peaks Island, where authorities have posted no-
swimming advisories because they have detected bacteria that 
enjoy munching on raw sewage. Pleasure boats dot the scene, 
their comings and goings undisturbed by the fiscally defunct 
harbormaster. The mighty Machigonne steams into port with a 
load of summer folk, nudging the dock and causing the entire 
pier to shudder. . 
"Is there anything wrong with this picture?" I ask Payne, 
beginning his second day on the job. 
"No," says the new baykeeper. "It's a beautiful bay." 
Like the up-and-coming environmental group that hired 
him, Payne is being avowedly cautious as he approaches his 
assigned task: to be the guardian of the bay, to stir u~ citizen. 
interest in saving the ecosystem, and to try and reclaim shellfish 
beds and other parts of the bay's bioregion that have been 
"lost" to environmental degradation. 
The idea of a "keeper" originates in England, where the 
holder of the office watches over a particular river by regularly 
travelling its length by boat. The concept first bloomed in the 
United States during the 1970s in the form of John Cronin, the 
Hudson Riverkeeper - who launched his career in New York 
State by exposing Exxon's practice (since disconti.nued) of 
stealing water from the Hudson for use at rdlneTtes In the 
Caribbean. Since then, nine more "keepers" have gone to work 
as stewards of various waterways around the country, from San 
Francisco Bay to - now - Casco Bay. 
Friends of Casco Bay, the citizen group that hired Payne, 
plowed through some 70 resumes to find him, accor~in? to 
president Donald W. Perkins, Jr. Payne has an assoaate s 
degree from Southern Maine Technical College, a captain's . 
license, diving certifi~ation and 18 years' profeSSIOnal expen-
ence working on environmental issues. 
But he didn't work for Greenpeace, or even the National 
Audubon Society, of which he is a member. Payne worked from 
1978 until just a few weeks ago for the New Hampshire-based 
consulting firm of Normandeau Associates - where his biggest 
assignment was supervising water-quality testing for the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant. He worked at the Superfund 
toxic waste site in Woburn, Mass. He helped develop new 
hydroelectric facilities in Ontario by doing aquatic monitoring. 
He helped industry make its case. 
Perhaps a better place to look for Payne's qualifications is the 
1967 issue of The Totem, yearbook of Portland High School. 
There is Payne, looking conSiderably leaner than he does now, 
listed as one of the Class of '67's top three graduates in the 
categories of "most witty," "most popular," "most valuable" 
and "most likely to succeed." 
Nearly a quarter-century later, Payne is home again - and 
he is determined to succeed as Casco Bay's first baykeeper. So 
he is choosing his words carefull y in the first weeks of his new 
life. 
"A person could come here, point fingers, and say: There's a 
problem waiting to happen, there's a problem waiting to 
happen," he says. "But what we need to do is gather the 
information first and not go off half-cocked." 
I sat with Payne and gathered a bit more information about 
his thoughts on environmentalism and baykeeping: 
How does someone metamorphose from a consultant 
doing work for the Seabrook nuclear power plant into 
an environmental activist who cruises around on a 
boat stirring up grassroots trouble for a living? 
I never looked at it as working for a big, nuclear power plant. 
I worked for Normandeau Associates, and one of our clients 
was the big nuclear power plant. The people that I worked with 
'I would characterize as environmentalists - people who are 
concerned about the environment in their personal lives and in 
their professional lives, people who recycle and have super-
insulated houses and try to treat the environment lightly. The 
fact that Normandeau is hired by industry is a fact. Someone 
has to do that work. It pleased me to be associated with a firm 
that did that work and did it in an honest, quality-oriented 
manner. 
But aren't consultants just people who go out and tell 
their big-business clients exactly what those clients , 
want to hear, whether it's true or not? 
It's only recently that I've cOme to understand that people 
think that way. I guess I've been in a sheltered community, 
working with the people that I have worked with. It was 
subconscious, but we were focused on the fact that we were 
environmental consultants. And we didn't always want to tell 
(the industry clients) what they want to hear. I don't accept, at 
least in the case of Normandeau Associates, that these are 
environmental scientists who go out, do a study, and alter the 
results to be in the client's best interest. 
When you're out on the bay hanging around with 
lobstermen, fishing crews, outraged Islanders and 
other creatures of the great outdoors, won't you min 
the sult-and-tle world? 
(Payne laughs.) Your view of cons.ulting must be something 
that Don Perkins personifies. In my job as consultant, we're not 
coat-and-tie kind of people. As a matter of fact, the joke at work, 
asked to me by more than one person was: You gonna be 
wearing a coat and tie on this job? Because we do field work-
wetlands bushwhacking. I have spent an enormous amount of 
time on the water. 
That's part of why I'm here: not only because I love the 
water, but because my background allowed me to get a Coast 
Guard captain's license, and gives me the seamanship skills the 
Friends of Casco Bay felt necessary. 
What will a typical day in the life of the Casco 
Baykeeper be like? 
The program's not developed yet since I'm just on board. I 
hope to spend a fair amount of time on the water. That will .be a 
very enjoyable part of the job, just being on the water, meeting 
the people who work on the water, meeting the people who 
recreate on the water. 
But actually I'm jumping ahead. A day in the life of the 
baykeeper, phase one, will be meeting all the people who have 
an interest or can have an impact on the bay. Fishermen - or 
fisherpeople - interested citizens, legislators, people in the 
state agencies, people in industry, everybody. We want to.meet 
those people and build relationships, so that when we nohce a 
problem, or when we notice the opposite of a problem, then we 
can comment on that and we'll have the network to t~lk to 
people in a cooperative fashion rather than in a confrontational 
fashion. So probably early on I'm not going to be on the water 
as much as I will be when the baykeeper program is set and in 
place. 
John Cronin, the Hudson Riverkeeper, built his reputa-
tion on confronting environmental wrongdoers right 
there on the river. Will you be Casco Bay's John 
Cronin? 
John'S operating in an area where, just near Manhattan, there 
are 24 million people. The thought is that there is malicious 
pollution going on down there. I mean, people are setting out to 
do it under cover of darkness. We don't see that as the case In 
Casco Bay. There may be some malicious dumping, but that's 
not the mode here. 
The approach we want to take here is not confrontational. It's 
cooperation. If we find a problem, our first step is goin~ to be .to 
take that to the entity responsible for that impact and diSCUSS It 
with them. If we don't get cooperation, then we'll talk to them 
in an informed manner and try to get their cooperation. If that 
doesn't work, then we're going to go the next step and the next 
step. John'S approach is more litigious to start with, ours is 
going to be cooperative. But we'll have (litigation) as a backup. 
What was it that lured you back to Maine after 14 
years in New Hampshire? 
Getting home again is part of it. For Mainiacs born and b.red 
here, most of us want to work here. I lived on Peaks Island In 
the summertime, and my grandfather was a fisherman right 
here on Casco Bay. 
Like most of the people that I went to school with, I wanted 
to get a job in the environmental field in Maine. Well, there 
were very few jobs in the environmental field in Maine. There 
still are very few paying jobs as an environmentalist. So I took a 
job where I could get into the field, first on the Great Lakes, 
then in New Hampshire. I've been inching my way home. 
Much of the pollution getting into the bay, particularly 
sewage discharges and effluent from paper mills, is 
perfectly legal. The polluters have a license to pollute 
from the government. How will the baykeeper handle 
legal pollution? 
I would disagree that these are permits to pollute, (but) I 
think you raise a valid point. That's something that we will be 
looking at - whether the levels that are permitted need to be 
changed. But that's a question that needs investigation. That's a 
research project. 
What we can do now is find excedences to those permits. 
People can dump treated sewage into the bay, but there are 
limits in their permits as to what they can dump. If theY're 
exceeding it, then that needs to be addressed. 
Certainly there are a lot of other sources - there may be 
non-point sources, there may be agricultural runoff, there could 
be a lot of things that we can address. But that's all going to 
come after our information-gathering phase. -
Now that you're the baykeeper, have you moved back 
to Peaks Island? 
We still own a house in New Hampshire. As soon as the 
market allows and we can sell that, then we'll be moving back 
here. Meantime, my family's in Portland. Between my brothers 
and sisters, there are five houses in Portland where I can grab a 
bed when I need. 
Friends of Casco Bay has announced that you're going 
to be In charge of a new "stewardship program." What 
the heck Is that? 
That's something I'm really excited about. Our citizen water-
quality monitoring program, our citizen stewards program is a 
program where we'll solicit volunteers. I'm convinced there are 
lots and lots and lots of interested people who just need direc-
tion, who are dying to do something to help the environment. 
What we'll do, once we design the program - you're 
catching me at ground zero - we'll be looking at Casco Bay 
and pinpointing areas that we feel are critical to monitor. We'll 
train our citizen monitors and, with my background, that's 
something that's going to be easy to do. I'm a certified quality 
engineer. I'll train the people how to take samples, how to be 
eyewitnesses to the environment and make notes on what they 
see - get to know their piece of the coast, and build a database 
of water quality information that's going to help us in the future 
to even further narrow down areas where there are problems 
that we need to focus on. 
How will the bay keeper avoid duplicating the efforts of 
the Island Institute and Maine Island Trail Association's 
trail keeper, who is already roaming the bay? 
Whatever the Island Institute is doing that we don't have to 
do, we don't want to duplicate .. . we won't have time to 
duplicate. 
I don't think there's a citizen water-quality monitoring 
program going on (through the Island Institute). I understand 
the Lightship Nantucket is doing some. We want to bring every-
one together. There are some beach watches in the area, there 
are some river watches. We' ll cooperate with them and collect 
data that fits into their data rather than duplicates their data. 
And then there are the folks at the local office of the 
Maine Department of Environmental Protection. 
They're supposed to be out here doing the kind of 
things you plan to be doing, but citizens complain it's 
hard to get someone from the DEP to do any field 
Investigation. Do you Imagine yourself getting the DEP 
off the hook by doing their enforcement work for 
them, or will your presence make them work even 
harder so they won't feel embarrassed? 
Either of those two options could happen. And the third 
option, which is to see how we can work together. I envision 
that we are going to be sending work their way. I don't know 
how they're going to react to that. We might be getting a lot of 
phone calls from citizens. Maybe we'll be able to be there 
quicker to take pictures or get samples or whatever quicker 
than (the DEP) can. I don't know that yet, but we're going to try 
to be on the scene as quickly as we can. All state agencies 
nowadays have staffing and funding problems. If we can be an 
asset to them - in essence, manpower for them - then that's 
how I'd like to promote our relationship. 
It gets pretty darned cold out here on the bay In the 
winter. Will you be doing all this outdoor stuff once 
the snows fly? 
Absolutely. As I'm fond of saying, I've never been cold a day 
in my life. My experience is in working year-round. Those 
environmental consultants that you picture hibernating during 
the winter work all winter long on salt water, in wetlands, 
whatever. You just have to get out there and slog through it. 
I think, also, that it would be a good opportunity for us to 
cement relationships with that part of our community that 
works on the bay. They're going to see us out there the same 
time that they're out there -not just in July when it's beautiful. 
How do you feel about tourists? 
I feel the way all Maine people feel about tourists. 
But are tourists and the pollution they bring a threat 
to Casco Bay? 
I hadn't thought of that issue that way. In general, I'm 
definitely in favor of water-related recreation. An extreme 
example is an area that's being brought back from pollution. As 
soon as it gets to a point where there's any recreation, the more 
pressure there is to clean the area up. People won't stand for a 
degradation of it once it reaches recreational quality. The 
impact from increased population from tourism - that's 
something that needs to be managed. But having tourists here is 
going to help keep the water quality here good. 
We'll pre-empt the Press Herald and ask: What kind of 
car do you drive? 
I drive a diesel-powered Peugot. The average mileage is 40 
miles per gallon. That's not bragging or anything. It's jus"! part 
of the ethic I and my wife have. We live in a passive solar-
powered house and burn wood, which has its own air pollution 
problems. 
And what ito you have in mind for the baykeeper's 
vessel? Something along the lines of George Bush's 
cigarette boat? 
We've talked about having a small, fast boat so we can zip 
from here up to Harpswell if needed. But we also need a very 
seaworthy boat, because once I get up to Harpswell I want to 
come back by boat, too. We expect to be taking people out on 
the bay with us, and prOViding a floating platform for research. 
To accomplish those things, I feel that we need - for want of a 
better word - a lobster-style boat. Thirty-six, 40 feet, that has 
sufficient power to give us sufficient speed. 
So that schooner over there in South Portland won't do? 
(Payne laughs.) It would be tough, but we might be able to 
rig it the right way. You need something with sufficient speed 
- a work boat. When it's a job, not just pleasure, you need to be 
able to get where you need to get, do what you need to do, and 
get back. 
(The Rebel, Casco Bay Lines' aged car ferry that is currently 
for sale, chugs by on its way to the dock.) 
Here's a boat you could use! 
I think for coastal sampling it might be just a little too big. 
Donald Maurice Kreis has never been a consultant, 
although he did attend high school. 
Joe Payne, Casco Bay's first baykeeper, stands shin-deep in 
his bay at East End Beach. 
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Portland Trails Director Nathan Smith, left, and former director Dick Spencer, 
stroll along the Caplslc Pond trail. 
URBAN TRAILBLAZERS 
Continued from front page 
The idea for a series of trails linking parks and other open 
spaces around Portland goes back to the turn of the century. In 
1903, Mayor Phineas Baxter invited world-renowned landscape 
architect Frederick Law Olmstead - who designed Central 
Park and many others - to create a plan for a city park system. 
Baxter told Olmstead to devise a plan resembling Boston's 
"Emerald Necklace" to connect the Eastern and Western 
Promenades, Deering Oaks Park and Back Cove in a loop with 
lush, tree-lined trails. 
While Baxter was successful in establishing those parks, 
Olmstead's vision for a network of trails connecting them died 
with Baxter in 1920. 
Then, in 1987, that vision flickered to life again when the City 
of Portland released its Shoreway Access Plan. That plan 
detailed a "waterlinks" concept of parks, whereby natural 
assets like the Eastern Promenade would be linked to other 
areas of scenic interest such as the Fore River, Capisic Pond and 
the Presumpscot River. The plan recommended creating a 
Casco Bay Esplanade below the rails of Tukey's Bridge (behind 
the Burnham & Morrill bean factory), canoe tie-ups in undis-
turbed mud flats along the mouth of the Presumpscot River, 
and small "pocket parks" elsewhere around the city. These 
areas would be connected by rustic trails running along rivers 
and waterfront, while trees, sidewalks and bike lanes would 
spruce up any trails passing through busy parts of Portland, 
including stretches of Forest Avenue, Veranda Avenue and 
Marginal Way. 
It's been four years since the plan was presented, however, 
and few of the trails have bren built. "This is a long-range 
plan," said senior city planner Rick Knowland, "With tremen-
dous logistics to be worked out and financial resources to be 
raised and committed." 
Over the visions and through the woods 
But while neither Baxter's nor the city's trailway plan got off 
the drawing board, some Portlanders have taken it to the 
woods. 
One of those Portlanders is Dick Spencer, who founded 
Portland Trails in 1989 and is currently the chairman of the 
Maine Audubon Society's board of directors. On a recent 
afternoon, the tall and robust Portland attorney led the way for 
this reporter through several miles of the Fore River Sanctuary. 
As he strode effortlessly along, Spencer began to describe the 
planned trail system: "The plan is to connect Deering Oaks and 
Back Cove to the Evergreen Cemetery and Baxter Woods via 
pathways. From Evergreen Cemetery you would walk along 
residential streets to Capisic Pond." Descending from the city's 
streets to Capisic Pond, Spencer emerged in fields of wildflowers 
and reeds. A heron lifted from the trees, heading for its rook. 
Across Capisic Street, the trail, about two feet wide, enters forest 
once again at one end of the Fore River Sanctuary. In places, the 
dirt path gives way to boardwalks above marshy areas. There 
are few buildings visible at any point during the walk. 
"In some places, the trail follows the bed and towpath of the 
old Oxford Cana!," Spencer said, bounding on ahead, "which 
once ran from the Fore River to Sebago Lake. It's amazing, but 
I've been told that you can still basically walk that canal bed all 
the way from here to the lake. This was a tremendous break for 
us, that the canal is still undeveloped." Stopping at last to 
admire a sweeping vista of marsh from a boardwalk, Spencer 
said, "I can't believe there's so much open space left inside 
Portland city limits! It just boggles the mind. When I saw this, I 
knew there should be trails here." 
Spencer was instrumental in helping Portland Trails raise 
$25,000 to help build the stretch of trail he walked. The contri-
butions came from two sponsors, Torn's of Maine and a Port-
land law firm which gave the money anonymously. The City of 
Portland has earmarked $50,000 from its Capital Improvement 
Fund for 1991 toward city trails, and the city has lent tools and 
manpower to the fledgling group. Portland Trails has also 
applied for other state and federal grants to construct, maintain 
and publicize the trail system. 
Other organizations are also helping the trailblazers. The 
National Parks Service has provided free assistance with the 
mapping, planning and visual presentation of the trails (an 
overview "vision map" of the trail system will be printed later 
this month). The Parks Service also directed Portland Trails to 
the Trust for Public Land - an experienced and deep-pocketed 
national group that helps local land trusts acquire parcels of 
land for long-term public use. The Portland City Council 
adopted trails as part of the city's comprehensive plan in 1989. 
Lumber merchants have donated wood for bridges. 
But most important, the number of people in the grassroots 
group has blossomed. At a volunteer day in June to build a 
segment of trail around Capisic Pond, more than 50 people 
showed up to lend a hand. 
"What began," says Portland Trails' lone paid employee, 
Donna Larson, "as a collection of several separate neighbor-
hood groups and land trusts - the Munjoy Hill group, the 
Forest City Land Trust, the Stroud water group, a group in the 
Deering area - has really come together over the past two 
years." This coalescent group of concerned citizens provides 
volunteer labor and word-of-mouth publicity, says Larson. 
Assisting this small army of volunteers with the labor have 
been members of the Maine Conservation Corps, as well as 
work-release prisoners from the Cumberland County Jail and 
occasional visitors from the Appalachian Mountain Club 
(AMC) . 
Back on the trail, Spencer said, "I'remendous improvements 
in the trail have been made. A number of bridges have been 
built since the last time I walked the trail. It's just about ready 
for use. " 
Spencer believes the sweat will payoff. "These trails offer a 
real variety of recreation and hiking experiences," he says. 
Hiking the sanctuary is certainly a different experience from 
circumnavigating Back Cove. This was illustrated when Spencer 
paused on the trail near the sound of rushing water, then strode 
around a turn in the path to stop face to face with a 30-foot 
waterfall. "You should see this in spring," he said, watching a 
stream trickle down a sheer scarp of rock. "It reall y gushes then. 
This is the kind of amenity you would see in a national park. 
And it's right here in the middle of Portland." 
Besides the variety of views and terrains it offers, Fore River 
Sanctuary is also the confirmed habitat of bounteous wildlife-
moose, deer and small mammals such as raccoons or foxes 
which bed down in the marsh or foray into the woods for food; 
diverse bird populations of forest, field and marsh; and a 
mixed-woods forest. Preserving this diverse natural commu-
nity, said Spencer, is as important as granting public access to it. 
"The key is making this area accessible without spoiling it," 
he said. "We're aware that there is abundant wildlife here, and 
we'll be very sensitive to that." Portland Trails has decreed that 
no motorized vehicles or dogs will be allowed on its trails. 
After Spencer had looped around through the marsh and 
woods of the sanctuary, he came to the Fore River near 
Stroud water Crossing, which still needs a pedestrian foot-
bridge. According to Spencer, building this bridge is his group's 
next major project and they'll tackle it next spring. Once they've 
built the bridge, Portland Trails will need to secure certain 
easements in the Capisic Pond area. If they do, it will be 
possible to walk by trail from the head to the outflow of the 
pond, through the Fore River Sanctuary, and out to a parking 
lot on outer Congress Street - a five-mile round trip. 
Then, Spencer said, from the Stroud water Crossing area, the 
trail would continue across Congress Street and snake along the 
marshes and mud flats of the Fore River, detour around 
Waynflete School in Sight of huge bluffs, and emerge at 
Thompson's Point. If plans to build a small gravel bar on the 
river next to Merrill's Marine Terminal are realized, the trail 
could then proceed uninterrupted along the narrow lip of land 
running alongside the Fore River below Danforth Street, and 
from there, connect to Commercial Street where the city 
maintains a shoreway path. Other connectors might travel 
along the Stroud water River to Westbrook and over a bridge to 
South Portland's trail system. 
Obstacles in the paths 
There are sure to be obstacles in completing the trail system. 
Past the Casco Bay Ferry Terminal and the city-owned Maine 
State Pier, Portland Trails and the city planners who are helping 
them have a tricky task: They hope to obtain an easement for a 
path to the East End, then purchase property around the base of 
the Eastern Promenade. 
The easement and trail might skirt Bath Iron Works' facility, 
or they might cut through it (the city leases this property to 
BIW); either way, the trail would continue to a spot on the 
wa terfront below the historic Portland House on upper Fore 
Street. At that pOint, the trail consortium hopes to buy land for a 
key section of trail which would extend around the Eastern 
Promenade to connect with Back Cove (completing the loop of 
city trails), and pOSSibly, Falmouth by bridge. Switchback trails 
would connect this lower section to the Eastern Promenade. 
Walking this stretch, one is astonished at how visually 
Continued on page 12 
A trail with a view: waterfalls in the CBW/Tonee Harbert 
Fore River Sanctuary. 
COOKIN' 
, 
Maine has a rich history of constantly evolving culinary 
traditions. First was the indigenous food cultivated by the 
Indians, then the adaptation of the cooking styles of the 
English settlers, the addition of the exciting ethnic dishes of 
the Franco-Americans and the Italians, and most recently the 
integration of the wide-ranging culinary styles of The Far East. 
Our menu reflects the influence of far-flung cuisines On 
today's Maine cookery. For example, our Lobster Spring Roll 
is a first course which incorporates Maine's popular crustacean 
in the classic Vietnamese recipe. Another appetizer, The 
Grilled Duck Sausage, spicy corn, and sweet peppers - is 
served with spoon-bread. As we all know, com was an 
important part of the diet of early Americans. Pounded into 
meal, it was used in a variety of dishes. Spoonbread was one 
such food. It traces its ancestry to a cornmeal and water 
porridge called "sappawn" by the Iroquois. An early import to 
the South, spoonbread was a colonial favorite. 
Fritters have long been a Down East treat. Art English 
version of the French beignet, fritters arrived with the first 
settlers. Our Shrimp and Com Fritters are a light, golden 
brown, crisp on the outside, and full of rich goodness on the 
inside. It's no wonder that they have become one of our more 
popular appetizers. . 
Yes, Maine has been blessed with a rich and vibrant 
culinary history. We're doing our best to carry on the tradition 
here at Katahdin, where the past meets the present and the 
result is nothing more or nothin~ less than Good Cookin'. 
Come gi ve us a try. 
jJv.~&~-
774·1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM 
Katahdin has chosen not to participate in CBW's Talking Menu. 
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ELVIS!! 
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weak of 11113/91 
LIVING TAPESTRIES: Looking to 
the 90s: Elder Care 30 Quality of 
Life. (112 hr) 
IN THE GALLERY: India 30 from 
Russia with Love. (1 hr) 
POWER 30 STEELE ON THEATER: 
A Review of Local Theater 
Productions. (112 hr) 
USM CLOSE UPS: Prof. Richard 
McKeil. (ll2hr) 
HIGH TENSION ON THE 
CUTTING EDGE: Fabric Mist, 
Cynthia Thompson. (ll2hr) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10prn, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-1Opm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. gam-noon. 
Portland, So. Port-
tllliWClLII, Falmouth, & Scar-
in Gorham. 
r---------------------------------t I RYDER TRUCK RENTAL: 
: Is proud to announce I 
: A VEL SALE: 
I at our location: 
: off"~ d. I 
: s~e'tO\l~" L!J ~n!~:v~r9f! : 







I 0 TRUCK RENTAL m !ill I 
I RAND ROAD· 761-9084 _ III I 
I Oller good only at Rand Road Iocallon. No other discounts or rebate_s seiviiHon. -.. 
• limit one per customer. Coupon must be presented at Hme of rental or '0' • 
~--------------------------------~ 
Calendars· Maps· Post Cards· Greeting Cards 
Artwork· Note Paper· Stationery· Gift Wrap 
Posters· And More! 
Maine made gifts, crafts, and specialty foods. 
~~~, 
.t~'<?..,. 
Gifts of Maine 
422 Fore Street, Old Port • 761-5690 
Maine Mall • 775-4268 
10-6 Monday - Saturday, 12-5 Sundays 
~-------- Coupon --------. '8 I I Italian Restaurant and Lounge I 
BUY ONE REG. DINNER ENfREE I 
~!f&:~!r~V~N~valid : 
with dinner specials) I 
Expi=> 9/30191 • Coupon good fot entire party I 
Ftne ltalfan Cuisine Steaks & Seafood I 
SO WharfSt Portland, ME 774-6000 I _ .... _-----------
Welcome to 
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Continued from page 11 
unspoiled the coast remains here: breathtaking views of Peaks 
Island, the Diamonds, the Chebeagues. Fort Gorges glittering in 
the foreground. Portland Harbor just around the corner. 
Clambering down the steep rocky cliffs in his starched white 
shirt and dress shoes, attorney and current Portland Trails 
president Nathan Smith commented on his group's dream of a 
public walkway here. 
"This section has the potential for being one of the most 
extraordinary water vistas - and city trails - anywhere in this 
country. The views of Casco Bay and of Portland Harbor are 
just incredible. And it would be wonderful to walk down here, 
where you can get your feet wet, instead of just along the top." 
Trail enthusiasts are also excited about the possibility of 
constructing a bike lane along this path to Washington Avenue 
(across an abandoned railroad bridge) and to Falmouth. 
"I think there are good possibilities for a bike path there," 
said Rick Knowland of the city's planning office, >:-,ho has 
consulted with the grassroots group. "It would really be 
something to bike into Portland from North Deering instead of 
having to ride down the middle of Forest Avenue." 
But the base of the Promenade doesn't belong to the city, and 
the landowner - Canadian National Railroad (CNR) - could 
foul plans to create a scenic walkway on the East End. Although 
the railroad bed that runs past East End Beach was abandoned 
after the railroad trestle bridge to Falmouth burnt several years 
ago, CNR maintains ownership of the land and its right of way. 
''There were negotiations a few years ago between the city and 
CNR," said Smith, "but they derailed." Though CNR has tom 
up all its track on the East End, it has not yet dismantled the 
damaged railroad bridge. "That bridge poses all sorts of 
potential liability problems for the railroad," noted Smith. ''It's 
just possible that we might one day convince them that it's best 
to sell it." Smith said acquisition of the bridge and the rail bed 
would make a trail around the base of the Promenade a virtual 
certainty. 
And if CNR refuses to sell, or asks too high a price, Smith 
said there are possible legal recourses for Portland Trails. He 
noted that under the doctrine of "prescriptive uses," property 
that has long been used as a public way - even if privately 
owned - might be considered part of the public domain. 
Claiming the rail bed is a public way, the group might compel 
the city to claim the property by eminent domain if CNR were 
to remain recalcitrant about selling it. "There is certainly a long 
and venerable history of trespassing here," laughed Smith, 
pausing and pointing up at cliffs spangled ~th eve~r. hue of 
graffiti imaginable. Eminent domain, he continued, IS some-
thing that would be an absolute last resort. We'd look at it, but 
only if it got to that pOint." 
There are also other, smaller snags to clear from the path 
before a continuous green loop around Portland becomes a 
reality: Privately owned parcels of land lie in the trail's pro-
jected path. . 
"Residential areas are where we have to be particularly 
careful," noted planner Knowland. "On the Presumpscot River, 
we don't anticipate many problems because the homes are set, 
in some cases, hundreds of feet back from the river. The Fore 
"We feel that the more use 
these trails get, the better. 
You create an ethic, a self-policing, 
because they are such 
special places." 
Rick Knowland 
River, though, is a different story." 
The projected section of trail that skirts the Fore River from 
Stroud water Crossing toward the sea would run over some 
stretches of marshes and mud flats which are privately owned. 
The steep, fragile slope of the area is such that if Portland Trails 
can't acquire these parcels, there's nowhere else to route t~e 
path; there would be no continuous loop around the city. "We 
have had a few of the landowners there express concerns, 
confirmed Knowland. 
Dick Spencer said that Portland Trails will "worry about any 
privately owned sections last. There's a heck of a lot ~e can do. 
first; even without a continuous system, we'll have miles of trail 
in Portland." Although privately owned segments could take 
years to address, Spencer believes that "once you can see it as a 
system, it's inexorable. There's a real logic to connecting the few 
remaining green spaces left in Greater Portland. I hope people 
will see it as a benefit, not a threat." 
When the time does come to ask private landowners for their 
help, Spencer said economic arguments may help win some 
over to the trail project. "People are very nervous about public 
trails until they realize that it actually increases their property 
values. Studies have shown this. And it's not just the dollar 
value; once the trail is there, they begin to realize it's a major 
amenity to their property. Imagine being able to walk out your 
backyard and down a nature trail." 
To diffuse fears about vandalism, trespassing and private 
property damage, Portland Trails members assure landowners 
that security will be maintained on both private and public 
stretches of trail. "The city will have an appropriate police 
presence," said Smith. "This has been part of our plan from the 
beginning." 
City planner Knowland noted that Portland has park rangers 
who will also assist in supervising the trails. Knowland empha-
sized, too, that citizens will make the biggest difference. "We 
feel that the more use these trails get, the better. You create an 
ethic, a self-policing, because they are such special places." 
Knowland pointed to South Portland's experiment with trails 
as proof that it can be done in Portland without compromising 
personal safety or property value. Knowland, a resident of 
South Portland who lives near walkways at Spring Point and 
Mill Cove Pond, noted that "the Spring Point Walkway is really 
"We'll soon be issuing a brochure and 
putting up permanent signs. That's 
the first major step, 
and it will give us a three to 
four-mile trail. 
Once people can walk these trails, 
we think they'll want the 
project to grow. " 
Dick Spencer 
successful; when you think of that area, you think of cars 
zooming by on the street. Bu t the tru th of it is, lots of people use 
these walkways. And part of that area used to be abandoned 
railway, but vandalism isn't a problem there." 
Hot on the trail 
For now, Portland Trails will continue preparations to open 
the trails for public use next year. This fall members of the 
Appalachian Mountain Club are expected to assist volunteers 
and Maine Conservation Corps workers to extend and improve 
the Capisic Pond walkway. 
The Fore River Sanctuary and Capisic Pond trails are almost 
read y for widespread use. 'We'll soon be issuing a brochure 
and putting up permanent signs," said Dick Spencer. "That's 
the first major step, and it will give us a three to four-mile trail. 
Once people have something in their hands that they can see, 
once they can walk these trails, we think they'll want the project 
to grow." 
Spencer's group is also exploring links with other nearby 
communities. The long-term vision is one of bicycle and 
pedestrian trails connecting Portland in a "green web" with 
Westbrook, Gorham, Falmouth, Windham and South Portland. 
Spencer pointed out that a Gorham land trust is developing 
trails along that town's segment of the former Oxford Canal; 
Westbrook has constructed a walkway through the center of 
town; and Falmouth has installed bicycles lanes connecting 
with Mackworth Island, Maine Audubon's Gilsland Farm 
sanctuary and other destinations. 
If all goes well, say Smith and Spencer, by 1994 you could 
enter the trails at Baxter Woods, walk eight or 10 miles of 
continuous trail looping around the Fore River Sanctuary, and 
be back where you started three to four hours later. And once 
people are actually out walking that segment of trail, the men 
say the plan to build 30 miles of trails that link parks, open 
spaces and water vistas around the city will gain momentum. 
"It's the absolute right time and place for this," concluded 
Spencer, "for every reason: It's physically possible - the open 
spaces are still there - and there's a real-estate market we can 
take advantage of right now. If we don't, who knows whether 
property values will go up again? If they do, these open spaces 
could well get bought up and closed off forever." 
Paul JiJlrr never gets defensive when CBWeditors tell him to take a hike. 
Those interested in becoming involved with 
Portland Trails should write to the organization at 
P.O. Box 17501, Portland, ME 04101. 
How to use 
How to find us 
Olsco Bay Wuldy's office is at 
551A Congress Sl in down-
town Portland. We are open 
Monday through Friday from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
How to find the paper 
Every Thursday, CllSw BIlY 
Wuldy distributes 24,000 copies 
at 230 high-traffic locations. To 
find a distribution site near you, 
call Customer Service Manager 
Robyn Barnes at 77>6601. 
Olsco Bay W.ddy is available 
free of charge, limited to one 
copy per reader. No person 
may take more than one copy of 
each issue of Olsco BQy W.d:ly 
without written permission 
from the pu bUsher. 
How to buy a back Issue 
Back issues and extra copies 
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for $1 each at our office. Mailed 
copies are 52 each. 
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u..sco Bay Wuldy is available 
by mail. SubscriptiOns cost $29 
Cor six months or $49 for one 
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If you have a MasterCarsf or 
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Thursday's issue, and all must 
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event listed in "Entertainment 
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and don't forget 10 include a 
phone number. Listing 
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writing by noon on the 
Thursday preceeding the issue 
in which the listing is to appear. 
How to submit _ letter 
Olsco Bay Wmly welcomes 
leiters on all topics, but will not 
print unsigned leiters or letters 
that have been sent to other 
publications. leiters are printed 
in the order they are received, 
on a space-available basis. 
Be brief and to the point. 
leiters of more than 300 words 
may be edited for length. Be 
sure to include your signature, 
full name, address and daytime 
phone number. (Addresses and 
phones are for verification only 
and will "at be printed.) 
How to submit. correctIon 
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report the news fairl y and 
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News Editor Andy Newman 
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at the Sandwich Shop 
205 Commercial St. 773-2217 
LUNCH CLUB 
MEMBER 
• COMP DESSERTS 
• EXCLUSIVE 
SPECIALS 
• WEEKLY DEALS 
• BONUS LUNCH 
FREE 
·11 
I: Want to Save on 
:.'. 
GREAT LUNCHES!? 
Join our Lunch Club 
for FREE LUNCHES!! 
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Helping hople Make a Diffirmce in thdr Communities 
SHORT COURSES FOR BUSY PEOPLE 
Legal Responsibilities 
of Nonprofit Boards 
October 10, 7-9 p. m. 
State and Local Government 
October 16, 23 and 30, 4:30-6:30 p. m. 
The Maine Legislature 
November 6, 13 anti20, 4:30-6:45 p.m. 
Call 874-6500 for more information 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS 
() University of Southern Maine 





Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight 
Best Steamers in Town 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere of Q'_£ __ _ 
5 Portland Pier (] 
772-4828 
-- < < s( < 
* TOP ~Fe;e~~ EAST * 
Stars Over Portland 
A rl10I'It'iy ,"lowcnse of ''"Ie 
'eglon's 1:)0 De'form n9 art,~ts 
Appearing in September 
TONY BOFFA TRIO 
A blend of easy listenmg and light dancing 




Pla)ing an edecuc blend of folk and 
soft rock fa\;omes 00 acoustic guitar 




OF THE EAST 
Sonesta Hotel Portland 
nS'5411 
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Chicken and stir fried 
vegetables - volcano 
style wrapped in 
homemade dough and 
baked to perfection. 
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War objectors also deserve license plates 
Starting in January, the State of Maine will add certain combat 
veterans to the list of Maine veterans who qualify for special 
commemorative license plates saying "Veteran" at the bottom 
instead of "Vacationland." 
Maine currently issues "Veteran" license plates only to disabled 
veterans, former prisoners of war and survivors of the attack on 
Peat:l Harbor. In January, the plates will be available (for an addi-
tional $10) to veterans who served in Iwo Jima during World War 
II, the Korean conflict, the Tet Offensive in the Vietnam War and 
Operation Desert Storm in the Middle East. Recipients of the 
Purple Heart, the Bronze Star or the Combat Infantry A ward will 
also be eligible. 
The people who will be recognized with this special plate 
served bravely in combat. Among those who get the plates, there 
will be many who have been permanently wounded serving their 
country, who have seen unspeakable horrors, who served out of a 
sense of duty. 
But as more veteran plates appear on cars, let us not in this 
patriotic fervor forget that while many Mainers went off to war, 
many others felt it their duty to stay in Maine and fight the war. 
This past winter, hundreds of Mainers braved bitter cold to 
protest Desert Storm, which many viewed as an unprincipled act 
of U.S. aggression fueled by this country's dependence on foreign 
oil. While less celebrated by the media, these peace protesters were 
driven by a sense of conscience - not unlike those who served in 
the war. Speaking out against the war was also an act of courage, 
patriotism, bravery. 
It is unfortunate that legislators have politicized license plates, 
which exist, after all, only for reasons of registration and identifica-
tion. But now that lawmakers have created photo opportunities 
with their camouflaged constituents in 
these yellow-ribboned times, let them 
recognize those dressed in civilian garb 
as well. Along with "Veteran" plates, the state should also make 
available plates with the words 'War Objector." 
Better yet, Mainers could save themselves the $10 by whiting 
out "Vacationland" and painting "War Objector" (or "Veteran") 
there themselves. A law passed by the Legislature in 1990 allows 
Mainers to alter their plates as long as they don't obscure any 
numbers, the registration stickers or the word "Maine." 
Let Mainers who held signs in the cold, who rode buses to 
Washington, who held candles during night vigils be counted as 
well. Because the people who fight wars are not alone in deserving 
our respect. The people who fight for peace deserve respect as 
well. 
(AN) 
Robert Ouellette, on vacation from Portsmouth, Va., sips coffee in his van at 
East End Beach Aug. 30. seen 
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Congratulations to you on 
your article on heroin and the 
need for a methadone clinic 
in the state of Maine (CB W 
8.15.91). 
Speaking as the parents of 
a son who is, and has been 
addicted for around 10 years, 
we can tell you that it is 
living hell both for the addict 
and his or her family. 
Aside from the financial 
burden this places on all 
concerned, which is astro-
nomical, the emotional and 
physical stress on all con-
cerned is a nightmare that 
faces us each and every day 
of our lives. Only those 
involved in the life of a loved 
one's heroin addiction can 
realize the horrors that go 
along with this terrible 
disease. Our son tried all 
possible ways to overcome it: 
hospitals, cold turkey, 
tapering off, etc., but as your 
article states, none of these 
were successful. Our son told 
us the only treatment that 
could wean him off this drug 
was methadone, which 
naturally is not available in 
this state. 
Even our doctor could not 
treat him. So after things 
were so bad and he knew 
something had to be done, 
especially in light of the more 
recent rash of deaths and 
near deaths due to this 
terrible drug, he left home to 
seek help in another state. He 
enrolled himself in a metha-
done outpatient clinic where 
he pays a modest fee for their 
services, reports every 
morning, is issued metha-
done and leaves to do his 
day's work. He is starting to 
live a somewhat normal life 
for the first time in a very 
long time. A counselor is 
assigned to him once a week, 
he has his urine checked at 
different times on different 
Clays - a trick to outsmart 
the clever addicts. 
My son had been saying 
for a very long time that 
Portland, especially, is in dire 
need of the kind of clinic he is 
now attending. He also made 
the statement that several 
heroin addicts had made 
comments about what they 
would give to have such a 
clinic near enough and 
affordable so they could rid 
themselves of this drug. 
Naturally, no one would 
listen and no one believed 
that such a problem existed 
in the fair state of Maine. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to 
Letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
People, by and large, have no 
sympathy or compassion for 
drug addicts, probably 
because they don't under-
stand their circumstances. 
Unfortunately, we had to 
learn, and learn the hard 
wa y, by experience. 
There is only one way 
Portland or any other city 
with a heroin problem can 
eventuall y rid themselves of 
it, and that is to have a 
methadone outpatient clinic 
and have it now, not next 
year. Another year will only 
bring more deaths, crime and 
devastation to a lot of good 
people. . 
This clinic cannot operate 
entirely free, I'm sure, but 
could ask for donations from 
patients according to what 
they can afford. Insurance is 
probably not something all 
heroin addicts are fortunate 
enough to have, so why 
couldn't it operate out of a 
community building like the 
Social Disease Clinics 
operate. Maybe volunteers 
could help staff these clinics. I 
know I would help in any 
way possible. I believe that 
dollar for dollar, the clinic 
would be less of an expense 
to the taxpayer than incar-
ceration, trials, crimes, etc., so 
often brought about because 
of drug abuse. Above all else, 
a price cannot be put on a 
human life and all addicts 
are, after all, human beings. 
I realize, much that I have 
said is what your article has 
alread y said, bu t I do feel 
better putting this on paper 
in hopes that words from 
someone who has been there 
will strengthen the cause. 
Thanks again for bringing 
this most serious problem 
facing the city, state and 
country to the attention of the 
general public. Hopefully this 
long overdue article of yours 
will wake up the powers that 
be, who can get this program 
started before it is too late. 
Please understand why I 




Your newspaper has 
joined the ranks of the Maine 
Turnpike anti-widening 
opponents, who irrationally 
persist in ridiculing the 
project. 
Every time I see the official 
name of the anti-widening 
group known as the "Cam-
paign For Sensible Transpor-
tation," I suspect I am 
supposed to get a feeling of 
transportation euphoria. 
Then I read on and discover 
that this group wants to 
charge more to the thousands 
of commuters who have 
helped subsidize its use over 
its 48-year life. Do you have 
the consummate gall to really 
believe the turnpike commut-
ers should be penalized? So 
you really think "congestion 
tolls," a penalty price for 
motorists using the turnpike 
at rush hours, is manageable? 
Should the turnpike have 
"not so friendly" signs at all 
entry and exit tollbooths 
admonishing motorists that 
the toll rates are higher . 
priced (for your benefit) 
between the hours of 7 and 9 
in the morning and 4 to 6 in 
the evening? This is another 
way of saying, "Commuters 
be damned!" 
Know what else you told 
us Mainers? You implied that 
six economists from Maine 
colleges, apparently college 
professors (Professors, how 
could you!) all share such a 
unanimity of opinion, usually 
so uncharacteristic of econo-
mists. Now these economists 
collecti vel y agree tha t the 
authority's justification for 
the project "rests on an 
improper and inefficient 
pricing policy." How pro-
found! 
The six economists go on 
to say, or at least your article 
lifted from the Associated 
Press quotes them as saying: 
"It is patently unfair to 
charge those who usc the 
turnpike 98 percent of the 
year, when the highway is 
not crowded, for the costs 
imposed by those few who 
use it during its most con-
gested periods." 
Hundreds of thousands of 
other vehicles annually travel 
the turnpike during so-called 
rush hours, not just commut-
ers. It doesn't take a deep 
level of logic and reasoning 
to realize that as a nation, 
traffic on our highways is 
heaviest in the traditional 
morning and evening so-
called rush hours. "Conges-
tion toll pricing" is an 
absurdity whose time has not 
come, which I doubt has ever 
worked in the past or ever 
will in the future. 
And besides, the 
authority's justification for 
the project has been that 
increased congestion is 
concomitant with increased 
traffic. These two combined 
factors alone have led to 
pervasively massive traffic 
jams and have therefore 
drastically deteriorated the 
level of safety. Again, do you 
honestly believe that "conges-
tion tolls" would "provide a 
much firmer basis for 
deciding whether an expan-
sion is necessary?" Let me 
give you a better way to 
determine if the turnpike 
needs to be widened: Just 
ride on it on any given day, 
any given night, year-round. 
The necessity for turnpike 
widening should not be 
determined by six green-
lighting economists, a few 
high-paid environmentalists 
and a handful of newspaper 
zealots, whatever their 
hidden motives may be. 
Reasoning for cessation of 
the turnpike widening project 
has been spurious. I have yet 
to see your newspaper or its 
editorials allow facts to get in 
the way of your opinions. 
The absurdities continue 
in one of your recent articles 
wherein you glaringly said: 
"The public pays for widen-
ing fight." The inference is 
that everybody pays for the 
widening fight. Only users of 
the highway pay for the 
Maine Turnpike widening. 
Perhaps toll revenues are also 
used to defend their pOSition 
on widening. After all, who 
started this hostile opposi-
tion? It just seems logical to 
me, and I suspect most 
reasonable people share my 
feelings, that any legitimate 
business has not only a right 
but an obligation to defend 
itself from any and all hostile 
and aggreSSive opponents. 
~V~.;;/--(J 




In reference to the city's 
proposed parking permits for 
the USM area, I would like to 
share with you my opinion as 
a homeowner on Fessenden 
Street, as a law student at 
USM and as chairperson of 
the Cumberland County 
Libertarian Party. 
I am uneqUivocally 
opposed to the issuance of 
parking permits. As a 
homeowner, I should be able 
to park in front of my own 
house. My guests should be 
able to park there as well. 
There should be no fee 
exacted by the city for this 
privilege. 
The parking problem in 
these neighborhoods is the 
result of the expansion of the 
USM student body without 
the construction of dormito-
ries on the Portland campus. 
Currently, there is a plan 
under discussion to build a 
parking garage for the 
univerSity. If this plan is 
implemented, the parking 
problem will be eliminated, 
making the proposed parking 
permit system an unneces-
sary annoyance. 
I might add that USM 
students are going to park on 
these streets anyway; the 
current one-hour parking 
zones have not even slowed 
them down. A casual glance 
at Falmouth Street on any 
given day will often reveal at 
least one Denver boot. Yet the 
illegal parking continues. 
Why? Because they have no 
other reasonable choice. 
Rather than make our 
students into criminals, why 
not seek reasonable ways to 
solve the problem? The 
parking garage is one 
possible solution. Another is 
the building of dormitories 
on the Portland campus, so 
September 12, 1991 1 5 
that students wouldn't have 
to commute. 
I'd like to add that I'm 
opposed to the one-hour 
parking zone established i'n 
front of my house. I really 
don't care who parks there or 
for how long. As a 
homeowner, I should per-
haps have some say about 
that; if I do, I ask that the city 
remove the one-hour parking 
zone signs and tell the 
Parking Division to stay 
away unless I request 
assistance. 
This proposed parking 
permit plan seems to me an 
unjustified attempt at raising 
revenues for the city. I'm 
already paying the city too 
much in taxes and fees! It will 
be a cold day in May when I 
shell out $15 for the privilege 
of parking in front of my own 
house, so I guess that means 
nobody will be able to park 
there under the proposed 
plan. I can't possibly see how 
such a reduction in available 
parking could be beneficial to 
anybody. 
I've got to say in closing 
that the apparent desire of 
the City of Portland to 
become even more oppres-
sive than it already is fright-
ens me. I'll fight that oppres-
sion as best I can. 




When it comes to your 
endless editorializing about 
the Maine Turnpike, you read 
more like a journal of primi-
tive propaganda than a 
newspaper. 
There seem to be few 
simple facts that you cannot 
get your mind around. This 
project involves one more 
lane on an existing right of 
way, the replacement of 44-
year-old bridges, a series of 
much needed safety improve-
ments and improved access 
to the Turnpike. No taxpayer 
dollars, federal, state or local 
will be used. 
During all of the testimony 
prior to the Board of Environ-
mental Protection approving 
this project, experts for both 
the proponents and the 
opponents conced!ld that 
ultimately this project would 
be needed. Doesn't it make 
sense to make infrastructure 
improvements during slow 
economic times? 
You seem to be trying to 
elevate this project into an 
event of great symbolic 





• Cause she's a woman: 
Today at 5:15 p.m. (and 
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m.) 
Barbara Schenkel examines 
the role of painters such as 
Mary Cassatt and Berthe 
Morisot, both featured in 
"A Woman's Touch: 
Monument Square. Free. 
Call 773-4444 for more info. 
• "The Girl Who Would Be 
Russian and Other Stories": 
tonight and tomorrow at 9 
& 11 p.m. The trio is 
comprised of George 
Garzone on tenor sax, John 
Lockwood on bass and Bob 
Gullotti on drums. Step 
right up to the door of 20 
Danforth St., pay your $7 
cover and enjoy one of 
Massachusetts' better 
exports. Call 772-8114 for 
more info. 
• Mighty fine: Tonight at 
9, you can hear the Mighty, 
Mighty Bosstones playing 
their high-energy ska at 
Zootz,31 Forest Ave. This 
• Swain refrains: Tonight at 
8, hear Dick Swain sing his 
songs from Maine, the 
Maritimes, The Great Lakes 
& the Midwest about the 
stories of sailors, lumber-
jacks, farms and other hard-
working folks. Swain will 
accompany himself on 
autoharp, banjo, concertina; 
guitar, mandolin & pipes. 
Roll & Go, a group of sea 
shanty-singing men and 
women, will perform the 
opening set. Tickets ar $6 in 
advance, $8 at the door of 
USM's Luther Bonney 
Special events will include 
a performance by Atlantic 
Clarion Steel Band, a Coast 
Guard morse code and flag 
demo, ocean tours and L.L. 
Bean sea kayaking demos. 
Admission: adults $2, 
children under 12 free, on 
the campus of Southern 
Maine Technical College in 
South Portland. For more 
info, call Kathryn Davis at 
Maine Audubon: 781-2330. 
The Casco 
Women Artists of the 
Impressionist Era" - a 
special tour of the exhibi-
tion "Impressionism and 
Post-Impressionism: The 
Collector's Passion." The 
talk is free with admission 
to the exhibit at Portland 
Museum of Art, 7 Congress 
Square. Pick up your touch 
tone and dial 775-6148 for 
more info. 
A book publishing party 
and reading will be held 
tonight from 6-8 at Gulf of 
Maine Books, 61 Maine St., 
Brunswick, for Wi1lis 
Johnson's new book. What 
is a colony of White Russian 
immigrants still loyal to the 
Tsar doing on the banks of 
the Kennebec River in a 
small town in Maine? How 
are its aging inhabitants 
faring in their struggle to 
overcome their nightmares 
of the Communist revolu-
tion, Stalin's gulags, World 
War II, and displaced-
person camps? In this 
collection of short stories, O. 
Henry Award-winner Willis 
Johnson fictionalizes his 
encounters with real-life 
Russian expatriates. Da; caB 
729-5083 for da details. 
Entertainment Bay Weekly Calendar: 
10 days and 





• "Studying Lesbian and 
Gay History: Where Do We 
Begin?" Dr. Howard 
Solomon, historian, writer, 
co-chair of Lesbian/Gay / 
Bisexual Caucus at Tufts 
University, will address the 
Matlovich Society tonight at 
7:30 in the third floor 
conference room of Port-
land Public Library, 5 
• Fringe benefit: Boston's 
legendary jazz trio, The 
Fringe, will be playing to 
the musical fringe at cafe no 
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be received In writing on 
the Thursday prior to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings Information 
to Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
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': \ \1 \\ at Franklin Towers Meeting Hall, 211 Cumberland Ave., ~ ~ 
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band "skims the big 
pond of ska-rock/ 
brass like a boomer-
ang in flight," says 
The Hard Report. Call 
773-8187 for details. 
• Going solo: To-
night (and Friday 
night) at 7:30 Ram 
Island Dance will 
present an informal 
showing of dance 
solos by Brian 
Crabtree, Emily Ojala, 
Katie McCarthy and 
Griff Goehring. 
Admission is $5 at 
Ram Island Dance, 
Studio One, 25A 
Forest Ave. Call 773-
2562 for reservations; 
seating is limited. 
SATURDAYS ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN 
~.llvnl CAN HAVE IT BOTH WAYS 
FRI. SEP. 15TH 
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS: 
THE CRYPTONES & 
SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTS 
be wild about U~~ 'U''-' ....... , 








Come to Freeport, 
ha~~~~rt 
:M of Maine 
Maine's Famous 
Natural Phenomenon 
Giant Sand Dunes • NaJrat9d 
Coach Tours· Nature Trails 
• Sand Mist .1783 Bam 
• World's largest Sand Panting 
• Gift Shop • Store 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 
• Desert Rd. • Dept. CB • 
Freeport 04032 
Open May 10th 
to October 14th 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 
WITH "THIS AD. $1 OFF 
ADULT ADMISSION 
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE 
Auditorium, Portland. 
Children are half-price. For 
reservations, call 773-9549. 
• Sea Fair '91 celebrates 
Maine's most vital resource, 
the sea, today from 11 a.m.-
5 p.m. The largest event of 
the state-sponsored 
Coastweek, Sea Fair will 
supplement the state's 
cleanup efforts with educa-
tional exhibitions, children's 
programs, entertainment, 
on-the-water activities and 
food from the sea. It will 
involve between 50 and 75 
marine businesses, histori-
cal, cultural, educational 
and environmental organi-
zationscommitted to the 
preservation of Maine's 
marine environment. 
An EVENING in 
SOUTHEAST ASIA 






Friday, September 20, 8 PM 
Portland Perfenning Am Center 
25A Forest Ave. 
Tickets $13 Call n0W465 
Also ovoloble 01 Amadouo & GaIory ~ 
Sponoo<ed by WMGX. ~'. ~ 
• Stay home! It's Monday 
night. Turn on the television 
and you can hear Tovah 
Feldshuh narrating 
"Dosvedanya Means Good-
Bye," a documentary about 
a young Soviet Jew's 
emigration from Leningrad 
to her new home, the 
United States. Say hello 
(and belated happy new 
year) to Dosvedanya at 
10:30 p.m. on WCCB-lV 
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Saturday, Sept ern_ 21, 8 PM 
Portland Perfanning Am Center 
25A Forest Ave. 
Tickets $13 Coli n oW465 
Also """,Ioble 01 Amadouo & GoIor): MuOc. 
Sponoo<ed byWMGx. ~'. ~ 
• Singular sensation: A 
national touring production 
of "A Chorus Line" will be 
performing at Portland City 
Hall tonight (tomorrow and 
the next night> at 8. Origi-
nally conceived, choreo-
graphed and directed by 
Michael Bennett, with music 
by Marvin Hamlisch and 
lyrics by Edward Kleban, 
the show features such hits 
as "One (Singular Sensa-
tion)" and "What I Did For 
Love." What will you do for 
tickets? They're on sale for 
$19.50-$35.50. Call 775-3825 
for reserva tions. 
• In their own words: 
Today at 12:30 p.m. Port-
land Museum of Art will 
show a film in which the 
artistic voices of Renoir, 
Monet, Degas, Cezanne and 
Gauguin rise again to 
discuss art and ideas, style 
and the world around them 
in a series of short films 
based on the artists' own 
writings. Free with museum 
admission. Bring your lunch 
or buy it there. For more 
words, call 775-6148 . 
• Extra, extra, read all 
about it! Today is the day 
Casco Bay Weekly's Fall Arts 
Issue hits the streets. Look it 
over and you'll learn all 
about Greater Portland arts 
offerings in stage, music 
and the visual arts through 
December, plus who's 
doing what on The Scene. 









• Studio Space 
• Kiln Rental 
• Supplies 
Visitors Welcome! 
118 Washington Ave. 
Portland, ME • 772-4334 
Formerl Studio 132 
• Inner & outer vastness: 
Dean Velentgas Gallery (60 
Hampshire St.) will hold an 
opening reception tonight 
from 5-8 for "Visions/ 
Divisions," the paintings of 
Larry Hayden. Hayden cites 
~. 
influences including 
mystical Persian poetry and 
the Chinese oracle I Ching, 
and creates images which 
are starry, expansive and 
penetrating, suggestive of 
both inner and outer 
vastness. He'll give a gallery 
talk Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. 
Gallery hours: Thursday 12-
8, Friday & Saturday 12-5, 
Sunday 12-4, and by 
appointment; call 772-2042. 
• Getting to know you: The 
Salvation Army Golden Age 
Club is sponsoring the 1991 
Ms. Senior Housing of 
OPEN SUNDAY 
NOON - 5PM 
Journey to the East 
multi-media slide 
presentation &. travelogue 
of a Journey through India 




MaN - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7 
555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND • 761·3930 
Greater Portland Competi-
tion today at 1:30 p.m. at the 
Woodford's Congregational 
Church, 202 Woodford St., 
Portland. The theme of the 
competition will be "Get-
ting to know you." Judges 
from the Miss Maine board 
of directors will judge the 
12 contestants competing 
for the crown in four 
categories: costume, bathing 
suit, talent and evening 
gown. Refreshments will be 
View this divine 
division and others 
Friday, Sept. 20. 
provided. All ages are 
welcome to attend. For 
further information, call 
774-6304. 
• Walk, man: The fourth 
annual Maine Children's 
Cancer Program 10K Walk 
will start at 10 a.m. today, 
rain or shine, at Baxter 
Boulevard in Portland (in 
the park across from Shop 
'n Save). Brochures & 
pledge sheets are available 
at Shop 'n Save, Shaw's, 
Amato's, Bookland stores 
and the Maine Children's 
Cancer Program. Free T-
shirts for the first 500 
walkers. For more informa-
tion, call 775-5481. 
fA77 : ~ ~:~: ~ri~~ 
U LL · greal music 
• 9/12 from Boston: the 
explosive sounds of the 
Dave Bryant Quartet with 
special guest artist George 
Garzone from The Fringe. 
.9/13 & 14 from Boston: 
the galvonic sounds of 
The Fringe. 
.9/18 Dinner Jazz with the 
JIm Lyden Trio 
• 9/19 CD Release Party for 
The Charlie Kohlhase 
Qulntel from Boston 
reservations welcome 
closed sundays & mondays 
20 danforth st •• 772-8114 
See these two go 5010 
together Friday fit 




flavors and tastes that 
witt wake up your senses 
at prices that won't 
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151 Malne St., BrunsWlck : 
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, • Casco BIly Wtekly 
FITNESS THAT'S AFFORDABLE! 
Join Greater Portland's 11 Fitness Center for Women! 
For Only $59 * 
Membership grants you use of 
facilities and benefits including: 
"The area's longest running "New Quinton Treadmill 
STEP REEBOK PROGRAM " Personal Attention 
" Beginner, Intennedlats & " Relaxing Sauna 
Advanced classes "NurseI}' 
" LHecycies/Rowlng "Al:tlvewear Boutique 
" Stairmaster " UVA Tanning 
GET STARTED TODAYI 
Offer Ends Sept. 30. 1991 
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:-_______ rr 4 box 4366 freeport. me. 04032 (207) 688-5555 
CHILTON'S ANNUAL 
SEPTEMBER SALE 
Every piece of Unfinished Furniture, 
Crafts and Stencils 
UP TO 50% OFF 
Maine's Largest Unfinished Furniture Dealer 
Custom Finishing and Delivery Available 
CHILTON'S 
410 Payne Rd, 
Scarborough 
883-3366 
Open Thurs 'til8pm 
CHILTON'S 
Lower Main St., 
Freeport 
865-4308 
Open Fri 'til8pm 




A'i, Carmel. While the Spanish Civil War 
rages, a cabaret trio does its best to 
entertain the Republic's battered army, 
but then, deciding to flee the front for 
their own safety, they are captured and 
Imprisoned by the Fascisls. Expecting a 
firing squad, the entertainers get a last 
minule reprieve to boost Fascist troop 
morale. Starring Carmen Maura 
(·Women on the Verge of a Nerwus 
Breakdown"). 
Bo,.. 'N the Hood Inner city kids trying to 
grow up unscathed in South Central Los 
Angeles, an environment riddled with 
gangs and drugs. Shocking and enlight-
ening. 
City SlIck .... Three middle-aged New 
York men - Bilty Crystal, Bruno Kirby 
and Daniel Stern - attempt to recapture 
their lost youth by going on a modern-
day cattle drive. 
Dead AgaIn Suspense thriller about a 
woman who teels she has been reincar-
nated. Starring Kenneth Branagh, Andy 
Garcia, DerekJacobi and Errma Thomp-
son. 
Def.n ...... Barbara Hershey stars in 
this psychological thriller with Mary Beth 
Hurt asher old college chum. When Hurl 
is accused of murdering her husband, 
Hershey agrees to defend her. Maners 
escalate when an Investigator discovers 
Hershey and the dead man had a rela-
tionship. Also starring Sam Shepard & 
J.T. Walsh. 
Doc Hollywood Michael J. Fox stars as a 
plastic surgeon on his way to Hollywood 
who gets sidetracked In South Carolina 
and falls in love. 
Doubl.lmpact Story about twin brothers 
trying to find the person who killed their 
father. Stars Dutch dynamo Jean-Claude 
Van Damme. 
Freddy'. Dead The last installment in the 
'Nightmare on Elm Street' marathon. 
Hot Shot. Charlie Sheen and Lloyd 
Bridges star in this spoof about the Top 
Gun pilots of our armed services. 
La F.mme Nlklta French thriller in which 
a woman becomes a secret agentfor her 
country to escape a death sentence for 
kiling a policeman - then falls in love 
and begins to question the morality of 
her line ot work. A jolting, intelligent 
thriller. 
The Miracle Irish film about two teenag-
ers who listen to jazz music and day-
dream about members of their small 
town. Their world is turned upside down 
when a beautiful American woman 
comes to town. 
My Twentieth C.ntury Hungarian film 
about twin sisters separated at birth. 
"Drowning By Numbers" 
• Written and directed by Peter Green.way 
With JNn Plowrlght, Juliet Stevenson, Joely Richardson 
At the Nkkelodeon, Middle II Temple streets, Portland 
That escargot of British cinema, filmmaker Peter Greenaway, 
serves up film that is deliciously inviting to some but utterly 
repulsive to others. Although last year's 'The Cook, The Thief, His 
Wife, Her Lover," was rated X, the ensuing controversy created 
such a stir that more folks than ever got a taste of his cinema, 
"Drowning By Numbers," Greenaway's latest plunge into the 
human psyche, sexuality and the great outdoors, allows for a 
neater (and less stomach-turning) narrative than "The Cook," 
though it still brims over with his singular cinematic style. 
In a bucolic seaside setting that could be anywhere, any time, 
live three generations of unhappy ladies named Cissie. Fed up 
screen 
with the misogynist men in 
their lives, Grandma (Joan 
Plowright), daughter (Juliet 
Stevenson) and granddaugh-
ter (Joely Richardson) dispose of their mates by drowning them in 
a body of water peculiarly suited to the men's respective short-
comings. 
Greenaway's women are ruthless independents while his men 
are grotesque sloths who make the louts in "Thelma and Louise" 
look like puppy dogs. The three Cissies may be a mean-spirited 
triumvirate, but they go about their business with such under-
stated affability that it's difficult to hold them in contempt. With 
the cooperation of a lecherous coroner who keeps mum -
viewing each death as his chance for romance - these three 
vixens are able to wash away the dirty grit of their existence with 
systematic nonchalance. 
All the while, the coroner's disturbed teenage son acts as 
intermittent narrator, explaining the rules of a series of bizarre 
games that engage the whole community and are intertwined with 
the murders. Numbers pop up at every turn either to keep score of 
the games, keep track of the deaths or just to keep you guessing. 
While Greenaway's eccentric vision of the sordid games people 
play may leave some viewers (probably men) hot under the collar, 
Greenaway aficionados will find the director at his macabre, 
irreverent best in "Drowning By Numbers." You can count on it. 
N.k.d Gun 2 1/2 Spoof of Washington, 
D.C. focusing on the underhanded mach~ 
nations of politicians who serve the inter-
ests of evil energy oligarchs at the ex-
pense oflhe environment. StarTing Lesie 
Nielsen, Priscilla Presley, George 
Kennedy and O.J. Simpson. 
101 D.lmn"n. Dogs, dogs and more 
dogs. Disney at its spotted best. 
PoInt Bre.k Patrick Swayze playsasurfer 
who likes to rob banks when he's not on 
his board. Gary Busey and Keanu 
Reeves play FBI agents who go under-
cover In shorts and tans to catch the 
surfboarding bank robbers. Now here's 
a story. 
Pure LuckDannyGloverandMartin Short 
star in this comedy about a private inves-
tigator whose luck is so bad he is hired to 
find a girl just as unlucky as he. Lots of 
slapstick, surprisingly funny. 
RegardIng H.nry Harrison Ford plays a 
ruthless New York lawyer with a lousy 
marriage who is forced to reprioritize his 
lifeattersuffering a serious brain injury in 
a near-fatal accident. Moves a bit slowly 
at ti~, but move you it will. Also stars 
Annette Bening. 
RobIn Hood Kevin Costner plays the leg· 
endary hero of Sherwood Forest in this 
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among 
the ensemble are Christian Slater, Mor-
gan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth 
Mastrantonio. 
Ulurena Smith 
SI .. zy Unci. Story ot a freelOading, con-
ning uncle who unexpectedly appears at 
the doorstep of his nephew. Directed by 
Franco Brusati (-Bread and Chocolale1. 
Stars Vittorio Gassman and Giancarlo 
Giannini. 
Suburb.n Comm.ndo Hulk Hogan and 
Christopher Lloyd star in this comedy 
about a man looking for an apartment 
T.tle D.nl.II. Black comedy about an 
older woman who comes to live with her 
nephew and his wife after her servant 
dies. Directed by Etienne Chatiliez ('life 
is a Long Quiet River1. 
T.rmlnnor 2 A bigger, more explosive 
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger stars as a kin<flearted 
cyborg from the future who does bank! 
this time with another, not-so-kindhearted 
terminator. Splendid special effects. 
TheCommltments Director Alan Parker's 
('MiSSissippi Burning: 'Midnight Ex-
press-) tale of an Irish rock band devoted 
to black American soul music. 
The BrltI.h Anlmnlon InvasIon New 
anthology of short animation films from 
Great Britain. 
The Doctor William Hurt stars as a sur-
geon who becomes a patient and even-
tually a better human being. 
Thelma & Louise Two women leave their 
crummy menfolk at home to head out on 
the road. They encounter crummy men 
everywhere they go. Thank God there 
are no cultural stereotypes in cinema 






Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
n4-1022 
Dates effective Sept 13-19 
Suburb.n ComrrnIndo (PG) 
12:35, 2:45,4:50, 7:20,9:40 
The Commitments (R) 
1 :35, 4:15, 7, 9:30 
Hot Shot. (PG-13) 
1 :20, 3 :25, 5:30, 7 :45, 9 :50 
Dead AgaIn (R) 
1 :30, 4, 7:20, 9 :45 
Naked Gun 2 1/2 (PG-13) 
1,7:10 
RobIn Hood (PG-13) 
3:20,9:10 
101 DalmatIans (G) 
1 :t5, 3:10, 5:tO, 7 
RegardIng Henry (PG-13) 
9 
Child's Play 3 (R) 
12:30, 4 :45, 9 :35 
Pure Luck (PG) 
2:30,7:30 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Sept 13-19 
ShoWs 1-4 Sun-Thurs; 
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat 
Doc Hollywood (pG) 
1:30,4:10,7:20,9:45,12:15 




Double Impact (R) 
1:1 0,3:50,7:10,9:40, 12:05 
The Doctor (PG-t3) 
12:40, 3: 10,6:40, 9:20, 11 :50 
Freddy's Dead (R) 
1 :40 , 4:20,7:40,9 :55, 12:25 
City Slickers (PG-13) 
1,3:30,7,9:35,12 
PoInt Break (R) 
12:50,3 :40,6:50,9:30,11 :55 
The Movies 










The British AnImatIon 
InvasIon 
Sept 18-24 
Wed-Tues 7, 9 
Sat-Sun 1,3 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Sept 13-19 
No weekday matinees 
Movie times unavailable 
at press time; call ahead 
Thelma & LouIse (R) 
Tatle Danlelle (NR) 
Boyz 'N the Hood (R) 
My TwentIeth Century (NR) 
La Femme Nlklta (R) 
The MIracle (NR) 
Comedl.n. Tim Ferrell, Joanne 
. Chu.l. and KevIn Shon. love: bad 
TV, pol~ical coups, poetry, extreme emo-
tional displays, big hair, religious epics, 
tabloid journalism, contorted bodies, 
phony foreign tongue, obscure historical 
references, grotesque celebrities, and 
small children with puppies. They trans-
form these passions and any passions 
you might suggest into a two-hour com-
edy bonanza. Just like snowflakes, no 
two shows are alike. Thiscomedy mirade 
unfolds at 8 pm every Thursday at the 
Cave(29ForestAve,rightnexttoZootz) . 
Just bring $3 and Tim, Joanne and Kevin 
will take you from there. For more info 
call 879-0070. 
Commedl. Dell'Arte The participants of 
Commedia Delr Arte, The Roots of Com-
edy Workshop, will perform along with 
their instructor Lydia Biondi from Teatro 
Studio in Rome, Italy. Commedia 
Dell'Arte's heyday lasted from the t6th 
to t8th centuries in Italy and it is the root 
of Western comedy. See slapstick to the 
classic clown characters Sept 13 at 8 pm 
at Celebration Barn Theater, located on 
Stock Farm Road just 011 Route 117 
North in South Paris. Tickets are $5 for 
adults, $2.50 for children t2 and under. 
Call 743-8452 for more info. 
"The LIon In Winter," James Goldman's 
comedy about Henry II and Eleanor of 
Aquilain, will also be presented Thurs, 
Fri & Sat through Sept 14. At The Tho-
masPtayhouseonRoute302inS. Casco. 
Tickets: $t2. 655-328t . 
"Murder at the Cafe Nolr" A 1940s 
mystery movie come to Iile at Portland's 
only dinner theater. Journey to the island 
of Mustique in the wastern Caribbean for 
a detective thriller in the dassic Bogart 
tradilion. You'll meetacastofcharacters 
who look as though they just stepped out 
of a Hollywood sound stage: Sheila 
Wonderly, femme tatale ... Anthony 
Cairo, black marketeer . .. Madam 
Toureau, proprietress of the cafe ... and 
Rick Archer, a private eye who will need 
your help in soving the myriad mysteries 
of Cafe Noir. The doors open every Sat· 
urday at 7:30 pm and the show begins at 
8. The cost is $29.95 per person and 
includes the fulHength show and a four· 
course dinner. In The Baker's Table ban· 
quel room, 434 Fore St in the Old Port. 
Call 693-3063 or ' ·800-834·3063 lor 
reservations. 
"The Normal Heart" Larry Kramer"s play 
about AIDS focuseson agroupofpeople 
living in NYC at the start of the AlDS 
crisis, exploring the relationship between 
friends, the govecnment and the medical 
community during this frightening time. 
Originally produced in 1986 at Joseph 
Papp's Public Theatre, -The Normal 
Heart- has won many awards and con-
tinues to draw controversy whenever it is 
performed.Septt2-t5& 19-22-Thurs, 
Fri & Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7. Tickets: $8, 
$5 for students & seniors. Presented by 
The Theatre Project, 14 School St, 
Brunswick. For reservations, call 729-
8584. 
"Walt Disney's World on Ice" Two-hour 
ice extravaganza for the entire family . 
See Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse, 
Donald Duck, Daisy Duck, Goofy, Chip 
'N Dale, Roger Rabbit and many more 
on Sept 22 at Cumberland County Civic 
Center, Portland. For tix, call 775-3458. 
"Winni. the Pooh" The Schoolhouse 
Ars Center at Sebago Lake will be pre-
senting A.A. Milne's classic children's 
slory, performed by kids 6-13, Sept 13· 
22. Performances are Fridays at 7;3() 
pm, Saturdays at to am, and Sundays at 
2 pm. Admission is $4. For reservations 
call 642-3743. The Schoolhouse is lo-
cated half a block north of the intersec· 
tions of routes 35 & 114 in Sebago Lake 
Village. 
"Woman In a Suitcase" Julie Gooll uses 
her talents as a down, singer, dancer 
and puppeteer to take you on a fantastic 
vogage of the imagination with help from 
her suitcase, a highly portable one-room 
apartment with evel}'thing from tea cups 
to window boxes. Sept t4 at 8 pm at 
Celebration Barn Theatre, located on 
Stock Farm Road just 011 Route 117 
North in South Paris. Tickets are $5 for 
adults, $2.50 for children t2 and under; 
call 743-8452 for reservations. 
AUDITIONS 
Actor. Theatr. of Maine (AToM), 
Maine'stouring professional theatre com-
pany, is audilioning male and female 
actors for its 199t-92 season. AToM isa 
n ot-for-profit company touring live the-
atre to schools throughout New England. 
Send resume and photo to actors the-
atre of maine, RR 1 Box 900, Leeds, Me 
04263. 
The Boy Singers of Maine will audition 
boys for the choir on Sept 17 & 24 at3:30 
pm at North Deering Congregational 
Church, t364 Washington Ave, Port-
land, or by appt with Stewart Shuster, 
director. CaH 799-3809 for more info. 
Schoolhouse Art. Center at Sebago 
Lake will hold auditions for a teenage 
production, 'Dirty Works in High Places: 
on Sept 22 from 5-8 pm. There are 
numerous parts for anyone ages 12-20. 
The show is a melodrama in the Dudly 
DooRight, Snidely Whiplash tradition. 
For more info, call 642-3743. 
The Second Stage, The Theater Project 
in Brunswick's community theater 
branch, will hold aUditions Sept 28 from 
4-6 pm and Oct 2 from 7-9 pm for "The 
Little Prince: which director AI Miller 
intends to develop improvisationally with 
the cast. The Theater Project is located 
at 14 School St, Brunswick. For more 
info. call 729-8584 . 
The USM Chlldr.n'. Chor .... is accept-
ing new members through Sept 23. Chil-
dren involved in this organization range 
in age trom eight-t3. Membership is 
attained through audition or by recom-
mendation by a school music teacher. 
For further info, call Michele Pressley in 
the evenings at 236-6544 or leave a 








The Mighty Mighty Bosstones (ska) 
9:30 pm, Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 
With special guests the Cryptones and 
Seven League Boots. Tickets: $4. 773-
8187. 
SATURDAY 9.14 
An Ev.nlng with R.bec:c. .. Elvis 
(channeling) 8 pm, Chestnut Street 
Church, 17 Chestnut St, Portland. Dy-
namic female 'channels' the King. Tick-
ets: $10 at the door. 
The Old-Time RadIo Gang (vintage ra-
dio music) 7 :30 pm, Saco RiverGrange, 
Bar Mills. Rousing renditions of dassic 
melodies that recapture the mood of a 
unique period in American history when 
popular music told the story of our lives. 
Tickets : reasonably priced at the door. 
Dick Swain (folk) 8 pm, USM's Luther 
Bonney Auditorium, Portland. Songs 
from Maine, the Northeast, the Maritimes, 
the Great Lakes & the Midwest telling the 
story of sailors, lumberjacks, farmers & 
other hard-working folks. Tickets: $6 in 
advance, $8 at the door, children half· 
price . 773-9549. 
UPCOMING 
Tenor Walter J, Turnbull with pianist 
Warren G, Wilson 9115191 (Brahms) 
2 :30 pm, Olin Arts Center Hall, Bates 
College, Lewiston. Tenor Turnbull, 
founder & director of The Boys Choir of 
Harlem, accompanied by acclaimed pia-
nist Warren G. Wilson in a performance 
of Brahms' rarely heard lieder,cycle, the 
lyrical and dramatic -Die Schone 
Magelone: Adrnissionfree, but advance 
reservations encouraged: 786-6t35. 
Hat Gatper 9120191 (jazz) 8 pm, Corthell 
Concert Hall, USM Gorham. A concert 
by a trio led by jazz pianist Hal Galper 
with the USM Jazz Ensemble. Tickets: 
$7, $4 for students. 780-5265. 
Knots and Crosse. 9I2519t (folk) 8 pm, 
Por~and Performing Arts Center, 25A 
Forest Ave. Tickets: $7. 77 4'()465. 
Ann Reed 9128/91 (acoustic) 8 pm, First 
Parish Unitarian UniversaiistChurch,425 
Congress St, Portland. Reed is an ac· 
complished 12-string guitar player, 
songwriter; storyteller and is the reigning 
Minnesota Ar~st of the Year. Tickets: $8 
in advance, $tO at the door. 284·90t4. 
• Continued on page 20 








Thirty-six quality exhibitors 
will offer a wide range of 
18th, 19th, and early 20th 
Century furniture and 
decorative accessories, 
including paintings, prints, 
Oriental rugs, silver textiles, 
porcelains, jewelry and toys. 
Saturday, Sept. 14 
lOam to 5pm 
Sunday, Sept. 15 
llam to 5pm 
South Portland Armory 
680 Broadway 
Directions: 95 to 295 to 
Portland. Exit at Forest 
Ave.-South. Follow Rt. 77 
through Portland (State St.), 
over the Million Dollar Bridge 
to Broadway. 
ADMISSION $3.00 
(with this ad, admit I or 2 
at $2.50 each) 









starting Sept, 28, 
Call to register 
772-1524 
at Portland Performing 
Arts Center 
25A Forest Ave, Ptld. 
AIKIDO 
"The Martial Art for 
flexibility, discipline, 
learning from others, 
and fun'" 
~~~~a. firMa. 
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has moved to a 
NEW LOCATION 
58 WILMOT STREET 
• PORTLAND, ME 04101 ••••••••• = 
(207) 773-3434 




8 Wee"': September 9 to November 3 
NANCY ETNIER Beg/lnl Modern Tues + Thurs 945_1115 
GWYNETH JONES Inler/Adv Modern Mon + Wed 945-11 3lI 
Inl Modern Mon + Wed 53l1-7OO 
DANIEL MCCUSKER Inler BoIIel Friday 945-11 3lI 
Basic Beg Bollel Tuesday 53l1-7OO 
Beg/lnl Bollel Thursday 53l1-7OO 
STEPHANIE lEIGHTON Beg Modern Thursday 6oo-73l1 
Individuql classes: $7; prepay for 8 classes: $45 
CHILDREN'S CLASSES 







ADVANCED STUDENT WORKSHOP 
ALSO: 
STUDIO SHOW 
September 13 + 14 
Informal showing of solos by Emi/v Ojala, Brian Crabtree, 
Griff Gaetiring and Katie McCarthy. 730fM $5 
Call to reserve. Seating is limited. 
MASTER CLASS IN AFRICAN DANCE 
September 28 
With Arthur Hall. 6()()PM $ 1 O. Call to register. 
Offered in collaboration with Portland Concert Association 
RAM CALL 773-=rcr 2562 
25 'A fOREST AVEIIUE 'OIlUMD, MAIllE 
Entertainment 




Monday Night at the Movies ("Edward 
Scissorhands') Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St , Porlland. 774-5246. 
The Marlboro Men (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mic Night with Randy Morabito 
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's Roadside Allrac-
tion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6866. 
Open Mic Night with Ken Grimsley 
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St. 
Portland. 773-0093. 
TUESDAY 9.17 
Slade Cleave. (rock) Gritty McDufrs, 
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
OUn Arts Center, Bates College Mu-
seum of Art, Lewiston. A gala reception 
will be held Sept 13 from 7-9 pm for two 
exhibits: "Robert Indiana: The Hartley 
Elegies,' an exhibition in the upper gal-
leryoflndiana's 1 0 most recent silkscreen 
prints created as an homage to artist 
Marsden Hartley, a Lewiston native. In 
the lower gallery, the Marsden Hartley oil 
painting 'Morgenrot, Mexico' and se-
lected drawings and photographs from 
Bates' Hartley collection will be on dis-
play. 786-6330. 
AROUND TOWN 
Dav. Bryant with special guest artist 
George Garzone from The Fringe (jazz), 
cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Plld. 772-8114. 
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whip. 
(b.y.o. jam) Father O'Hara's Public 
House, 45 Danforth St, Plld. 871-1579. 
Blcycl. Thieves (rock) Old Port Tavern , 
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
African Import. and New England Arts, 
1 Union St, Portland. African crafts, jew-
elry and sculpture as well as New En-
gland crafts, artifacts and arts. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-9. 
772-9505. 
Art Gallery at Six Deering Street, Port-
land. "The Second Annual Juried Group 
Exhibition: showing through Sept 28. 
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 11-5 till Sept 
21 : after that, by chance or appointment. 
772-9605. 
Jenny and the Woodmen (rock) Father 
. O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth St, 
Porlland. 871-1579. 
Jimmy Rogers (blues) Raoul 's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 773-6886. 
Holy Smoke (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar-
ket St, Portland. 774-5246. 
The Bobby Darling Show (rock) Old 
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 
774-0444. 
Open Mlc Night with Peter GI.ason 
(b.y.o.jam) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickell 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
The Baxter Gallery, Portland School of 
Art. 'Student Exhibition 1991: running 
through Sept 22. Juried exhibit of about 
120 works of current sophomores, jun-
Will Turner (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 
Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Lea Tete. Brul ... (African punk rock) 
Raoul's Roadside Anraction, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6866. WEDNESDAY 9.18 
iors & seniors. 775-5152. 
Network (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickell SI. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
DAB, (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161 . 
Valerie (folk) Father O'Hara's Public 
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 87,., 579. 
Cong ..... Square Gallery, 42 Exchange 
St, Portland. Bold and colorful new paint-
ings of Maine artist Philip Barter on view 
Sept 12-Qct 12. Other artists showing 
will be Gina Werfel, Hearne Pardee, 
Robert Pollien, Meg Brown Payson. Alan 
Sanborn, Carmen Melito, Melita Brecher 
& many others. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat. 
10:30-5;Thurs-Sateves till 9; Sun noon-
5. 774-3369. 
Acouatlc Open Mlc Night wfth Bill 
Cameron (b.y.o. acoustic jam) The 
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
Bachelors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Porlland. 774-5246. 
Bicycle Thieves (rock) Old Port Tavern , 
11 Moulton St, Portland . 774-0444. 
FRIDAY 9.13 
Red Light Revue Gazz) Raoul 's Road-
side Allraction, 865 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 773-6886. 
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St. Port-
land. "Annual Members' Show." works 
by over 30 artists including the works of 
Anne Alexander, Wilma Rifkin , Jim 
Mezinski, Nancy Karp, Jason Weinberg , 
Dorothy Ingraham, Francis Michevich, 
Ray Lord, Janice M. Scoll, Diane Linscott. 
louise Pease, Steve Sechab, Judy 
Faust, Jack Davis, Joanne Oransky, 
Thelma F. Staples. Exhibit runs through 
Mark Farrington (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 
769 Congress St, Porlland. 773-9873. 
Opan Mlc Night with J.J. and the Cool 
Whip. (b.y.o. rock jam) The Wrong 
Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
The Fringe Gazz) cale no, 20 Danforth St, 
Porlland. 772-8114. 
Jenny and the Woodmen (rock) Father 
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth St, 
Portland. 871-1579. 
Danny Graves (jazz) Litlle Willie's, 36 
Market St, Porlland. 773-4500. 
Suave Ben (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
SI, Porlland. 774-5246. 
The Bobby Darling Show (rock) Old 
POrl Tavern, 11 Moulton SI, 774-0444. 
Broken Men (rock) Raoul's Roadside 
Allraction,865 Foresl Ave,Plld. 773-6886. 
Network (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Tony Boffa Trio (pop) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Plld. 775-6161. 
The Chadbourne Brothers (rock) The 
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
SATURDAY 9.14 
Mark Farrington (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
The Frlng. Gazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, 
Porlland. 772-8114. 
Jenny and the Woodmen (rock) Father 
O'Hara's PubUc House, 45 Danforth St, 
Portland. 871 -1579. 
TBA Gazz) Little Willie's. 36 Market St, 
Portland. 773-4500. 
The Bobby Darling Show (rock) Old 
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 
774-0444. 
Broken Men (rock) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-6886. 
Network (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Curt e.s .. tt. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161. 
The Chadbourne Brother. (rock) The 
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
SUNDAY 9.15 
Open Jazz Jam (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth 
St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Allen Love Gods from Mars (acoustic) 
Wharrs End, 52WharfSt,Ptid. 773-0093. 
DANCING 
Gotta Dance, tnc., Thompson's Point, 
second lloor Bldg 1 A, Portland. Smoke 
and chem-free dances with swing, Latin 
& ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm 
& Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558 
The Moon, 425 Fore St , Porlland. Open 
nlghlly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. 
Cover: $2. 871 -0663. 
Salutes,20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: 
football afternoon, comedy night: Mon, 
football party: Wed, local bands: Thurs , 
college night; Fri & Sat, bands andlor 
deejay, all contemporary dance music. 
773-8040. 
Wherehouse Chem-Free Dance Club, 
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive 
music. Fri-Sat, 9 pm-1 am. 874-9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Porlland. Wed: 
Progressives. Thu: Visual Vibe . Fri : 
DeejaYlLive Music; Sat: Culling Edge 





Sept 20 . Gallery hours: Tues-Sat. 11-5. 
775-6245. 
Froat Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St, 
Porlland. A new group exhibition featur-
ing the works of all gallery artists, includ-
ing oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculp-
ture in a wide range of styles and su b-
jects by Dalav lpear, DeWitt Hardy. Eric 
Green, laurenze Sisson, Alfred 
Chadbourne, Martha Groome, Sharon 
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
The Good Egg, 705 Congress St, Port-
land. Peter Buolle's paintings through 
Sept 15. 775-1514. 
Greenhut Galleries, 146 Middle St, Port-
land. Gallery artists on view through 
September. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat. 
10:30-5:30. 772-2693. 
Johnny D's, 425 Fore St, Portland. Works 
of Mar~yn Blinkhorn, Shana Belknap, 
Tanya Fletcher & Andres Ver20sa. Show-
ing through Sept 15. 775-1514. 
The Lewl. Gallery, Porlland Public li-
brary, 5 Monument Square. "Yachts and 
Boats,' watercolors of old yachts to tugs 
by Cynthia McMullin through Sept 28. 
Library hours: Man, Wed & Fri 9-6, Tues 
& Thurs noon-9, and Sat 9-5. Call 871 -
1700 lor more info. 
Maine Emporium, 85 York St, Portland. 
Exhibit of Portland artist John H. Allen 
from a private collection , as well as works 
of Portland artist Michael Waterman. Both 
through Sept 30. 871-0112. 
Meander Gallery, 40 Pteasant St. Port-
land.Australian aboriginal art. 871 -1 078 . 
The Pine Tree Shop and Bayview Gal-
lery, 75 MarketSt, Portland. Landscapes 
in oils by scon Moore, Michael Reece, 
Brian Kliewer & David Linle through Oct 
2. Hours: 10-6, Mon-Sat. 773-3007. 
Portland Muaeum of Art, Seven Con-
gress Square, Portland. Hours : Tues, 
Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10 
am-9 pm;Sun 12-5pm. Adrrission: adults 
$3 .50, senior citizens and students with 
10 $2.50, children under 18 $1 , group 
rate $3 . Museum admission is free 10 
am-noon Saturday, but $1 .50 will be 
charged to see the Impressionism exhi-
bition. 773-2787. 
Llva Irish Music (Irish music) Father 
O'Hara's Public House , 45 Danforth St, 
Portland. 871-1579. 
Area Gallery, University of Southern 
Maine's Porlland Campus Center. Open-
ing reception Sept 21 from 4-6 pm for 
"Environment and Mobiles: an installa-
tion by Robin Puleio. Discarded objects 
take on new qualities after transforma-
tion into Robin Puleio's mobiles and in-
stallations. Showing through Oct 5. Gal-
lery hours: 7 am-1 0 pm, Mon-Fri ; 10 am-
10 pm. Sat & Sun. 780-4090. 
-Impressionism and Post-Impression. 
Darien Brahm. (rock) Griny McDuff's, 
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Jenny & Jeramy (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
The Marlboro Men (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (clas-
sical) Portland Regency, 20 M ilk SI. Port-
land. 774-4200. 
TBA Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
The Acoustic Connection (live music 
by three musicians) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
The Warped ana. (acoustic) Wharrs 
End, 52 Wharf St, Porlland. 773-0093. 
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire 
St, Porlland. There will be an opening 
reception Sept 20 from 5-8 pm for "Vi-
sions/Divisions: paintings of Larry 
Hayden. Hayden cites influences includ-
ing mystical Persian poetry and the Chi-
nese oracle I Ching and creates images 
which are starry, expansive and pen-
etraling, suggestive of both inner and 
outer vastness. Talk by the artist Sept 26 
at 7 pm. Gallery hours: Thurs 1 2-8, Fri & 
Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4, and by appointment 
by calling 772-2042. 
Ism: The Collector's Passion Drawn 
from private collections, this exhibition of 
81 works by 43 artists features eight 
works from the Joan Whitney Payson 
Collection as well as 11 from the hold-
ings of Portland native Scott Black. The 
exhibition explores the evolution of who 
collects, how such decisions aUect the 
next generation of collectors, and how 
collectors ' decisions affect the museum 
goer's access to the masterworks of the 
ages. Monet, Renoir and Degas are 
among the artists represented in the 
paintings and sculptures of"lmpression-
Ism: On view through Oct 13. 
'Dos Istas: Works of Elena Jahn A 
robust use of color and strong emotion 
pervade the paintings and pastels by 
Jahn. who divides her time between 
Monhegan Island and Puerto Rico, two 
very different islands that inspire a dia-
logue of opposites in her work. Despite 
the duality of the artist's lifestyle, her 
paintings and pastels are unified by a 
strong graphic quality where the drawing 
appears very gestural and emphatic . 
Says Jahn, "In both the work in Maine 
and Puerto Rico, I am after strong emo-
tion : I want movement, shock, change, 
disruption. and passion.' Thru Sept 22. 
-Photographs from a Lost Frontier: 
M, Marvin Breckinridge An exhibition 
of early historic American photography 
featuring 29 black and white photographs 
by M. Marvin Breckinridge Panerson, a 
first lady of the diplomatic corps, war 
correspondent , linguist , pilot, writer and 
photographer. Taken while she was a 
member of the Frontier Nursing Service 
in Kentucky during the 193Os, the photo-
graphs provide insight into the dignity 
and characterof the Appalachian people. 
The story of how Mrs. Patterson forded 
rivers rivers in Appalachian Kentucky in 
every season on horseback in order to 
take these photographs is a story about 
a courageous group of health-care pio-
neers, The Frontier Nursing Service. A 
1930s film shot by Mrs. Pallerson and 
documenting the Frontier Nursing Ser-
vice will be shown throughout the exhibi-
tion, which runs through Sept 15. 
Raffles, 555 Congress St, Portland. "Jour-
ney: A Statement of Time and Place: 
mUlti -plate etchings by Jane Banquer 
showing through September. 761 -3930. 
The Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland. 
The colorful , strong. solid forms of Rob-
ert Willson. the vessel form construc-
tions of Bruce Pizzichillo and the 
sandcasted and blown pieces of Neal 
Drobnis combine to make thiS an impor-
tant show for people interested in con-
temporary glass sculpture . Showing 
through Oct15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat, 
11 am-6 pm; Sun. 12-5 pm. 772-9072. 
Sun Gallery, 496 Congress St, Portland. 
New paintings and works on paper by 
Ivan Jenny, Penelope Jones and Evelyn 
Winter. Showing through Oct 14. Gallery 
hours: Wed-Sat, 11 am-6 pm or by ap-
pointment. 828-4760 or 773-8816. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 
Walker Art Building , Bowdoin College. 
Brunwick. "The View Camera: a history 
of photography using the view camera . 
Black and white and color photos with 
works by Southworth and Hawes, Harry 
Callahan and Aaron Siskind, among oth-
ers. Also: "Trees: an exhibition com-
prised of works in a variety of media 
including drawings, prints , photographs 
and iIIuslrated books dating from the 
19th century to the present, presents an 
opportunity to view works that concen-
trate on the rich symbolic image 01 the 
tree. Highlightsoflheshowincludedraw-
ings by Rockwell Kent and James Hart ; 
prints by Camille Pissarro. Odilon Redan 
and Theodore Rousseau; and photo-
graphs by Eliot Porter and Jean-Eugene-
Auguste Atget. Both exhibits run through 
Sept 29. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge . Hours: Tuesday-
Saturday, 10 am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. 
For further information. call 725-3275. 
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St, 
Brunswick. Natasha Kempers-Cullen 's 
"Making Marks,' new painted and quilted 
fabric art. Showing through Sept 28. 
Hours:Tues-Sat, 10am-5pm. 729-1108. 
The Gallery at the Chocolate Church, 
804 Washington St, Bath. "The Maine 
Craft Association Invitational: running 
through Sept 28. Gallery hours: Tues-
Fri , 9-4; Sat, noon-4. 442-8455. 
Hobe SOund Galleries North, 58 Maine 
St, Brunswick. A three-person exh ibition 
of realists : Rush Brown's "Interior Pan-
oramas,· Barbara J. Sussman's "French 
Landscapes: and recent work by Joel 
Babb. Showing through Sept 28. Gallery 
hours: Thurs-Sat, 1 Oam-5 pm. 725-41 91. 
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason 
Street, Brunswick. Anne Minich's "Music 
Paper Drawings and New Works. ' a show 
of drawings and mixed media wall re-
liefs. "They're spiritual, erotic. personal, 
mysterious , painstakingly executed: 
says gallery proprietor Duane Paluska. 
Showing through Sept30. Gallery hours: 
weekdays 1-5, weekends by chance or 
appointment. 725-81 57 . 
MaineAudubon SOciety, Gilsland Farm, 
1 18Route 1, Falrnouth.A.C. (Tony) Kulik 
of Searsport will exhibit his wood en-
gravings and lino cuts during the month 
of September. Kulik works in both black 
and white, using traditional "white line-
technique and multiple color by the re-
duction method. His work is greatly influ-
enced by the sea, dramatic coastline 
and abundant wildlife of Waldo County, 
his home. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5, 
Sun noon-5. 781-2330. 
• Continued 0 " page 22 
RESTAURANT & TAVERN 
The September Sun 
is Still Warm, 
Enjoy our 
OUTSIDE DECK! 
..,·u ..... ·.·.·.· ..... ·.·,·.·.·.·.·,-.·.-.·.·.·.· ......... ·.·.·.·.· ....... ~ .. ' ................................ ~ .........•... , ............ _ ..................... _ ..... _ ............... _ ......... ~ ............... _ ................. _ ........ _ .. . 
Or come inside for NESN 
and all the RED SOX games! 
84 Commercial St., Portland, Maine, 774-3550 
PUBLIC 
45 Danforth Street 
(207)871-1579 
The O'Kendley Brothers, 
Proprietors + Blarney, Inc. 
, 
Daily Outdoor Bar-B-Que 3-7 




112 price Beer & Well Orinx with 












a Oft{ Port s Large.st OutaoOT cafe 
• ',Fre.sn 'lJaify Specials 
• 'Breads & Pastries 6aX;d 
liere t.acft mcrning 
• 'lJaify 9iappy 9iour, 
4 to 7, 99¢ 'Drafts 
• ~TE 'J{f(j:HT'lJJ'l{9.(j/l{. 
e Live 'Entertammtnt 'WeaSat 
Seafooa 'Emporium 
~ Outaoor Cife ~ 
Serving Lunch & Dinner If:jOam-llpm 
Lounge Hours 11:30am-lam 
425 Fore Street· Old Port, Portland· 772-7713 
M/C & VISA Accepted' Ample Parking· Formerly Blue Moon 
I 
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It's the sexiest show in the world, featuring award-winning 
professional entertainers. You've seen them before ... 
PLUS: 
"Don't Settle for Imitators! Go for the 
Real Act from California." 
Come Early for Happy Hour 
and WBLM LITTLE FEAT 
50 Ticket Give-Away 
TONITE ~ lES TETES BRUlEES 
WBLM HAPPY HOUR 
SEPT 13 &14 ~ BROKEN MEN 
SEPT 17 ~ JIMMY ROGERS 
SEPT 18 ~ RED LIGHT REVUE 
DINE & DANCE 2-FOR-1 DINNERS 
SEPT 20 ~ TIGERS BAKU 
Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Darn Dayl 
865 Forest Avenue 
Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 
Evening Classes in Portland 
Evening Sessions Begin September 30, 
Classes meet 5:30-9:00 pm once a week_ 
Monday Wednesday 
• Accounting I • Advanced Accounting I 
• Managerial Accounting I • Law and Society 




per credit course 
NEASC Accredited 
• Managerial Economics 
• Horticulture 
Thursday 
• Accounting Information Systems 
• Organization and Management 
• Money and Banking 
• Finite Mathematics 
• Casuality and Property Insurance 
VA Approved 
For more informatio1l: 














22 Casco Boy 'i'kekIy 
2ND ANNUAL 
FALL 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SALE 
Rfrican Imports 












2 WEEKS ONLY 
SEPT. 16-30 
Mon.-Sal. 10-5, Sun 12-5 
ONB UNION SrltE!rr 















NOW THROUGH OCTOBER 2 
Ifjl1HEPINE~ESHOP 
BAYVIEW GALLERY 
75 Market St. • Portland, Maine. 773-3007 
Y 
233 US Rt. 1 South 
Freeport 
(207) 865-1449 
VISIONS/DIVISIONS. RECENT PAINTINGS 
LARRY HAYDEN 
SEPTEMBER 20 - OCTOBER 20. 1991 
OPENING RECEPTION FRIDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 20, 5 - 8 PM 
GALLERY TALK. THURSDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 26, 7 PM 
dean velentgas gallery 
60 hampshire street. portland. maine. 772.2042 
GALLERY OPEN THURS, 12-8 
FRI.-SAT, 12-5, SUN. 12-4 & BY APPOINTMENT 
Who is Making Your 
Wedding Rings? 
Custom Orders, Specializing in 
I&- Engagement Rings I&- Wedding Rings I&- Bridal Jewelry 
775-2468 



















New Fall Hours 
7 days 9:30-5:30 
655-5060 
Rte 302 - South Casco 
Chris Nielsen 
Grace Porta 
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ART 
Mast Cove Galleries I, Mast Cove Lanel 
Maine Street, Kennebunkport. Group 
show by 90 artists- paintings, graphics 
& sculpture - showing through Oct 15. 
Gallery hours: 10-5 daily. 967-3453. 
Mast Cove Galleries II, Schooners 
Wharl, Ocean Ave, Kennebunkport. 
Works 01 20 artists on continuous dis-
play. Gallery hour: 10-5 and 6:30-8:30 
daily. 967-3453. 
O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Maine St, Brunswick. 
Marguerite Robichaux's "The Monhegan 
Paintings,' a selection of works in water-
color and oil that resulted Irom her resi-
dency at the Carina House. Says gallery 
assistant Chris While: 'They're evoca-
tive landscapes notable lor their very 
fluid nature and luminous color.' Show-
ing through Sept28. Gallery hours:Mon-
Sal, 10 am-5 pm. 729-8228. 
The Point of View Gallery, Bowdoin 
Camera Exchange, 216A Maine St, 
BrunswiCk. "Images Irom the Indian Sub-
continent," 28 images Irom his treks 
through Kashmir. Ladakh, Bhutan. 
Sikkim, Rajasthan & Agra. by photogra-
pher Sanjay Kumar Saxena. Part 01 
Saxena's documentation-in-progress 01 
the region'svanishing. Through Septl5. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat , 10-6.725-8811. 
Yarmouth Historical SOCiety, Museum 
01 Yarmouth History, third floor 01 Merrill 
Meroorial Library,Main Street, Yarrrouth. 
"Collections," an exhibit that looks at 
who collects Yarmouth history, why indi-
viduals collect things, and why they do-
nate them 10 the museum. II shows how 
amuseum collection grows, and includes 
guidelines lor selecting historical mate-
rial. II also addresses the issue olensur-
ing that a museum collection rellects the 
rich diversity 01 a town's history. A wide 
variety or objects Irom the museum col. 
lecllon illuslrate the theme. ShOWing 
through November. Hours:Tues·Sat, lO-
S. Free : donalions welcome 846-6259. 
I OTHER 
I 
Architectural Photography A workshop 
at SabbathdayLake Shaker Village, New 
Gloucester, will use Shaker Village as 
subject matter to explore approaches to 
architectural photography; emphasis on 
exteriors with some interior work. Sept 
28 Irom 9 am-4 pm. Leader: Jere 
DeWaters. Fee: $25 (instant slide film is 
an additional $20; iI's optional but rec· 
ommended) . For info, call 926-4597. 
Blocks & Bagels: ImpreSSionism The 
Block Ensemble opens its '91-'92 series 
at the Porlland Museum 01 Art with a 
program of compositions by Debussy, 
Elgar, Ravel and Damas, whose music 
is synonymous with the Impressionist 
era. Ticket prices include an exclusive 
viewing 01 the exhibition "Impressionism 
and Post-lmpressionism:The Collector's 
Passion," and breaklast of bagels & 
cream Cheese. coffee and juice. Sepl15 
at 10:30 am. Admission: $5 lor museum 
members, $7 for general public, $3 for 
children under 12. Call 775-6148. 
CrOSSing the Atlantic: American Im-
preSSionist. Porlland Museum 01 Art 
docent Lois Chazaud will give a gallery 
talk locusing on works by suCh leading 
American Impressionists as Maurice 
Prendergasl as she leads visitors through 
the exhibition "Impressionism and Post-
ImpreSsionism: The Colleclor's Passion: 
Sept 26 at 5 :1 5 pm & Sept 27 at 12:30 
pm. Free with exhibition admission. Call 
775·6148 for further inlo. 
Impressions of a Revolution: Impres-
sionism and Post-Impressionism 
The second session ofthis informal mini-
course will be "Roots of a ReVOlution : 
Early Impressionism,' which will be taught 
by Lynn Marsden-AUass, assistant di-
reclor of the Colby College Museum of 
Art The course is geared for beginners 
and covers the precursors to and devel-
opment 01 the artistic movement that 
shaped the modern artistic era. Six-class 
lee: $25 lor Portland Museum 01 Art 
members, seniors and students with 10. 
$35 lor others. To register,call775-6148. 
Anne Alexander at the Danforth Gallery: "Tamarind Series," 
hardwood, 3" x 5". 
Fall foliage 
• The Baxter Gallery, 619 Congress St. 
• Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St_ 
• The Art Gallery at SIx DeerIng St., 6 DeerIng St. 
• The Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St. 
Portland, it seems, has over this past weekend been put on 
notice that the business of producing art is intensely underway, and 
that there are lots of participants. Three of the four galleries that 
held openings last weekend were showing large group exhibitions. 
The Baxter Gallery presented its annual juried Portland School of 
Art student exhibition . The five jurors included Rebecca Alberts and 
Kathy Spencer, two recent graduates; as well as Connie Hayes, 
drawing instructor; Tim McCreight, head of the metalsmithing 
department; and Celeste Roberge, sculptor and PSA alumna. 
The show includes virtually every medium: jewelry; paintings 
and draWings and photographs; and sculpture and construction in 
everything from traditional stone and wood to alabaster, hay, 
twine, feathers, slate, tape, grapevine, oiled steel, cork, aluminum, 
plexiglass and insects. After the insects I came across something 
that was described as 
"linotronic output, pantone 
press film." That was when I 
knew that this show was of a 
younger generation, and that I was not keeping up with the times. 
Since I still don't know what this thing is, I can't describe it to you. 
All in all, the work is fun, energetic and imaginative. The show will 
be up through Sept. 22. 
The Art Gallery at Six Deering was also having a juried show-
its second annual one, in fact. This seems to be a pretty hot event, as 
you couldn't get through the doors and there were TV crews and 
dignitaries everywhere. Ninety-four artists brought a total of 168 
paintings to be judged, according to Ell wyn Dearborn, d ircctor and 
curator of Six Deering. From this number the jury selected 52. They 
were aiming at SO, but they found two others they couldn't resist. 
After the jury had selected the 52 pieces, they then judged again, 
choosing a "best of" from a variety of categories. The winners were 
Ken Pratson's "Dawn with Ducks" for Outdoor Painting; Louise 
Boehmer's "Waiting for Susan and Catherine" for Abstract Painting; 
Cory Staid's "Louise's Garden" for Landscape Painting; Pam 
Johnson's "Ed and Hildie" for Figure Painting; Monique Faith 
Perry's "Sundance" for Floral Painting; Pamela Moore's "The Spare 
Room" for Interior Painting; and Joseph Feigno's "Significant 
Others" for Still Life Painting. This show will be up through Sept. 
28. 
The Danforth Gallery, a non-profit organization that calls itself 
an "alternative artists' space," is having its first annual membership 
exhibition. The mood there was more daring and "out-there" than 
at Six Deering. With over 30 artists represented, this show, too, 
covered the waterfront. But unlike the other two, it is not a juried 
exhibition. Its purpose is, according to its flyer, "to provide an 
opportunity for our members to show their work, and to encourage 
socialization among its members." The opening achieved this goal 
in spades. All the people in the world who weren't at Six Deering 
seemed to be in the large upstairs space on Danforth Street. 
Some of the more interesting pieces here are the fantastical ones 
- for instance, a lively oil on canvas of some round-headed 
musicians playing jazz. Called "Round Midnight," it's the work of 
Steve Sechal. "Waking Up" is a primitive, symbolic clay and acrylic 
piece by Linda Garriott; "Quandry at the Playground" is a big, 
colorful oil on canvas by Tim Mack. It has lots going on: flying 
frogs, little people climbing ladders, and a boy dangling by his 
knees on a jungle gym. "Barefoot Catholic Girl in Diner," a large 
acrylic by Janice M. Scott, has a tilting purple girl, like a child's 
painting, against a background of green squares. And finally, Jaso.n 
Weinberg's "Man with Tree," with lots of thick paint, is a 
fantastical, modernist figure. It's a painting with a lot of movement. 
These and other works in all media will be up until Sept. 20. 
On a more sedate and introspective note, Raffle's Cafe Bookstore 
is showing an exhibition of eight etchings by Jane Banquer. Done on 
an intaglio press, these multi-plate, multi-colored etchings are 
subdued, dream-like and intellectual. Titled "Players and Scenes, I, 
II, and III," "Blooms," "Women's Watch" and "Summer Place," 
these works represent personal points of fulcrum in what appears 
to be an inner, personal journey. In their symbolic, dreamy quality 
they're somewhat like a Bergman film. These etchings will be at 
Raffle's through September. 
There's something for every taste, and an afternoon's walking 
tour through these four galleries, stopping at Raffle's for lunch, 
would be a pretty nice way to spend some time. 
Margot McWilliams 
A Masterful Moment: Monet and Im-
pressionism in Fin-de-Siecle France 
Claude Monet came to embody the con-
tinuity and contradictionsollin'de-siecJe 
France, after criticism in the early days 01 
his career blossomed into acctaim as 
one of the century's linest landscape 
painters. Monet specialist Paul Hayes 
Tucker, professor at the University 01 
Massachusetts-Boston, will discuss the 
artist's development and the circum-
stances surrounding the shift of opinion. 
Sept 19 at 7:30 pm. Free with museum 
admission. Limited seating; doors open 
at 7 pm. Call 775-6148 for lurther inlo. 
A Thousand Points of Light: illumina-
tion and the Impressionists Portland 
Museum 01 Art docent Irene Auslin will 
discuss the Impressionists' innovative 
use 01 natural light, pointing out examples 
in the exhibition "Impressionism and Post-
ImpreSSionism: The Collector's Passion.' 
Sept 19 at 5:15 pm & Sept 20 at 12:30 
pm. Free with exhibition admission. For 
more inlo, call 775-6148. 
SENSE 
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash 
Power) is a diverse group 01 volunteers 
united in anger and committed to nonvio-
lent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis. 
ACT UP meets every Monday Irom 7-9 
pmallhe People's Buiiding, 155 Brackett 
St, Portland. New members are always 
welcome. For more inlormation, write to 
ACT UP/Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Port-
land 04101 , tel. 774-7224. 
AIDS Conference The Salvation Army 
League of Mercy Department is con-
ducting an institute called "Reach Out 
and Touch' with guests Major Doctor & 
Mrs. Herbert C. Rader. Sept 28, from 
9:30 am-3:3O pm, at the Salvation Army 
Corps Community Center at 297 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. A workshop 
will be conducled in the morning on 
AIDS and a workshop alter lunch on the 
practicality 01 visitation. The cost for the 
day is $8. including lunch. Checks should 
be made payable to the Salvation Army. 
Regislration must be in by Sept 12: call 
77 4·6304 lor lurther inlo. 
Richard Barringer, director olthe Public 
Policy and Management Program at USM 
and authorol the book "Changing Maine.' 
will discuss the impact 01 new arrivals to 
the state on everything lrom Sunday 
shopping to suburbanization. Barringer 
will be lollowed by "The Humble Farmer' 
Robert Skoglund and his mirthlultales 01 
Maine lile. Free. Sept 25 at 7:30 pm in 
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates 
College, Lewiston. Call 786·6330. 
The Casco Bay Greens monthly meet-
ing will be held Sept 15at6:30 pm on the 
second noor 01 the People's Building, 
155 Brackett St, Portland. The public is 
invited. Meetings are held every third 
Sunday of the month. Call 774-4599. 
"Gas Chambers toGas Masks:Trauma 
and Resiliency in Children of War" 
Roberta J. Apfel and Bennett Simon, co-
directors of the 1990 conference Chil-
dren·in-War in Jerusalem. will lecture 
Sept 15 at 8 pm, Daggett Lounge, 
Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Call 725-3201 lor more info. 
Gender Bias In Medical Research: 
The Difference It Makes Lecture Sept 
22 at 8 pm by Sue V. Rosser, director 01 
women's studies and prolessor of lamily 
and prevenUve medicine at University 01 
South Carolina. Kresge Auditorium, Vi· 
sual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Tickets (Iree) may be picked 
up in advance in the Events Office, 
Moulton Union. For inlo, call 725·3201. 
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MAR K E T 
Veggie Delights. Italians . 
HOT Sandwiches 
• Pizza & 
Pizza slices to go! 
• Party Platters Delivered 
f-~ • ~ Broiled Chicken 
Sandwich 
Take-Ou~ call ahead 
772-2427 
YOU CAN S TOP S M 0 KIN G IN 59 MIN. 
CA LL TODAY FOR YOUR PERSONAL PRIVATr SESSION 
KATHERINE J. MOODY 
CFRTlFIED CL INICAL HYPNOTI-fERAPIST 
766-9723 
AlS() AVAILABLE WEIGl IT (ON I KOL PROGRAMS 








- Maine Sunday Telegram 
The 
osprey 





every thursday nite 
at 8 pm $3 
at the cave 31 forest ave 
sponsored bY:UIJH:fl1) 
~~_~~~~ IWQ43 [1] 
Wed. - Sun. 5:30-9:00 
10 minutes from Bath at 
Robinhood Marine Center. 
Just off Route 127 South, 
Robinhood, Maine 04530 
(207) 371-2530 
Reservations accepted. 
484 Stevens Ave. 
Pat's Meat Mart has been a 
part of Greater Portland for 4 
generations, 80 years. 
With our recent expansion, 
customers continue to 
discolJeT the reasons for our 
success. At Pat's we 
consistanuy provide high 
quality products at tJery 
competetive Prices, a bright 
environment and 
pleasant service. 

















V tapes V Cds 
V Check out 
our excellent 
selection 













OJ{, SO COZ<y. .. 
Perfect for 6acF.:.·to-scfwoC, 
wedtfingsl sfwwersl 
6irtfufaysl or any occasion. 
Cfwose from our wide 
sdection of USJl nuu£e 
100% caton afgfians 
{machine wasfr. & dry} 
Sizes range from 
36';r,: 42' to 50';r,: 70: 
Prieea from 
16.95 to 39.95 
- avaifaEfe at -
t= Q,~!~1;:}?f!~~ 
) ~ 2 Wharf Street· In The Old Port· Portland, ME 04101 " 
~. (207) 772-7490 • Open Daily .~ 
.£Q~f~JlI~, 
1/ '\ 
1989 Mercedes Benz 560 SEL 
4 door sedan 
absolutely immaculate $42,800 
PERFORMANCE MOTORS 
MERCEDES-BENZ ,0 IB3 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105 
TEL (207) 781·3207 
~ftTfRlftl ObJfCTS 
An eclectic collection of 
wearables from this century. 
484 Congress Street 0 Portland, Maine 
774-1241 0 Mon.-Sat. 10:30-600 
Sunday 12-4:30 
../ 
Entertainment Literacy Volunteers Make a Iremen-dous difference in someone's life by be-coming an adull reading luIor wilh Lil-
eracy Vol un leers. Work one-on-one wilh 
adulls who have requesled help wilh 
reading. Prepare weekly lesson plans. 
evaluale learner progress. Olher oppor-
tunilies include board parlicipalion, 
fundraising andcommunilyoUlreach. Fall 
Iraining will begin Ihe firsl week of OClo-
Aid to Families of Gulf Military While 
mosl of Ihe comballroops have relurned 
10 Ihe Uniled Slales from Ihe Persian 
Gulf, Ihere are slill approximalely 65,000 
support and logistics Iroops there. The 
Salvalion Army is conlinuing 10 offer aid 
10 families of mililary in Ihe Gull and will 
send a writing packel 10 any soldier. If 
you would like 10 submil a name and 
address for a packel or assislance for a 
family, conlaclyour focalSalvalion Army 
orwrite 10 DesertlHomelown Shietd, The 
Salvalion Army, PO Box 3647, Portland 
04104, or call 774-6304. 
• Continued from page 23 
SENSE 
ber for eighl weeks, three hours per 
sessIOn. Deadline forsignup is Sep113. 
Abackgroundin leaching orcollegeslud. 
ies wilh reading or learning disabililies is 
desirable, as well as Ihe abilily 10 main-
lain confidenlialily. lncrease your aware-
ness of lileracy issues while developing 
Proprioceptive Wrltlng Center'. Fall 
Courses include the following: "Nurlur-
ing a Feminisl Consciousness," a course 
for women. The purpose of Ihis work wil 
be 10 discern connections belween our 
personal wounds and the palriarchal 
cullure Ihal shapes us. Given by Sheila 
O'Connell and Barbara Poller. Eighl al-
lernale Tues eves, beginning Sepl 17. 
"The Erolic Imagination," a wriling work-
shop wilh Sleven Levine, M.D., authorof 
·Sex Is Nol Simple,' and Tobin Simon, 
poel and co-direclor of Ihe wriling cen-
ler. This workshop is for wrilers who wish 
10 experimenl wilh Ihe erolic in Iheir 
work, as well as for individuals and 
couples who wanl 10 use wriUng 10 ex-
pand Iheir expressive capacilies. Week-
end of Sepl 27-29. "The Original Sym-
bols of Ihe Psyche," a slide presenlalion 
wilh poelry, commenlary and discus-
sion. This course is an opporlunily 10 
examine Ihe earliesl human art wilh 
James Harrod, Ph.D., member of an 
inlernationalleam sludying Early Paleo-
lithic archaeology. Six allernale Tues-
day evenings, beginning OCI8. Call Pro-
prioceplive Writing Cenler (39 Deering 
SI, Portland) al772-1847 for more info. 
leaching skills. Call Ihe Uniled Way's 
VolunleerCenleral874-1 01510sign up. 
Maine Audubon Seeks Volunteers for 
"Secrels of Ihe Foresl" program al Masl 
Landing Sancluary in FreepOrl, Ocl 2-
Nov 22. Voiunleer guides will be Irained 
to lead waiks for groups visiting Ihe sanc-
luary during Ihe fall. Guides inlroduce 
groups of all ages 10 foresl and wildlife 
ecology using a variely of games and 
hands-on lechniques during Ihe 1.5 hour 
walks. An inlroduclory Iraininglinforma-
lional session for new volunleers will be 
held Sepl17 from 6:30-8 :30 pm al MAS 
headquarters on Roule 1 in Falmoulh. A 
series of ·Secrels of Ihe Foresl" Iraining 
sessions will be held Sepl18, 20, 24, 26 
& 27 from9:30-noon allhe Masl Landing 
Sancluary, Upper Masl Landing Road, 
Freeport. Sessions will include nalural 
hislory,leaching lechniquesandsample 
walks. No previous nalural hislory or 
leaching experience is necessary. For 
more info. call 781·2330. 
Maine Audubon Society Seeks Na-
ture & Compass Enthusiasts for an 
orienleering program for middle school 
sludenlS. Volunleer guides will be Irained 
to lead small groups of middle school 
sludenls Ihrough a pre-designed 
orienleering course using a map and 
Anorexia-Bulimia Anonymous is a fel-
lowship of individuals who share Iheir 
experience, slrenglh and hope wilh each 
other, Ihallhey may solve their common 
problems and help Ihemselves and olh-
ers 10 recover from ealing disorders. II is 
our philosophy 10 find allernale coping 
mechanisms, olher Ihan food, as well as 
10 find our true idenlilies, olher Ihan 
Ihrough our ealing disorders. By sharing 
wllh N3A members. we explore moving 
lowards becoming aclive participants in 
lile. Anonymily is Ihe foundalion of Ihis 
support group. N3A is facililaled by re-
covered people. Meelsevery Friday from 
6-7:30 pm al Weslbrook Communily 
Hospilal,40ParkRoad, Weslbrook. Call 
854-8464 for further info. 
A.R.T.S. Anonymous is a group of tocal 
arlisls recovering Ihrough Ihe 12 Sleps, 
who have come logelher 10 form a sup-
port group Ihal meelS every Mon al7 pm 
al SI. Luke's Calhedral. Slate SI, Plid. 
A Brain Tumor Support Group meeling 
al New England Rehabililalion Hospital 
of Porlland (N ERH·Portland) , 13 Charles 
SI . This group has been designed by 
NERH-Portland and Ihe American Can-
cer Sociely 10 meellhe special needs 01 
adulls wilh brain lumors and Iheir fami-
lies. The group meels Ihe second and 
fourlh Thursdays of Ihe monlh. Inter-
eSled participanls should conlacl Rev. 




tation would like an office clerk lor filing, 
sluffing envelopes for mailings, labeling 
and lighl-duly assignmenls. You will be 
supporling a greal cause while gaining 
fundraising experience. This work may 
be done weekdays or eves. Several vol-
unleers are needed. To sign up call Ihe 
Cenler for Volunlary Aclion a1874-1 015. 
Common Ground Country Fair Volun-
teer. The Maine Organic Farmers and 
GardenersAssocialion is looking for help 
10 creale Ihe 1991 fair. Volunleers are 
needed for sel-up Slarling Sepl 14, Ihe 
fair (which runs Sep 20-22), and clean 
up, running Ihrough Oct 4. Hundreds of 
volunleers are also needed during the 
Ihree days of Ihe fair for selling tic~els, 
parking cars, aSSisting wilh juggling and 
sIll ling workshops, recycling and answer-
ing questions, among olher aclivilies. 
Volunleers are expecled 10 work a mini-
mum of four hours. In relum Ihey earn a 
much soughl-afler volunleer T-shirl and 
a free pass 10 Ihe fair. To receive info and 
a regislralion packet, conlacllhe Com-
mon Ground Counlry Fair al P.O. Box 
2176, Augusla 04338, leI. 623-5115. 
Dial KIDS Talk Training II's lime again for 
Diai KiDS, the leen peer counseling pro-
gram of Ingraham Volunleers, to recruil 
area high school sludenlS as volunleers 
for Ihe fall training . Training will be held 
SepI24, 25&26, Ocll, 2, 3, 8, 9& 10-
Tues, Wed & Thurs from 2:30-5 pm. The 
required inlerview can be scheduled 
Mon-Fri , from 9am-3 pm. Call 774-TALK 
for an application. 
compass. Guides will also introduce Ihe 
groups 10 foresl and wildlife ecology 
Ihrough a variely of games and hands-
on aclivilies . A Iraininglinfo session for 
new vol un leers will be held Sepl17 from 
6:30-8 :30 pm al MAS headquarters on 
Roule 1 in Falmoulh. Info, call 781 -2330. 
Multipfe Sclerosis Society needs people 
for nursing home visilors. Many of Ihese 
patienls are much younger than Ihe olher 
residents and may feel lonely and iso-
ialed. parlicularly if Ihey have no local 
families or friends. Volunleers should 
feel comlorlable wilh people with dis-
abilities and willing 10 develop a relalion-
ship wilh Ihe palienls. Coniaci the Vol. 
unleer Cenler a1874-1015 to sign up. 
Parents Anonymous Use your hard.-
earned experience as a parenl 10 help 
olhers by becoming a Parenl Helpline 
volunteerwilh ParenlsAnonymous. Help 
olhers find construclive ways 10 handle 
Ihosedifficull childraising momenls. Vol-
unleers handle calls Irom Iheir homes 
are given eXlensive Iraining , and are noi 
required 10 lake overnighl shills. Call 
Uniled Way's Volunleer Cenler al 874-
1000 for more info . 
preliminary inlerview. People are en· 
couraged 10 join any lime by calling Wish 
al 775.-4000, ext 542. 
Cancer Support Group The Visiling 
Nurse Service of Soulhern Maine hold 
Ihis monlhlysupport and educalion group 
enabling Ihose allecled by ci'ncer 10 
help olhers, providing informalion aboul 
resources and helping 10 decrease Ihe 
anxielies fell by Ihose diagnosed and 
Ihelr larnilies. Info and supporl is facili-
tated by social workers , nurses . 
oncologisls, nutril ionisls and cancer sur-
vivors. All meetings are held at Ihe VNS 
Saco Olfice al 15 Induslrial Park Rd 
Iree Call 284-4566 or 1-800-660-4 VNS . 
Diabetes Support Group Sponsored by 
the Visiling Nurse ServIce of Southern 
Maine, Ihis monlhly supporl and educa-
lion group for diabelics and other inler-
esled persons provides a place for shar-
ing and problemsolving around the many 
lacels of diabeles. Informalion and edu-
calion is provided by a regislered nurse 
and a variefy 01 gueslspeakers All meel-
ings are held allhe VNS' Saco Ollice, 15 
Induslrial Road. Free. For more informa-
lion, call 284-4566 or 1-800-660-4VNS 
Divorced Perspectives isa weekly meel-
ing held Wednesdays al 7 pm, al 
Wood fords Congregalional Church , 202 
Woodford SI, Porlland. For furlher infor-
mallon, call 774-HELP. 
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Porl-
land Confidenlial supporl group meeling 
Monday nighls in room #2 al Ihe Dana 
Heallh Cenler, Maine Medical Cenler, 
Portland. For more info. call 774-4357. 
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 
Your communily needs your skills and 
knowledge. The RSVP, a program Ihal 
places people 60 and older in meaning-
ful volunleer jobs, can malch your abili-
lies 10 Ihose communily needs. Oppor-
tunilies 10 help include lisl',"ing reading 
aloud 10 school children in Grealer 
Porlland's schools; leaching a group of 
seniors in Portland how 10 fashion crall 
ilems for a Chrislmas Fair; helping 10 sel 
up and laking tickels for a counlry lair. 
You can make a real conlribulion by 
commiling jusl one morning or aftemoon 
Grieving Support Group for bereaved 
a week. Call Priscilla Greene al 775.-
6503 for furlher info. 
Southern Maine Agency on Aging has 
an urgenl need for volunleers 10 do gro-
cery shopping for eighllo 10 residenls in 
Weslbrook. One len anI would also need 
Iransporlalion 10 Ihe bank every Iwo 
monlhs. Volunleersshouldenjoy Ihe eld.-
erly and be able 10 organize money and 
shopping for several people al once. To 
sign up,call 874-1015. 
persons healing from Ihe dealh of a 
loved one. MeelS in Porlland Tuesday 
eves from 7-8 :30 pm. Donalion. Call 
Krisline Walson , M.A. , al 775-0366. 
Help for Fears, Anxiety" DepreSSion 
Recovery, Inc. offers a melhod for people 
whose symploms are nervous in origin . 
Meelings are held every week in Port-
land al 10 am Salurdays al Ihe Falher 
Hayes Cenler, 699 Slevens Ave. 
Windham meelings are held at 7 pm 
Mondays al N. Windham Union Church 
Parish House, Roule 302. No charge. 
Conlacl Diane aI892-9529 for more info. 
Homelessness To help, conlacllhe shel-
ler closesllo you. Or if you need assis-
lance in finding a home, call Hospilalily 
House Incat453-2986, orwrile P.O. Box 
Hinckley, Me 04944. 
Host Families are needed for 25 people 
from Archangel in Ihe Soviet Union who 
will be visiling Grealer POrlland from Ocl 
4-12. Hosts provide a welcome for four 
or eighl nighlS, plus some meals and 
IranspOrlalion 10 local scheduled even Is. 
The visilor/delegales, all adullS, repre-
senl many differenl paris of Ihe commu-
nily of ArChangel , Ihe Soviel sister cily of 
Grealer Porlland. This visil is one in a 
series of people-Io-people exchanges 
arranged by Ihe Archangel Commiltee 
of Grealer Portland. For furlher info, call 
Sally Reganal772-82190r Edna Ellisal 
767-2260 
HELP 
H,O.P.E. sell-supporl groups wilh facilila-
lor meel weekly 10 help heal Ihe ema-
lional pain associaled wilh chronic or 
serious diseases, injury, life, dealh and 
childhood issues. Group meels al Mercy 
Hospilal on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 
pm, and at the Unify Church, 16 Colum-
bia Rd, Portland, on Thursdays from 10-
12 noon. There's also a support group 
for Ihe family and friends of Ihe iIIlhat 
meels every olher Thursday from 7-9 
pm; and a Nexl SlepGroup for 12-Slep--
pers who wanllo go deeper inlo feelings, 
Ihal meels every Monday al Unily from 
7-9 pm. For info , call 1-800-339-HOPE. 
/ 
Alpha One Center for Independent 
Living will hold a meeling lor individuals 
wilh disabililies and olher inleresled par-
lies Sepl17 Irom 5-7 pm at 85 E Sireel. 
S. Portland. lnlo , call Cress aI767-2189. 
Hurrlcan Bob Assistance The Salva-
lion Army is commilled 10 providing di· 
recl assislance 10 needy families who 
have susl&ined losses due to Ihe llood-
ing . Call your local Salvalion Army or 
Divisional Headquarlers al 774-6304. 
Listening to the dark 
• "The Radio Poet" 
WMPG-FM 90.9 
Tuesdays, 9:10-11 p.m. 
Radio. Poet. Radio. Poet. Ray-<iee-o, ray-<iee-o, ray-dee-
000000 ... poet! 
These two words are mutually exclusive, right? 
Wrong. Believe it or not, every Tuesday night Portland air-
waves come alive with the sound of words being read, chanted, 
sung. spontaneously composed . Listening to this show is like 
Maine weather: If you don't like it, wait a minute and it just might 
change. Too, like Maine, it gets inside your skin. A few weeks of 
this could be addictive. 
The Radio Poet is Ron Welch, the master of ceremonies who 
mixes poems, music and commentary. Front and center in the mix 
is first-rate poetry which leans towards "beat" forms but veers all 
over the poetic compass. One week, you might hear the latest 
piece from Allen Ginsberg or some vintage William Burroughs; 
the next, Welch might serve up Jane Cortez' primal chant "For the 
Poets," Jim Carroll's biting underground classic "Guitar Voodoo" 
(performed live!), or any of a number of other tasty bits. 
He stretches the form of poetry to include all sorts of other 
spoken-word material, as well - from sound poems to Lenny 
Bruce monologues to Jello Biafra' s outrageously funny 'Tales 
from the Trial," a collection of live talks about his federal pornog-
raphy trial in California. All of which makes you think about 
language and poetry in a way that simply reading Robert Frost on 
the page in high school never did. 
From time to time, Welch will insinuate himself into the 
proceedings and begin improvising his own piece; far from being 
self-indulgent, though, these rambles are tasteful, intelligent and 
incisive. I wish he'd do more. He also has a wonderful array of 
voices - a hayseed fellow 
drawls "Radio Poet's not here 
this week," then launches into 
a bash of the Bush administra-
tio n. Or a huckster-type slithers into a sudden cameo: "Stay tuned! 
Radio Poet'll be right back! Prizes, prizes, prizes!" This mixing of 
voices, sounds and music creates an aural landscape which is 
enjoyable instead of intrusive. 
Music comprises about half of the show. As Welch mentions, a 
remarkable collaboration has evolved between serious spoken-
word poets and jazz arti sts. Ginsberg, Burroughs, Gary Snyder 
and others have begun working in earnest with musicians in the 
form. Welch explores this connection by playing pieces like Amiri 
Baraka's (better known as Leroy Jones) " Whalers," a track which 
combines sax riffs and a jazz-blues backbeat with poetry. Welch 
also spotlights "poets" like Bob Dylan and Michelle Shocked, then 
adds generous side helpings of jazz, folk and blues. Often he digs 
up obscure but brilliant work. 
The Radio Poet is never predictable, always provocative. Welch 
is tied in to what's currently happening in the world of poetry on 
recordings, and he knows the classics backwards and forwards. 
ou may soon hear some familiar voices coming through the 
ether, too : Rumor has it that Welch wants to feature local poets 
reading live during his show this fall. You might drop him a line 
at the station to inquire about performing. 
Meantime, don't walk, run to that radio next Tuesday night. 
You won't find anything like it anywhere else on the dial. 
Ingraham Volunteers Help available by 
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP. 
Injured Workers Meeting for workers 
having difficully wilh workers' comp sys-
lem, 7:30 pm every Wed al Goodall Hall 
nexllo Sanford Unilarian Church , corner 
of Lebanon and Maine slreels, Sanlord . 
It's P.O.S.S.I.B_L.E. (Parlners of Survi· 
vors Slop Incesl by Learning and Edu-
caling) offers phone sup porI, workshops 
and self-help support groups. Portland 
group meels bimonlhly. For more info, 
call 1-547-3532. 
Need to Talk? Dial Kids holline is for 
leens who have a problem or need 10 
lalk. The holline is open from 2 :30-5 pm 
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in lalk 10 olher 
teens who are well Irained 10 lislen and 
help. Calls are kepI confidenlial, excepl 
when Ihe caller is in danger. Topics 
discussed on Ihe holline range from fam-
ily and school 10 sexualily and relalion-
ships . peer relalions, birlh conlrol, lone-
liness,subslanceabuse& suicide. If you 
need 10 talk, call 774-TALK. 
O.C.D. Support Group meels weekly on 
Fridays al 6-7 :30 pm, Mercy Hospilal, 
Upper Audilorium. Portland. Free. For 
more informalion, call 773-0976. 
Out for Good A lesbian discussion/sup-
pori group meels each Thursday from 7-
9 pm in Saco. TopicS vary weekly . $1 
weekly don<ilion . Non-smoking . chem-
Iree meeting. For info, call 247-3461 . 
Paul Karr 
Outrlght, Ihe Portland Alliance of Gay 
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Queslioning 
Youlh, oHerssupporland information for 
young people 22 and under, in a safe 
environm\lnl, every Friday from 7 :30-
9:30 pm al Ihe Preble Slreel Chapel. 
corner of Preble and Cumbertand av-
enues. For informalion, wrile or call : 
OUlrighl, P.O. Box 5028, Slalion A. Port-
land 04101 , leI. 774-HELP. 
Parent Support Group sponsored by 
Parenls Anonymous and Ihe Family Re-
source Cenler is held weekly allhe Fam· 
ily Resource Cenler on Fridays from 1 O-
Il :30 am. Parenls are given an opporlu-
nily 10 meel wilh olhers and discuss 
parenling issues and concerns. No fees, 
no wailing lisls. For info, call 871 -7445. 
The Path of Recovery Por~and Sufi 
Order oHers a series of small meelings 
involving meditalion based on Ihe Sufi 
leachings of Hazral Inayal Khan and 
sharing focused on bringing spirilualily 
inlo our lives. Meelings are modeled 
aller 12-slep groups and welcome any-
one wilh a desire to recover from addic-
lions or codependency. Meelings are 
Tuesdays, 7 :30-8:45 pm, al Woodfords 
Congregalional Church. 202Woodfords 
SI, Portland. Open 10 Ihe public. Dona-
lions are welcome. For more info, call 
Jan a1878-2263 or Eli al774-1203. 
Portland Parent Support Group spon-
sored by Mainely Families is now meel-
ing weekly allhe POrlland W.I.C. office, 
222 SI. John SI (rear) every Wed eve 
from 7-9 pm. Parenls meel 10 gel sup-
port and guidance from olher parenls 
who share similar experiences in raising 
pre-teens and adolescents, while Ihey 
learn new skills to help prevenl problems 
before Ihey occur. Open 10 all parenlS al 
no charge. For further info call Mainely 
Families al PROP, 874-1140. 
Refugees Need Furnishings Help pro-
vide a safe, comforlable home in Iheir 
new land for refugees who are resellling 
in Grealer Portland. Please donale any 
household furnishings , kilchenware, 
small kilchen appliances. TVs, linens & 
pillows, baby dolhes and equipment Ihal 
are in good. usable condilion. Bring Ihem 
10107 ElmSI or call 871-743710arrange 
pick-up. 
Senior Outreach Services In response 
10 Ihe needs of older people, Soulhern 
Maine Area Agency on Aging is provid-
ing Senior Oulreach Services 10 Ihe fol-
lowing locations: Agency's offices al237 
Oxford SI, Portland, every Friday from 
10 am-I pm: Pride's Corner Congrega-
lional Church , 235 Pride SI , Weslbrook, 
firsl Thursday of each monlh. for resi-
denls of Weslbrook and Gorham, from 
10 am-I; Ross Center, 38 Washinglon 
SI , Biddeford, second Tuesday of each 
monlh. for residenls of Biddeford, Saco 
& OOB. from 10 am-l pm. An Elder 
Advocale will be available 10 assist resi-
dents wilh Iheir aging-relaled issues and 
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance, 
housing, social securily, elc. This ser-
vice is provided free of charge. 775-6503 
or 1-800-427-7411. 
Special InterestAA Meeting for People 
Living With AIDS meels weekly on 
Tuesdays al8 pm allhe PWA Coalilion, 
377 Cumberland Ave, PorIland. Meeling 
designed 10 provide a safe space in 
which 10 discuss HIV issues, while living 
posilively sober. This meeting is open 
only 10 Ihose who have lesled HIV/Posi-
live or have been diagnosed wilh AIDS. 
For more informalion, call 871-9211. 
Transplant Support Group H.O.P.E. 
(Healing of Persons Exceplional) is a 
slatewide system of supporl for persons 
wilh illness or injury Ihal prevenls Ihem 
Irom living life in Ihe manner 10 which 
Ihey had been accuslomed. " you are 
waiting or have had a transplanl of any 
kind, we would like you 10 join us every 
Wednesday frorn6-8 pm, al Uniled Melh-
odisl Church. 618 Washlnglon Ave, Port-
land. Handicapped accessible . For lur-
ther information, call 1-800-339-4673. 
Transsupport A peer supporl group for 
transsexuals, cross-dressers , Iheir 
friends and lamilies who desire a beller 
underslanding of gender-relaled issues. 
We currenlly meel on Ihe second Sun-
day of each monlh al 6 pm. For more 
inlo, wrile 10 Transsupport, PO Box 
17622, Porlland 04101. 
WINGS A non-profil organizalion Ihal 
serves single parenls . New supporl 
groups lor 1991-92 will meel Thursdays 
from 7-9 pm. For info, call 767-2010. 
Younger WidowerslWidows Support 
Group Men and women 50 or younger 
who have experienced Ihe dealh of a 
spouse wilhin Ihe lasl Ihree years are 
inviled 10 allend a support group 10 help 
and encourage each olher Ihrough Ihe 
normal grief process. Eighl meelings will 
be held in Yarrnoulh on Tues eves be-
ginning in Seplember. For furlher info, 
call 846-5285 or 846-9480. 
WELL 
NESS 
Adult Health Screenings Communily 
Heallh Services will sponsor screenings 
for diabeles, anemia, coloreclal cancer, 
high blood pressure and choleslerollevel 
al Ihe following times and places: Sept 
17, 12:30-2 pm, Gray Congregalional 
Church Hall ; Sepl 18, 9:30-11 :30 am, 
Windham Communily Bldg; Sep123, 1-3 
pm, Scarborough Town Hall; Sepl 25, 
9:30-11 :30 am, Gorham SI. Anne's 
Church. Two or more leSIS per person 
are available , time permilting. Donalion. 
Call 775-7231, exl527 or 800-479-4331 
for more inlo. 
• Continued on page 26 
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Willis Johnson 
author of 
"The Girl Who 
Would Be Russian" 
and other stories 
Will be on hand to sign 
copies on Thursday Sept. 19 
5-7 p.m. 
Books available for signing 
Please caU for more details 
38 Exchange St. • In the Old Port 
774-0626· Mon. - SaL 10-6, Sun, U-S 
.. 'l'll~ C~lJ.t~r fur .P~rJulJill Gru WIll 
~ Counseling 
Individuals, groups, and couples in the addictions, 
codependency, and parenting. 
812 Stevens Avenue, Suite B, Portland, ME 04103 
797-5851 
Convenient location with on-site parking. 
NEW BUB [ITY 
SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT 
151 Middle Street 









Famous since June, 1991. New Sub City has become a legendary pUlVeyor of 
state-of-Ihe-art sandwiches, rolled Syrians, salads, soups, pizza, Green Min. 
Coffee Roaslers coffee, sinful chocolale chip cookies (insulin therapy not 
included), muffins and other delectable daily specials to discerning business, 
profeSSIonal and stressed execulives of the Old Port office community. 
The Best Hot Pastrami 
North of New York City! 
(JEXPERIENCE IT! 
h·" "' .. ~~ "."'- .. " 
Renovation and Design 
of Fine Art Glass Windows 
Since 1976. 
We carry supplies and glass 
Jor the stained glass artisan. 





GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 
Adult/ Pedwtric Medicine. Office Gynecology 






Walk-In and by Appointment 
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G--~-------------- ____ ~ :l.ltri 15% OFF DRY ,,~L,~t!IY9,: Entertainment 
: EASY INTOWN LOCATION I 
I Drop off on your way 10 work - Ready to go by 511/ I 
I . Free Pick-up & Delivery. Same Day Service if dropped off I 
I Alterations· Reweaving. Shirt Service ~I 
II£,[m Street 'Dry C[eaners ~I • Continued from page 25 
1.!2j',!!I.§.,t..l..PortEnd !.lJ'.!!.C~f~m_l!.!!ra!'C l7! ~2!~2 
WELL 
NESS A pre-school for children between the ages of 
two and a half and six. 
• Outstanding Professional Staff • 
• Centrally Located. A gym for indoor play. 
For More information call 772-2833 
14 Locust St. • Portland • Op osite Levinsk 's Plaza 
0ummer Rose 
0pecial 
12 Qoses for 
$15 
Clpecially Wrapped ,I 
10-14 Inch f'O.!'eS ,'\ 
Same Dar 
Delivery. 
~ .. '=' ~\ 
~~ .-HARMON'S ~RTON'S 
584 Congress Street 117 Brown Street 
Portland Westbrook 
774-5946 Free parking at both /oC(uions. 854·2518 
All mnjor credit cards accepted on phone orders. 
THE HIGHLIGHT 
OF YOUR LIFE! 
let our staff add custofTllzed 
highlights to your hair Without 
subtracting time from your busy 
lifestyle by using the NEW 




Rrilliant highlights make your hair 
shimmer and shine with a new Vitality. 
MaTRIX 
for the HIGH~IGHT OF YOUR LIFE. Cf/e' I ?fW7) 1 ~matn)( \. LJ I(J l\~ 
....... .....050( .. (.0l0I ~ 
IHAIR'EXCfj~~ga~! 
8 EXCHANGE STREET 8:30 - 7:00 M-F 
PORTLAND, MAINE 775-2555 8:30 - 5:00 SAT 
6~. ~.o 
~U f..~ 
Materials? (t-;?:. J 
7oO/S? I:~~ Call Chris! LV Portland Pottery Supply 
, .... 8 Fox Street , R. . (oil Washington Ave.,lnlown side of bridge) 
800-539-4301 or 772-3273 
4 wheels x 4 weeks x 4 dollars 
The Best Wheels 
Deal Around! Sell 
your vehicle through 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Classifieds. 
Call 775-6601 




Buddhist-Oriented Meditation Group 
now meeting every Sunday, from 10-11 
am. at 1 040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small 
donation. For more info, call n4-2174. 
Find Out How Acupuncture Can Serve 
You Open house Sept21 from 1-6 pm at 
399 Fore St. Ptld. Info, call 828-0059. 
Freelntro Yoga Classe. Linda Bliss will 
offer classes entitled "What is Yoga. and 
what can it do for me?' Sept 12 from 7-
8:30 pm, Sept 13 from 9:30-11 am. and 
Sept 14 from 9:30-11 am. Bliss will 
present a brief history of yoga. give an 
overviewofher teaching philosophy, dis-
cuss how yoga can fit into your everyday 
life, and introduce a variety of basic yoga 
POSitions. Classes will lake place at 
Ananda Yoga, 101 MaineSt, Brunswick. 
Call 725-6370 for further info. 
Freedom From Smoking USM Lifeline is 
offering an eight-week group program to 
help individuals quit smoking. Developed 
by the American lung Associalion, the 
course uses a positive behavior change 
approach that teaches you how to be-
come a nonsmoker. Special anention is 
given to developing a quining strategy, 
dealing with recovery symptoms, con-
Irolling weight. managing stress through 
relaxation and assertiveness techn iques. 
Classes will be held on USM's Portland 
campus on Falmouth Streel from 5:30-7 
pm. and begin Sept 17. Early registration 
is encouraged as class size is limited. 
Call 780·4170 for more info. 
Free Meditation every Tuesday from 
noon-I pm with Innerlight. upstairs in 
Suite 202. 10 Exchange st. Come as 
you are and enjoy the inner peace and 
stillness 01 a midday break. Twelve-week 
fall sesSIon ofKripalu Yoga classes Sept 
10-Dec 12. Call Kim Chandler at 
Innerlight.874-2341. 
Incest Survivor Groups for women sur-
vivors of sexual abuseflncest held weekly 
at Womenspace Counseling Center in 
Portland: Mon 10-11 :30 am. Connec-
lions I drop-in supportgroups$7-$1 Oper 
meeting; Monday 6:30-8 pm. Connec-
tions II drop-in support group $7-$10 per 
meeting; Thu 6:30-8 :30 pm, survivor's 
sharing counseling group $20-$30 per 
session. All groups are facilitated and 
stricUy confidential. For more info. call 
Vivian Wadas, MA, at 871-03n. 
Maharishi Ayur-Veda A lecture about 
this approach to holislic health care that 
promotes heaUh & longevity will be held 
Sept 12 at 7:30 pm in Room 306. Sielia 
Maris Hall, University of New England 
College of Osteopalhic Medicine. 
Biddeford. 
Connors' last hurrah 
Tennis on television isn't so bad these days. It used to bore me 
to distraction. This year is different. It must be the weather. No, 
change that. It must be the Connors factor. 
Jimmy Connors is an old fogey like me. He's an athlete near 40 
(39 is pretty close) who can compete at the highest level of 
competition and not embarrass himself. Lately he has been 
soundly defeating "kids" young enough to be his children. 
Last week Connors was "the show" in New York, entertaining 
the world in the U.S. Open Championship. Years ago, Connors 
used to grunt on almost every shot as if he had some kind of 
awful gastric condition, maybe irritable bowel syndrome. These 
beastly noises were invariably followed by great shots, pin-
pointed to the exact square inch of court he desired. 
Connors is not as accurate with his shots anymore_ He has also 
eliminated most of his Marine Corps hit-the-beach grunts. It 
would seem that 1) he has lost a great deal of his ability and 2) he 
is not trying as hard as he used to. OK, fine, Sherlock, then why 
is he winning so much against the other international (and much 
younger) net wizards? 
After long, gut-wrenching thought in front of the refrigerator, 
I figured this mystery out. Connors is playing smarter, exerting 
less effort and reaping the benefits of a genius plan. He looks like 
he's not trying because he's trying not to try so hard. He saves 
energy by playing boring 
shots until his competition 
feels sorry for him. Then by 
subtly changing an angle, he 
figures out the winning shot by misdirection or charging the net 
or basically whatever it takes to surprise the hell out of the 
"favorite" on the other side of the court. 
In the old days, when I was young, Connors used to stay at 
the baseline and pound away until the cows came home. This 
barrage of brute strength would probably kill him today. So 
rather than die (or wither a way), he adapted. 
I applaud Jimmy Connors and the way he has been able to 
play tricks on Father Time. In the process, he has won the hearts 
of the normally placid U.S. Open crowd as well as a nationwide 
television audience. He has even incited countless bullfight-type 
frenzies among the Open throng, behavior not normally associ-
ated with aristocratic, wine-swilling, trendy tennis groupies. 
There are lessons to be learned here, courtesy of Mr. Connors. 
Lighten up. Don't sweat the small stuff. The race doesn't always 
go to the swiftest or the strongest. Use the bean that God gave 
you. Walk with kings but don't lose the common touch. Smell the 
roses. Play the crowd. Know where the oxygen supply is at all 
times. Call your mother. Count your bleSSings. Don't take life too 
seriously. It's not whether you win or lose, it's how you play the 
game. Be as classy as your true personality will allow. Don't be 
afraid to show your emotions. And all that jazz ... 
When I saw a dedicated fan holding up a sign which said 
"Connors for President," I mailed my vote in right away. Keep it 
up, Jimbo. Your endless series of last hurrahs are a joy to behold. 
Mike Quinn 
Portland sun Order offers meditation 
sessions with creative visualization. 
breath. sound. light, and divine qualities. 
Structure and content are based on the 
teachings Portland Yoga Studio offers 
five separate sessions of Iyengar 
Yoga beginning Sept 11 from 10:30-
noon, Sept 12, 13 & 175:30-7 pm, and 
Sept 17 7:15-8:45pm. Cost forl4weeks: 
$133. Friday's 12-week session: $114. 
all of the above offered at 616 Congress 
St, Portland. Call 797-5684 for more 
inlo. ofHazratlnayat Khan and PirViayat 
Inayat Khan. Open to all. no experience 
necessary, at 232 St. John St. Portland. 
For more information about the order, 
call Rosanne Jalbert al 846-6039. 
The Teen!Young Adult Clinic is a place 
to go if you have a health concem or 
medical problem. need a sports/school 
physical done. or have birth control is-
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21 . 
every Monday from 4-8 pm. at Maine 
Medical Center. 22 Bramhall St. Port-
land. Call 871-2763 for an appointment. 
Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm. 
YMCA Young Father.' Program Advo-
cacy and support for fathers ages 14-24 
with individual case management. coun-
seling and an ongoing support group 
Monday from 6:30-8 pm at the Portland 
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave . For more info. call 
Sieve Ives at 874-1111 . 
Public Cholesterol and Blood Pres-
sure Screenings The USM lifeline Cen-
ter for Fitness, Recreation and Rehabili-
tation will be offering public cholesterol 
and blood pressure screenings at the 
USM gym on Falmouth Street in Port-
land on Sept 23 from 6 am-I pm & 4-7 
pm. Screenings, which cost $6. will be 
done on a walk-in basis. first-come, first-
served. Call USM Lifeline at 780-4170. 
T'al Chi Ch'uan is an ancient Taoist 
Chinese mar~al arts system based on 
menial and physical balance, unity and 
harmony. Excellent for spiritual growth. 
radian I physical health and unequaled in 
reducing the effects of stress and len-
sian in one's life. Also an effective method 
of developing flUidity, awareness, focus 
and peace wilhin oneself. Beginners' 
through advanced classes, including 
Push-Hands. visitors welcome. For fur-
ther info. call Gene Golden at n2-9039. 
The User'. Guide to the Human Body 
First in a series of weekend intensives in 
the anatomy and physiology of move-
ment. Designed for body therapists, but 
open to yoga sludents. dancers. ath-
letes. et aI. This weekend's theme: Neu-
ral Control of Movement. Learn about 
new research and traditional views of 
balance. proprioception , muscle tonus, 
developmental movement sequences. 
emotional pattems in movement. De-
velop body-reading. palpation and as-
sessment skills. Crammed, varied, fun, 
relevant, experienced teacher. Sept 20-
22, Portland. Cost: $100. For info. call 
Tom Myers at 883-2756. 
Women'. Spiritual Journeying Group 
begins Sepl 23 from 7-9 pm. The ongo-
ing group will be dealing with core issues 
of "the hole in the soul." Cost: $25. Call 
Brooke Alexander, M. Div. at 874-0526 
for more info. 
Whole Food. Cookfng Classes Sept 16 
& 23. 6-8 pm, $35 for both . Intown Port-
land. Call 774-8889 for more info. 
OUT 
SIDE 
The American Heart AssoclatlonlUSM 
Lifeline Golf Tournament at Sable 
Oaks. S. Portland will take place on Sept 
25 beginning at 1 pm. The entry fee is 
$40 per person and includes golf. cart. 
awards & refreshments. Join other golf 
enthusiasts on one of soulhern Maine's 
most challenging and imaginative 
courses. Registration deadline is Sept 
18; call USM's Len Jordan at 780-4573 
or AHA'sSusan Rowanat800-244-4202. 
Back Country Bike Excursion Oct 5 
foliage trek starts at 12 pm Sat and 
ends about 2 pm Sun. It includes the 
following: two bike treks. each 3-4 hours 
long. with stops; one overnighl tent 
accomodation (bring yourtent) ; one pan-
cake breakfast; one sweat lodge steam 
sauna; swimming (bring a suit if you 
like) . Cost: single $35. double $50, triple 
$95. Trail guide and host Clifford Krolick 
- Earth enthusiast, woodman, singer! 
songwriter & dancer - will share with 
you the wisdom, wonder & beauty of 
these mountains. Send deposil of $8 per 
person to Krolick at RFD 2. Box 365 
Limerick 04048. For further info. call 
625-8189. 
Casco Bay Bike Club meets Ihe third 
Tuesday of every month at 7 pm in the 
PorUand Safety Building (police station) 
on Middle Street. The public is welcome. 
This month, the dub will meet Sept 17, 
when Andrea Liebenow will share slides 
on her recent bicycling adventure. There 
win also be a brainstorming session on 
CBBC growth. The dub also has the 
following rides scheduled: Sept 13, 14 & 
15, Bar Harbor weekend, for more info 
call Sue Raymond at 878-2759; Sept 21. 
Club Century, AUanlic Ocean-Sebago 
Lake loop. 100 miles. for more info call 
Gary Davis at 892-8257. Ongoing : 
evening rides every Wednesday at 6 pm. 
in the YarmouthlFreeportarea. Leisurely 
paced 15-20 miles. low traffic. Dinner 
after at a local eatery. Helmets recom-
mended! Call Charley at 865-3636 or 
Ketra at 829-4402 for dates and loca-
tions. Every Thursday at 6 pm: bike & 
pizza ride for one to two hours along the 
beautiful coast and marshes of Cape 
Elizabeth and Scarborough every. All 
abilities welcome. Meet at Pat's Pizza. 
Route 1 (near Oak Hill). Scarborough. 
Pizza and socializing after ride. Formore 
information. call Keith at 799-1085. Call 
the 24-hour hotline al 774-1118. Bob 
Murray at 892-7029 or Gary Davis at 
892-8257 for more info. 
L.L. Bean'. Outdoor Discovery Pro-
gram offers the following courses: "On 
the Trail: Fall Hunting:in which map and 
compass instructor Phil somers shares 
advice on great fall hikes and shows 
slides of his favorite outings. His talk will 
include tips on trip planning. what to 
wear. what gear 10 take. and other im-
portant considerations for both above or 
below the tree-line day hikes. Free. Sepl 
19 from 7:30-9 pm. at the Casco Street 
Conference Center. Freeport. "Wilder-
ness Survival Workshop: an excellent 
workshop for the outdoor enthusiast trav· 
eling in remote areas taught by U.S . 
Navy Survival School instructor Todd 
Gross. He will lecture and demonstrate 
shelter building. fire starting. foraging 
and trapping . Sept 15 from 9 am-3:30 
pm in Freeport. Fee: $50. For more info 
on either, call 865-4761. ext 7800 or 
800-341-4341. ext 7800 to register. 
Maine Children's Cancer Program 10K 
Walk Fourth annual event will start at 10 
am Sept 21, rain orshine. at Baxter Blvd 
in Portland (in Ihe park across from Shop 
'n Save). Brochures & pledge sheets are 
available at Shop 'n Save, Shaw's, 
Amato's, Bookland stores and the Maine 
Children's Cancer Program. Free T-shirts 
for first 500 walkers. For more info. call 
775-5481 . 
Maine Women Outdoors sponsors hik-
ing. biking and camping trips for women 
18 years of age and older. They're offer-
ing the following evenls: Sept 13-15: Mt 
Desert camping trip. call Sandy at 657-
5134; Sept 28: Mountain biking play day 
in York, off-road biking. should have 
some experience, call Diana at 439-
5753; Sept 29: rockdimbing workshop in 
Portland. beginners welcome, no equip-
ment necessary, call Diana at 439-5753; 
sea kayaking, day trip in the planning 
stages. if interested call Diana at 439-
5753. For more info on MWO call Sandy 
at 657-5134 or Karen at 797-3006. 
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club) 
offers the following activities : Sept 14, 
9 :30 am. second annual coasta I cleanup. 
Eastern Prom. call 775-3697; Sepf 13-
15. Acadia biking/camping. call 878-
2759; Sept 20-13. Black Angel Trail 
Maintenance, call 772-2553; Sept 23. 
Wilderness First Responder class (thru 
Nov 20). call 767-6357; Sept 27-29, Ver-
mont foliage trip. call 883-001 0; Sept 29, 
Old Speck day hike, call 772-9831. For 
more info, call the Ouldoor Hotline at 
774-1118. 
A Non-Competitive 24-Hour Run to 
Benefit People With AIDS will be hetd 
Irom midnight Sept 21 to midnight Sept 
22. at Filzpatrick Sladium Track in Port-
land. All members of the communily are 
inviled to raise funds via personal & 
corporate sponsorship, as they walk or 
run any distance they feel comfortable . 
For more info. call 854-0903 . 
Outdoor Holline Calln4-1118 fora lisl-
ing of bicycling. hiking. cross country 
skiing. canoeing and other outdoor ac-
tivities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor 




A Fun Event forthe Big Bro or 51.-To-
Be A two-hour activilies session to help 
prepare children for the arrival of a new 
baby. Designed for 3 112 through 10-
year-olds. Activities include a movie. sto-
ries, coloring books. diploma. birthday 
cake. C lass will be held Sept 15 from 3-
5 pm in the first floor conference room of 
Brighton Medical Center. 355 Brighton 
Ave. Portland. Fee is $10 per child. Call 
879-8458 to pre-register. 
The Portland Public Library'. 
Children'. Room Schedule for the 
week of Sept 12: Sept 13. 10:30 am, 
Tales for Twos; Sept 16, 10:30 am, Pre-
school Story Time; Sept 18. 9:30 am, 
Finger Fun for Babies; Sept 18. 10:30 
am. Preschool StoryTime;Sept20. 1 0:30 
am. Tales for Twos. All programs are 
free and open to the public. Five Monu-
ment Square, Portland. For more inlor-
mation. call 871-1700. 
Young People's Center for the Per-
forming Arts A unique ballet-plus-the-
atre experience for children. Ballel for 
ages 7-16, pre-balletfor ages 4-6. Work-
shops: musical comedy. scenic design. 
lighting, costume design & jazz dance. 
Info. call BartJara Goelman at 766-2857. 
youth Soccer The Portland YMCA is now 
accepting registrations for its Youth Soc-
cer Program for girls and boys. grades 
K-5. For more info. call 874-1111. 
SPORT 
Bodyshop USM's Lifeline offers this weight 
training and cardiovascular fitness pro-
gram for all ages. Program includes fit-
ness evaluation and treadmill, personal 
orienlation and training by friendly. knOWl-
edgeable staff. Equipment includes 
Lifecycles. Lifestep. Concept " and 
Liferower. treadmills. Schwinn AirDyne. 
Universal andlreeweights. Free re-valu-
ations to check progress. Specific condi-
tioning for sports and injuries. Registra-
tion is ongoing. Call USM Lifeline for 
more info at 780-4170. 
The Bud Light 5-K, a women's distance 
festival road race. will be held Sept29 al 
8:30 am. The course will be around the 
city of Portland, starting and finishing at 
the Sonesta Hotet. M awards breakfast 
at the hotel will follow. Women of all ages 
and running ability are encouraged to 
participate. For applications. write The 
Bud light 5-K. A Women's Distance 
Festival. c/o Maine Track Club, PO Box 
8008, Portland 04104. 
Gym Activities Program USM Lifeline is 
offering memberships to the general 
public in its gym program at the USM 
Portland gym on Falmouth Street. GAP 
offers a weight-training facility. squash . 
recquetball and basketball courts, sauna 
and locker room. Several membership 
options are available. one month, three 
months, six months or a year. Flexible 
hours. Ongoing registration. Call 780-
4170 for more info. 
The Men's Senior Baseball League 
announces the formation of its Portland 
division. If you are 30 or older. thisisyour 
chance to playreal baseball again. There 
witl be a baseball workout Sept 21 at 2 
pm on Deering Oaks field . Don't go soft. 
play hardball! For info, call 773-0767. 
No Glitz, Just Sweat High-intensity. low-
impact aerobic dasses taught by Jes-
sica Lockhart. Through Oct 26. Tues & 
Thurs at 5:45 pm. Sat 9:30 am. at 
Westbrook College gym, second floor. 
716 Stevens Ave. $31$2.50 per class. 
Call 878-5370 for more info. 
The Portland Rugby Club welcomes 
new and old players alike to join them in 
expelienceing the physical and fast-
paced game of rugby. We practice on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6 pm. Fox 
Sireet field. just off Exit 7 of 1-295 in 
PorUand. For more info, can Peter at 
829-4607 or Gary at 839-3861. 
Senior Fitness for Men & Women 55 
and Over USM Lifeline offers classes 
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11 :1 5 am at the USM Portland 
campus gym on Falmouth Street. Pro-
gram consists of progressive exercises . 
Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170. 
Thirtysomething Soccer A group of in-
dividuals from the Portland area. ages 
30 and over, meet to play soccer Sunday 
eves at 6 pm on the lower field behind the 
high school in Cape Elizabeth. Events 
include pick-up games. challenge 
matches with other area clubs and occa-
sional tournaments. Info, call 767-7122. 
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Breakfast of Boy Scouts L.L. Bean. 
Yankee magazine and the Boy Scoutsof 
America are getting logether to host an 
old-fashioned pancake and sausage 
breakfast Sept 14 from 6:30 -II am. 
Bring your lamily and kick off a fall day in 
Maine with a breakfast served to you by 
Boy Scouts. Then spend the rest of the 
day brushing up on outdoors activity 
skills or learning newonesat the exhibits 
and demonstrations put on by the Boy 
Scouts and L.L. Bean staff members. 
Find out how to set up a low-impact 
campsile and plan a wilderness canoe 
trip for the family. Follow Route 1 into 
Northport and look for the big tent. Cost: 
adults $3.50. children under 12 $2.50 . 
Call 665-4761 for more info , 
Congregation Bet Ha'am invites you to 
worship with us during Yom Kippur. Area 
students. visitors and guests are wel-
come. For more info, call 879-0028. 
Contradance with Shenanigans Band 
Sept 14 at Newbegin Gym in Gray. 
Couples' dance workshop at 8 pm, 
contradance at 8:30. All dances taught. 
Beginners & singles welcome. $4. Call 
428-3986 for more info. 
The Enriched Gofden Age Center in-
vites men and women 60 and over to 
Wednesday luncheons. There is a dona-
tion of $2 and programs are as follows : 
Sept 13 - trip to Bill Foster's clambake. 
reservations for members $30. non-
members $33; Sept 18 - Slides on 
Seashore Trolley Museum; Sept 21 -
Ms. Portland Senior Housing Pageant, 
Wood fords Church ; Sept 25 - Birthday 
party with music by beau & David. The 
center is located on the ground level of 
the Salvation Army building. 297 
Cumberland Ave. Portland. Reservations 
must be made in advance by calling 774-
6974. 
Fashion Show Deering High will be 
holding a fashion show to benefit the 
Class of '92 in the high school auditorium 
at 7 pm on Sept 14. Tickets. available at 
the door. are $2 for students. $3 for 
adults. Door prizes and raffles will be 
drawn. For more info. call 874-8260. 
Golta Dance, Inc. Smoke- and chern-
free dances with swing . Latin & ballroom 
music every Friday from 9-12 pm. and 
every Sunday from 3-6 pm. Refresh-
ments. Cost is $5 per person. 
Thompson's Point. Building 1 A, Second 
Floor. For more info call n3-3558 . 
Journeytothe East: An Exploration of 
Sight and Sound Ralph Davis will host 
a multi-media presentation and travel-
ogue of his recent journey through India 
Sept 12 at 8 pm at Raffles Cafe Book-
store. 555 Congress St, Portland. Since 
1986 Davis has spent more than two 
years 'crisscrossing central Asia, par-
ticularly the Indian subconlinenl.U·s free. 
For more info. call 761 -3930. 
Living Lightly Interested in sharing with 
others ideas about harmonious co-exist-
ence with the all of creation? Here's the 
place to brainstorm and support each 
other in bringing forth this dream. Come 
talk. listen and eat great food at our 
monthly "living Lightly' potluck supper 
Sept 21 at the Swedenborgian Church, 
302 Stevens Ave, Portland. For more 
info. call 772-6277. 
Long-Term Foster Parenting There will 
be a free information meeting at Casey 
Family Services Sept 19 from6 :30-8 pm. 
Learn about the challenge of long-term 
foster parenting. CFS provides oRgoing 
support services and a monthly stipend. 
Call 772-4110 for reservations and di-
rections. 
Maine Ballroom Dance hosts ballroom 
dancing, all levels, every Sat. 9-12 pm. 
and ballroom dancing for beginners ev-
ery Sun 6-9 pm. Learn foxtrots, waltzes, 
jillerbugs, rumbas and cha-chas. For 
more information, call 773-0002. 
Porttand's Monthly Swing Dance is 
back. Second Friday of the month at 
Chesnut Sireet Church in Portland. Sept 
13. Octll. Nov8. Dec 13. from8-12pm. 
lessons from 8-9. Recorded music of 
·30s. ·40s. '50s and beyond. Admission: 
$4. For info. call 774-2718 or 725-8216. 
PSO's Women'. Committee'. An-
tiques Show will take place Sept 14-15 
at the S. Portland Armory. Forty New 
England dealers will participate. Show 
attendees will find porcelains, pollery. 
glass. silver. prints & maps. paintings. 
Oriental carpets. quilts. jewelry and for-
mal & country furniture. Show hours are 
10-5 Saturday. 11 -5 Sunday. Admission 
is $3. For more info. call 773-9522. 
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy 
shows take place al7 pm Fri & Sat; laser 
light shows. 8 :30 pm Fri & Sat. The 
planetarium is located in the Science, 
Building, USM Portland. $3 adults, $2.50 
children/seniors; for reservations & spe-
cial presentations call 780-4249. 
Sunset Squares Fun Night Come join in 
the fun of dance and exercise on Sept 18 
at 7 pm at the Skillin School. Wescott 
Road. S. Portland. Couples only. 
Veterans for Peace monthly meeting will 
take place on Sept 25 from 7-9 pm at 
First Parish Church. 425 Congress St. 
Portland. All vets are invited. Call 772-
1442 for more info. 
Weekly Job Hunters' Support Group 
The Career Center al Connections is 
now offering this support group on Tues-
day mornings. from 9-10:30 am. for $10 
a session. Carol Andreae and Mark 
Nakell. career counselors at Connec-
tions. will assist participants with job 
search strategies. skills and support. No 
reservations are needed to participate in 
these sessions. For info, call 773-4413. 
Women'. International Folk Dancing 
Beginner's classes in line and circle 
dances of Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, Ar-
menia, Yugoslavia. Rumania. Israel & 
others. No partners needed. Thursdays 
at 7:30 pm. Williston West Church. 32 
Thomas St. Portland. Cost: $2. For more 
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body Sa soul 
KRIPALU BODYWORK. Integrating mas-
sage, foot reflexology, energy balancing 
(polarity). Feel relaxed and rejuvenated. 
Bodywork is integral to personal growth 
and healing. Call Jacqueline Renee Lacoste, 
C.M.T., C.P.T. 761-7608, West End. 
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Mar-
tial Art, based on mental and physical bal-
ance. One learns to blend with an oppo-
nents force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid 
system based on meditation in movement. 
Excellent for spiritual growth, radiant physi-
cal health and unequaled in reducing the 
effects of stress and tension in ones life. 
Beginners through advanced classes, in-
cluding Push-Hands. Visitors welcome. For 
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039. 
The art of being yourself. The art of being 
creative. MarkNakell-Psychotherapist, 773-
4413. 
A WOMEN'S GROUP STARTING Septem-
ber 30th. Discover, explore and release 
buried feelings in a safe, supportive atmo-
sphere. Mondays 6-7:30pm, $30, (insur-
ance reimbursable). For more information 
call Jane Gair, MSW, 774-8633 .. 
TAROT READINGS- Give your inner wis-
dom a voice.lnsightforyourself or as a gift 
for a friend. Call Jeanne 799-8648. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, ach-
ing, stiff muscles while improving circula-
tion and soothing tension. Sliding scale. 
Call Pam Richards,A.B.M.P. Certified. 775-
6636. 
WOMEN'S THERAPY GROUP focused on 
cultural roles, codependency and adult child 
issues, building on healing work in prog ress. 
Beginning again in September, for 24 ses-
sions, on Wednesdays from 6:15-7:45 p.m. 
Call Jane McCarthy, LCSW, at761-7783, or 
Diane Paige, M.A., at 828-0526. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
MA, L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, 
neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, 
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circula-
tion, athletic performance. By appointment, 
865-0672. 
TROUBLE RELATING? An experiential 
group forming for men & women focusing 
on issues of intimacy and communication. 
Contact Anthony Provazza, M.A., 
Psycotherapy Center of Maine. 871-9256. 
Individual sessions also available . 
ALCHEMY GROUPS FORMING IN OCTO-
BER.lntroductory group for those unfamil-
iar with the archetypes and the inner child . 
Advanced groups for those need ing to com-
pete their inner child work. Suitable only 
for those willing to assume responsibilily 
for their own life experience. For info: 
Anurag, 926-3257. 
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD 
ASTROLOGICAL CONSULTATIONS provide 
insights into the many paths available for 
se~-healing and change on the physical, 
mental, and spiritualleve/. Call Jan Moody, 
Astrologer at 725-8226. 
ESOTERIC AND ANCIENT TEACHINGS, 
unusual gifts and chil dren's books at Maybe 
Someday ... a non-profit bookstore. Open 
Hi daily. 195 Congress SI. on Munjoy Hill. 
773-3275. 
WOMANSONG- A five week singing class 
for women in which we leam singing and 
breathing skills and songs of, by, for and 
about women. For tile timid beginner to the 
experienced songstress. Begins Sept. 16th, 
7-8:30 p.m. Call Edith Doughty, 88 String 
Guitar, Bath. 443-9603. 
"TREAT THE FEET" A four-week foot mas-
sage and reflexology class is being offered 
on Monday evenings 6:30-8:00 beginning 
Sept. 16. Licensed massage therapist Jen-
nifer Frick will be teaching tile class at the 
Windham Family Footcare Center. The fee 
is $30. For information and registration call 
892-3200. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP-space avail-
able. RebuildingAfterthe End ola Relation-
ship- new fall group. Relationships Are My 
Teachers- new falV winter group. Call Car-
rie Peterson, MA, M.S. 773-9625 for in-
formation. 
JUNGIAN DREAM GROUP in fourth year 
seeks new members, for the long haul to 
selfhood. Call Dr. Gary Astrachan, 772-
6031 or Dr. Carole Burstein, 883-4989 for 
further information. 
DANCING FROM THE INSIDE OUT- Dis-
cover your body's innate intelligence 
through a spontaneous and liberating ex· 
perience of movement as a medium for 
inner growth. It's fun and funky. Ongoing 
classes- first class is free. Deborah Tracy, 
772-7549. 
READINGS- TAROT & RUNES. RecenHy 
moved from Sedonia, Arizona to Portland, 
Maine. Maiza- 772-8256. 
USING YOUR HEART AND MIND to create 
the life you want, October 5th in Westbrook 
with David Lee, M.Ed. Learn how to har-
ness the creative power of your concious 
and unconcious mind to bring more mean-
ing, purpose, balance, and happiness into 
your life. For a brochure, call 1-800-962-
8218. 
Brooke Alexander, M. Div. 
Pastoral Counselor 
The Hole in /he Soul Gang! 




WE MAKE NEWS MAnER ·1 
Starting September 16 
New Student Spedal 
7 Weeks - $40 
Morning! Afternoon/Evening 
Try Jacki's Aerobic Dancing 
"The serious but fun workout for all fitness levels" 
* Lose inches * Gain energy * Increase strength * Build cardiovascular endurance 
Almost too much fun to be exercise! 
Locations: Portland, Falmouth, Yannouth, 
Gorham, WlIldham, ~ymond. Brunswick, 
So. Portland, Scarborough, Old Orchard 
B""ch, Westbrook, Wells 
CALL TODAY! 
Linda Kallechey 
727-5625 Babysitting available in a.m. classes 
~ CARO~!;.~NKINS .. ~ 'EX~~!~~!~!~!: using touch, movement. dialogue, imagination and humor 
207-363-8939 to integrate body, mind and spiric' In Portland by appoinunem. 
Expressive Therapy Center 
VERY OPEN HOUSE· ThUf5 • Sept 79·5-8 pm 
Authentic Movement Demonstration & Video 
Creative Humans & Spirited Gourmet Goodies 
Cuoliac Lo~pc' Dire<:tor • ISO Soiat JoLaStrec:t· Portbnd, Td. 871.8271 
PEAK PERFORMANCE 
Use clinical hypnosis to overcome obstacles, and to achieve 
(or surpass) your goals, 
• athletics 
• performing arts 
• test anxiety 
• procrastination 
RICK LYNCH 874-0681 




Coleen Connolly, R.N., M.Ac. 
Licensed Acupuncturist 
Find Out How Acupuncture Can Serve You ... At an 
Open House 
Saturday, September 21 1-6 p.m. 
399 Fore St., 2nd noor 
Portland 
EXPLORING RELATIONSHIPS: GOING DEEPER 
A one day workshop for Women, October 12th 
INTIMACY & COMMUNfCATION: OPENING TI-lE HEART 
A one day workshop for lesbians, October 5th 
W, )0 MOSER. M,A. 767-3848 
Counseling/or individuals, couples, groups. 
® 








• Member Rolf Institute· 




To better know myself and others 
Led by 
C. WAITE MACUN, M. Div. 
October 1 and 8 
6:30 pm to 9:30 pm 
For Information and Brochure 
Call 773-1314 
Portland Yoga Studio 
Cenified Iyengar Yoga 
'When you are fully in the bod,,' you "",.r tbe soul . • 
- B.K.S. Jyewar 
Elaine & Francis 
McGillicuddy· 797-5684 
shiatsu /5 '. acupressure [, .l+ ) 
Gtnt/~, r~laxing, htllHnt ,.~. ___ .~ ...... 
An tXptrit1Ut of Jup bAla7ltt 
Ann Foster T abbutt. AOITA 
799-9258 
i self-shiatsu (5 ': 
~..., Eight week COUTU ',. .-' i 
m beginI September 17 . -





Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy 
Kim Chandler 10 Exchange n 
874·2341 Portland 
VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN 
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist 
772-6411 
SVSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF 
OF ACUTE & CHRONtC PAIN 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 775-6601 ORDER FORM 
RATES CATEGORIES Your classified ad: _______________________ _ 
1 week add't weeks 
Up to 30 words $9 $6 
31 to 45 words $12 $8 
each additional word ,25¢ 
DEADLINES 
Line ads: Monday at 6PM 
Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
Call 775-6601 for display rates_ 
FINE PRINT 
Classifred ads must be paid for in advance wkh cash, 
personal check, money Older, Visa or MastenoaJU. Lost 
8. Foond ~em. listed free. Classified ads are 
non-refundable. CFNV shall not be liable for any 
typographical errors, omissions, or changes in the 







o real estate 
o auctions 
o child care 
o help wanted 
o Jobs wanted 
o business services 
o business opportunities 
o dating services 
o stuff for sale 









o lost & found (free) 
o legal notlells 
o bulletin board 
ad which do not affect the value or content, or 
substantially change the meaning of the ad. Cred~ will 
be issued when a viable error has been determ,ned 
within one week of publication. Tear sheets available 
for $2/copy. 
Name:: ____________ ___ Total words:, _______ _ 
Address,:,,· ___________ _ 1st week :. _______ _ 
___ add'i weeks al:. _______ _ 
Telephone: ___________ _ Total:, _______ _ 
PHONE IT IN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order 
FAX tT IN: 207-775-f615 Visa or Mastercard 
MAILIWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101 
o Visa 0 Mastercard 
Credit Card #: __________ _ 
Exp.date:..· ______ _ 
TROUBLE SETTING 
CAREER GOALS? 
Find the career for you. 
Take charge of your life. 
Career Counseling 
Patty Williams, MA • 774-8780 
~ BETSY 
../ r HOOD, M.A. 
Licensed SubslQ"ce .Abuse Counselor' 
OPENINGS FOR WOMEN IN 
NEW AND ON-GOING 
THERAPY GROUPS: 
I) Inner Child work based on John 
Bradshaw's Homecoming in small 
women's grou p, now being formed . 
2) Experiential therapy for c<KIe-
pcndcncc in on-going cOoed group. . 
For more information) 
call 829-3221 
Even in ouler apace addiction is an equal 
opportunity iIIn86S. Regardless of race, 
religion, age, sex, Of national origin ... no one 
is immune. If you or someone you love. has 
an alcohol, or other drug problem call me! I 
may be able to help. 
GARY W, Me KENNEY 
Ucensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
Certified Hypnotherapist 
142 HIGH STREET, SUITE 306 
PORTLAND, ME ·772-3889 
ADDICTION IS A TREATABLE ILLNESS! 
POLARITY 
THERAPY TRAINING 
!.earn to work with the Hea~ng Energy 
of the LiCe Fo"",. 
160 hour weekend Cerlifrcation Program 
Begins Oct. 19-20. 
STROUDWATER NEIGHBORHOOD 
Housemate, NIS female wanted. Whole 
upstairs. All amenities including wid, kit! 
bath, storage, parking, 2 miles to down-
town . Great private yard abutts Audobon 
Sanctuary. $350 + 112 uti!. 773-8618. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED in Gray, Me. Beau-
tiful Victorian farmhouse on 2 acres ofland. 
6 bedrooms, 2 112 baths, LR, DR, large 
kitchen, laundry, den. Studio space or of-
fice space available. Must be neat, mature, 
responsible. $25O/mo. + utilities. Available 
Oct. 1st. 772-1904, Kelly or Steve. 
MATURE HOUSEMATE WANTED To share 
home in West End. Available Oct. 1. Profes-
sional mid 40's woman seeks clean, fo-
cused individual to share my home. I try to 
live with respect for the planet and seek a 
housemate who shares this commitment. 
$3oo/month includes wood heat. Otherutili-
ties shared equally. I have a dog & cat . One 
more dog a possibility. Please call 774-
1682, leave message. 
YARMOUTH: FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted 
for small 2 BR apartment. Nice sunny du-
plex with parking. $262.50 plus 1/2 utili-
ties. lncludes heat. Call 846-1310 eves. or 
781-5251 days, ask for Keith . 
TWO CLEAN, COURTEOUS, mature, re-
sponsible, N/S roommates to share a nice 
house in Cape Elizabeth. 5 m in utes to beach, 
10 minutes to downtown. Pets allowed. 
$325/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 767-8119. 
MATURE F NIS WANTED for beautiful West 
End apt. HWfloors, high ceilings, off-street 
parking. Cats are great. Lots of room . 52751 
mo. +112 utilities. Call 879-1882. Leave 
msg. 
RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL toshare house 
in C.E. at Ketde Cove. House to share with 
3 others on water. Spacious and comfort-
able, unique opportunity. $260 plus utili-
ties. 799-6905. 
PORTlAND: MIF housemate to share mod-
em 3 BR condo near BrightonAve. Medical 
Center. Parking,secure building, WID, 5250 
+ 1/3 utilities. Avail 1011. Call 772-9831. 
MATURE NIS FEMALE wanted to share 
with other female 3 BR home in Westbrook. 
WID, near busline, off-streel parking avail-
able. S260!mo. + 1/2 utilities. If interested 
please call 854-5525. If no answer- 854-
4775. 
Polarity Realization Center 2 BA. APT. TO SHARE with responsible 
66 person. Down to earth artist's environ-
~iiisiicaiiriiboiiiriioiUigiihiiiii7ii7i2ii-OOiiiiii~ ment, near Good Day Market. Some sludio 
• space available. Call Scott at 761-7901. 
roommates 
NlS,MA TURE, NEAT, responsible, profes-
sional women (2), to share comforts of 
charming Portland home. No pets. Sec. 
dep ., lease, $300 and $350 + 1/3 utilities. 
797-4487. 
FREEPORT: SHARE AN OLD FARMHOUSE 
with a publisher and other uncommon 
people. $300/mo. plus futilities. Gene: 865-
6495. 
ROOMMATE WANTED, MIF, share two BR 
apt. Hardwood floor, non-smoker, WID , 
Fireplace/woodstove, no pets. Newly reno-
vated, $3251mo. Heat! electric inclUded. 
Walk to MMCI USM. 874-2448. 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE NIS to share large 
sunny condo in OOB. 2 bathrooms, wid . 
Walk to beach . 5315/mo. + 112 utilities. No 
pets. 934-5639. 
AVAILABLE NOW: South Portland near 
Millcreek, share newly redecorated home, 
on bus-line, parking, Quiet residential neigh-
borhood convenientto Portland and Maine 
Mall. References. 575 weekly. Call 799-
7864. 
PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS MIF NIS to 
share 7 room house, Quiet neighborhood, 
walking distance USM, 2 full baths, wid, 
parking and utilities included. Must like 
pets. $325 monthly. Call 774-0004. 
SHARE A LARGE FARMHOUSE with 1 other 
male, or rent a private furnished room, 
private entrance, real nice, real clean. Call 
Tom, 655-2026. 
GF SEEKS HOUSEMA TE to share rural coun-
try home. 25 minutes to Portland- 10 min-
utes to Brunswick. Lots of space, hiking 
and cross country ski trails in backyard . NI 
S, clean, must like pets. $390 plus 112 
utilities. Call 688-4922. 
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN, 40's, seeks stu-
dio apt. or Quiet room in house or apt. for 
Oct. 1. West End preferred. 761-4527. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share renovated 
2 bdrm on Munjoy Hill with city views, cats 
and on-site laundry with GM, 40s, who 
smokes, only 5235/mo. + low utils. 774-
7040 evenings. 
A PLACE TO CALL HOME during this por-
tion of your life. Environmentally-friendly 
roommate sought for large West End 2 BR 
with furnished kitchen, livingroom, shared 
office space & the world's longest hallway. 
Lowered rent 5260+. NO SMOKEY. Mid or 
end of September. 773-1782. Thank you. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share large, sunny 
apt. near Eastern Prom. Rent $225 + 112 
utilities! heat. Avail. Oct. 1 Please call 774-
0474. 
OUIET, MIF ROOMMATE WANTED : airy 2 
BR apt. near USM Woodfords. WID . Must 
like cats. S250/mo. + 112 utilities. 874-
0744. 
WEIRDO WANTED- Obtuse perspective 
preferred for our homey laughing house. 
Our renfs the best, but first you must 
match your dementia to ours. No mobile 
pels . 772-8529. 
FEMALE PROFESSIONAL with small dog 
seeks NIS female to share furnished High-
land Lake home, 1112 miles from dressage 
horse stable, 20 mins. from Portland. $350 
monthly. Call 892-7297. 
HOUSEMATES-MIF, 30·40, Easygoing, NI 
S, chemfree, share very large two family 
house. Two kids part-time, two adults now, 
want 1-2 more adults, Hartley Street, back 
door direct to Baxter Woods, 5200-$2501 
mo. + split util., reduced rent possible in 
exchange for pre or afterschool care, pet 
possible. Available immediately. Call Dick, 
828-1532. 
DO YOU LOVE LITERATURE? Do you value 
your privacy? I'm seeking warm, but 
independant roommate to share beautiful 
Western Prom bi-levelVictorian Townhouse 
overlooking ocean . S4oo/mo. includes utili-
ties. 874-0247. 
ROOMMATE WANTED: Share sunny, spa-
cious 3 BR, 2 LR apt. w/artist couple, dog, 
cat & parakeets. S2oo/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 
Available ASAP. Jake or Sally@761-9425. 
AVAILABLE OCT. 1. We seek a 3rd room-
mate who is flexible, considerate and has a 
sense of humour and a lot of furniture . We 
are 2 NIS females with no pets who live in 
the law school area. Serious apt. hunters 
call 761-2824. 
apts/rent 
CUMBERLAND AVE. LARGE 1 BR, com-
pletely renovated 3rd floor; Quiet building. 
$450 heated; lease, sec. dep. 774-8850. 
PEAKS ISLAND YEAR ROUND waterfront. 
LR, br, sun porch, beautiful view of Port-
land. 10 mins. from ferry. $650/mo. in-
cluding utilities. 766-5103 evenings and 
weekends. 
1 st MONTH FREE RENT! Danforth st. Great 
location for these efficiency and 1 bedroom 
apartments. Rents begin at $400/month , 
includes all utilities! Call Spectrum Inc., 
mornings at 797 -0223. 
PEAKS ISlAND, Large sunny 2 BR apt. 
Waterview, big yard . $550, heat included. 
766-2628. 
TWO ROOMS & BATH, all utilities. Parking 
available for one car. $110Iwk. Sec. dep. 
negotiable. Completely furnished. 871-
8331 . 
OLD PORT- Loft style apts. Exposed brick, 
high ceilings. 5350-$525/mo. 856-1190. 
CONGRESS ST. 156- 2 Br includes heat. 
$550/mo. Available now. 871-1290 days, 
773-3186 eves. 
CUMBERLAND AVE. 507/509- Clean, Quiet 
units from $375 wiheat. 871-1290 days, 
879-0365 eves. 
PREBLE STREET 30- PORTLAND INTOWN 
studios, 2 & 3 bdrms from S350/mo. in-
cludes all uti Is. 871-1290 days, 839·4893 
eves. 
DARTMOUTH ST. 2 BR. 2 story in duplex. 
WID hook-up, hardwood floors, parking. 
S650 +heat. 10/1 . 774·7170. 
WEST END. Attractive, sunny 2 SR, large 
kitchen, WIW carpeting, yard, parking, 
S400/mo. + ulilities. Call Fred, 865-4743 
days/772-8397 evenings, weekends. 
A PLACE WITH PERSONALlTY- 2 bed-
rooms, bright, sunny, yard, Quiet street. Pet 
considered. $575 includes heat. Available 
Oct. 1 st. 775-3278. 
FREE MONTH'S RENT' West End-Intown-
Old Port· Outer Portland, we have an apart-
ment for you' From studios to three BRs. 
Some offering heat, hot water, parking, 
exposed beams and briCk, cathedral ceil-
ings, WID hookup, big yards, sunny open 
layouts, fireplaces and more! Rent begin-
ning as low as $300. Section 8 welcome at 
most properties. Formore details, call SPEC-
TRUM, INC. morns. at 797-0223. 
PEAKS ISLAND- YEAR ROUND, 4 room 
apartment on ocean, facing Portland sky-
line, 10 min. walk to ferry, recently reno-
vated. S6oo/mo. including utilities. 766-
5103. 
EAST END (PORTLAND)- Quiet studio apt . 
in single family house. Separate entrance. 
Shower, stove, fridge, fireplace, heat and 
all utilities incl. S350/mo. Call 774-3392. 
CUSHMAN ST. Small but fabulous sunny 
renovated 1 BR. Private entrance through 
garden. $400 includes aU utilities. 774-
3324. 
MINUTES FROM MONUMENT SO.- This 
cozy immaculate one bdrm is completely 
renovated with new galley kitchen and bath 
only S350/mo. + utils. 774-6363. 
PORTLAND: 16 DOW Street, 1 BR, $350 
heated. Security and references. 767-3920. 
PORTLAND: 16 DOW Street, 3 BR, $590 
heated. Security and references. 767-3920. 
OLD ORCHARD-Luxury Townhouse Condo, 
spacious, sunny, 2 BR, reduced to $650 
year round. 797-2979. 
Responding to a 
CBW Box #? 
Casco &y w..kly 
SSt A CoIig.ou st. 
Portand, ME, OC1Ot 
CBW Bo. XXX 




HARPSWELL: Knock out new house on the 
bay with sunset views. Compact and nicely 
furnished, 10 minutes from Brunswick with 
easy Quickaccess to Portland and Augusta. 
$675 monthly 'til June 15. Call 729-7703 or 
729-4960. 
PORTLAND- COZY 2 112 bedroom house, 
Ouebec st. Family neighborhood, front yard, 
$625, utilities included. Phone 774-7905. 
PEAKS ISLAND- SUNNY Victorian, won-
derful 4 BR, 2 bath, near ferry. Nooks, 
crannies, storage, gardenspace, washer, 
piano, more. No smokers. $650 + utilities 
and security deposit. 766-5153. 
onlces/rent 
FURNISHED OFFICE with secretarial and 
bookkeeping services available. Approxi-
mately 400 SQ.ft. Also available BOO sq.ft. 
unfurnished office. Parking avaiiable.Monu-
ment Square area. Call 772-6527. 
studios/rent 
STUOIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue. Join 
other artisV craft people in building. From 
400-1200 sQ.ft. Light and heat included. 
Parking available. No lease required, call 
772-6527. 
ARTIST! MERCHANTI PROFESSIONAL: 
Come to Portland's Montmartre (Munjoy 
Hill) 950 sQ.ft., Congress St., 1st fl., ample 
on-street parking. Possible live-in. 871-
1095 anytime. 
real estate 
FREEPORT - One floor condo living ... 2 
bedrooms, open spacious rooms. Complelly 
applianced. Condo fee only $44. $77,000, 
FHA-MSHA finance available. Diane O'Reilly 
- Harden Reality. 799-f501 - pager 758-
5630. 
CHARMING HOME IN PORTLAND'S Wesl 
End. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, hardwood 
floors, high ceilings, small fenced yard, 
much more. Only 589,000. Call 926-3332 
for appointment. 
GREAT BANK FINANCING offering 9.2% 30 
year amort. with 10% down, no closing . 
costs, no points. New 3 BR, 11/2 bath, full 
basement. 594,900. Call E. Longstaff, Akers 
Assoc. 774-8300; 767-2679. 
PORTLAND PIER TOWNHOUSE with views 
of marina. Motivated seller. 2 BR, 2 baths, 
FP, decks . Call E. Longstaff, Akers Assoc. 
774-8300;767-2679. 
PORTLAND- DEERING, 4 bedrooms, 21/2 
baths, LR w/lireplace, Ig. familyroom, HW 
floors, FHW- 3 zone- new burner, quiet 
street, nice yard , excellent schools. 
5134,900. Connie Dinsmore, Mark Stimson 
Realty- 773-1990. 
29 ' • 
$171 FOR 180 
MONTHS 
$1,499 down 
FLEE1WOOD 70' 3 BEDR, 
$14,995 APR 12.95 
COLONY BO' $19,995. 
COLONY 76'X2B' 4 bedr 
3 1/2 baths, living room, family 
room, dining room, breakfast 
nook and kitchen $49995. 
Open daily 11-6 
(Closed Wed.) Sunday 1-5 ... 
FAIRLANE MOBILE HOMES 
(603) 286-4624 
CRT. 93 EXIT 20) 




$159 for 180 months 
with $1,499 down, for 
anew,70x14,3 
bedr. $14,995 11.5 
APR. 80 x 14 3 
bedroom, $19,995, 2 
full baths, vaulted 
ceilings thruout, utility 
room, lots of cabinets, 
vinyl siding, shingled 
roof and bay window, 
Double wide 3 bedr, 




Park, ManSion, Norris, 
and Skyline. (207) 
539-4759, Daily 10-7, 
Sunday 10-5. 
LUVHOMES 







ARE ON THE 
MOVE 
ATLANTIC VILLAGE 
Near three beaches.,. 10 minutes from Portland 
Beautiful 






(Set-up, ready to move in, payments under $490 per month) 
Located just off Turnpike Exit 5 at Old Orchard Beach 
Mention this ad and recieve a FREE 
FROST-FREE REFRIGERATOR with your new home! 
CALL 934-5655 For Information 
Bank financing, 10% down, 1.5% APR, 20 yr mortage, 
Closing cost $21.00, Lot Lease $180 per month. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
NEWER NORm DEERING 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
(PRFSUMSCOT RIVER PlACE) 
Immaculate 6 y.o. Reverse 
Saltbox. 3 BR, 1.5 bath with 
jacuzzi whirlpool. 2 car 
garage. Open Concept ftrst 
floor, tastefully decorated. 
Oak doors and cabinets. 
Lovely private' yard with 
cedar stockade fence, 
perennial garden, 12 x 24 
deck, concrete basketball 
court. $165.000. 
Call 878-2239 evenings 






30 c..sco &y Wakly 
child care 
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI SCHOOL Pro-
grams available, Children ages 3-6. Sep-
tember Pre-school and aller care flexible 
scheduling.Stopbyat440 Ocean S't., South 
Portland, or call 799-2400 for more infor-
mation. 
Today you need a PERFECT RESUME. La-
ser resumes (Macintosh) for as little as 
$18.00 Computer resume lax service, laser 
envelopes, and same-day service available. 
Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972. 
HOUSECLEANING BY LAURA. Reliable. 
References. Call 846-3213. 
ASYMPTOMATIC PERSON with AIDS look-
ing for needed income; graphic deSign, 
landscaping/gardening, planting and main-
tenance, minor renovations & rebuilding, 
stonewall work, painting, etc. $$ neg. Ref-
erences- 761-2582. 
People to call a 
dating service-until they 
learned about the 
NEW WAY TO 
MEET IN THE 90s. 
EXPERIENCED, CARING, loving and re-
sponsible young motherto be, available for 
{ babysitting inyourhouse ormine, anytime, 
including weekends. Ask for Jessica. 772-
8820 
We _y know someone special 
w"itinl! to know you. 
help wanted 
BE ON TV. Many needed forcommercials. 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info. Call 
6f5-779-71 11, ext. T-1265. 
HOUSECLEANING- Have a house that needs 
cleaning and no time to do it? Call Carol's 
Coastal Cleaning at 775-6908. Reasonable 





Serving Maine With Pride For 182 Years 
Compatibles 
~J!MERIC4N WlJ!fl STEEL AND AWMINUM CORP. 
E eo,~DMJJon 
ACTIVISTS NEEDEDI Work to protect 
Maine's environment and make Heallh Care 
affordable and accessible to Maine's citi-
zens. The Maine People's Alliance is staff-
ing entry level positions for iI's Citizen 
Outreach Prog rams. $200-$300Iweek. Jobs 
based in Portland. Call 761-4400. 
115 Wallace Ave. So. Portland, ME04106 stull for sale 
$40,000IYR! READ BOOKS and TV scripts. 
Fill out Simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour re-
cording. 801-379-2925 Copyright 
IMEI14EB. 
KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED 
$35.00 & up per hour. Tax free. Both skilled 
and unskilled. For information call 615-
779-5S05, ext. K-18f3. 
FIGURE MODEL for group drawing ses-
sion. MlF. Experience and transportation 
preferred. $10thr., one sessionlwk. Paul, 
773-4583-leave message. Session meets 
on Thurs. evenings. 
PHOTOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT LAB MAN-
AGER. PIT, 24 hrs. (3 days/week). Must be 
well versed in B&W, C41, RA Chemistry, 
Hope Color processor, camera and studio 
equipment. Will oversee workstudy stu-
dents. Write with resume and references: 
Photo Search, Portland School of Art, 97 
Spring St., Portland, ME 04101. 
EASYWORK, great pay. You must type well 
or have good handwriting. Hours and loca-
tion flexible . CALL NOW 1-800-783-8946 
ext. 132. ' 
BE ON T.V. Many needed forcommercials. 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info. Call 
615-779-7111 , ext. T-1265. 
ASSEMBLERS: Excellentincome, easy work 
aseembling products at home. 7 -(jay 24-
hour service. Info 504-646-1700. Dept. 
PS086. 
JOBS IN HAWAII- Resorts, golf courses. 
Good weather, wages & benefits. Workers 
needed. Call now615-779-5561, ext H119. 
NEED A JOB FAST? 
Receptionist. Secretary 
Bookkeeper. Accounts Clerk 
Warehouse. laborer 
Construction Trades 






FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
A NEW SALES PROGRAM 
FOR ALL METAL PRODUCTS 
MON-FRI 7 AM - 5 PM 
YOU PICK-UP 
CASH OR CHECK 
NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL 
CALL 772-4641 OR 
1-800-442-6763 




C OMPU lS I VE I C LEAN I N G 
.. and other life support servICes 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person ••• or worse, 
cleaned up after them ..• 





ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Leam this trade, 
we send instructions, parts, and check for 
assembly. Call404-426.()672, ext. WB3027. 
LOCAL COMPANY OFFERS vending oppor-
tunities at lowest cosl. Service your own 
machines and earn $100 per hour in al-
ready secured locations . Act before the 
best are taken. Call 878-3310. 
LAWN BUSINESS FOR SALE: Seasonal 
work. Beyour own boss. Make $10,000 per 
season in the Falmouth Foreside area. Ideal 
high schooV college summer job. Asking 
$7,500 for clients/ equipment. Call Scott, 
775-0537. 
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Call USM 
Recycles and find out more. Casco Bay 
Weekly is using our service and we can 
work for you, personally or professionally. 
Call Today!l! Recycling Hotline 780-4998. 
For Sale - Hand held cellular telephone, 
battery, and charger. 5200 FIRM. Call 
Steve 799-7017. 
garage/yard sales 
GARAGE SALE- 29 Belfield SI. (off 
Woodfords and Brighton) Sat. 8-3. Jotul 
woodstove, furniture, dbl. betl, clothing, 
mower, XlC skiis, new kitchen sink, ex-
haust fan, desks, books, more! 
wanted 
SAILBOAT wanted. 29-35 foot cruiser. Will-
ing to take over payments. Call 774-1765, 
leave message. 
POTTER'S WHEEL WANTED: Kick (with 
motor?) orelectricwith pedal control. Good 




for your Wedding 
'.MIC@'E£ 2\:q'lZ 
CI.AS5ICAL G UITARIST 
CI2.SSicaJ & Folk Guitar leMons 
773-1133 
wheels 
CHEAP! FBIIU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes ... 
$200; '86 VW ... $50; '87 Mercedes ... $100; 
'65 Mustang ... $50. Choose from thou-
sands starting $25. FREE 24 hour record-
ing reveals details: 801-379-2929 Copy-
right I MEI14JC. 
74 VW BEETLE, Low mileage. Engine very 
good, body good, some rust. $1500 orB/O. 
846-0743. 
'82TOYOTA COROLLA-5 speed, good con-
dition $900 or BIO, 846-0743 . 
MITSUBISHI CORDIA '86- 2 door hatch 5 
speed, AMlFM cassette, front wheel dr~e . 
Excellent condition. 80,000 miles. $3000 
or B/O. 871 -0f82. 
~=:;========~ SLICK-SO (The Engine Protector) Outstand-
• ing MLM business Opportunity. Call 725-business services 8381 . (24 hour recorded message) 
NEED A RELIABLE VEHICLE to transport 
people, things, or travel cross-country in? 
We have owned and enjoyed this vehicle for 
five years. We no longer need it. Price 
$6000. Tel : 879-0527. 
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK avail-
able to do odd jobs and moving. Very handy 
and can fix most anything. Experienced 
mover who will move you for less. 774-
2159 anytime. 
YOUR RESUME CREATED by an experi-
enced writer. A "complete, personalized, 
resume package" indudes resume, letter-
head, envelopes, job search info. laser 
printed. 774-5231. 
PHOTOGRAPHY, FROM TOP TO TOE: Wed-
dings, Portraits, Families, Friends, Chil-
dren, Births, Celebrations; darkroom and 
camera instruction, film processing, con-
tacts and fine printing. Charles B. Melcher. 
775-6301. 
dalng services 
U.S. Asian Connection- Forfree photo bro-
chureand details of beautiful, faithful, mar-
riage-minded ladies from overseas, write: 
P.O. Box 60283, Las Vegas, NV, 89160, or 
call 702-451-3070, leave mailing address. 
Responding to a 
PERSONAL CALL ~ 
ad? All you have to do is ... 
Dial 1-900-370-2041 
24 hours a day 99¢/min 
1990 CHEVY CAVALIER CL- 2 door full 
power, low mileage, mint condition, $6200 
or B/O. Call 883-1583 or collect: 312-235-
13/8, leave message, must sell. 
CLASSIC 1963 MERCEDES BENZ 220S-
Mechanically perfect, very reliable 4 speed. 
92,000 original miles. Must sell. $4000 or 
B/0. 929-6603. 
1988 FORO RANGER S, 5 speed, 18,000 
miles, $224 monthly. 1984 BMW 528E 5 
speed, new tires, brakes, exhaust. 7"15-
7191. 
1987 VW VANAGON GL, loaded, 
rustproofed, warranted engine, great fam-
lIycar, $6700, 772-7581 , M-F, 8-5, ask for 
Mark. 
1987 DODGE RAM so- Red sport model 
automatic, AMIFM cassette, PIS, PIB, till: 
steering, 4 new tires. $3900. 775-34411 
772-4956. 
1990 REO CORRADO VW, loaded, 1900 
miles, need larger auto, great sports car. 
Call anytime 878-2704. $14,000, listed at 
$20,000! 
1988 MAZDA B2200 Pickup, SE-5 pack-
age, AMlFMstereo, newtires, 55,000 miles, 
well maintained, excellent condition, $39951 
best offer. 797-5570. 
visual arts 
WATERCOLOR CLASSES FOR WOMEN . 
Unlock your creative potential this fall . 6-
week, 2-hour sessions now form ing. $60. 
Conducted by artisU educator Jane Wray. 
Register now to 775-2442. 
learning 
VOICE! PIANO STUDIO- Beginners to Ad-
vanced students. B.M. degree, M.M. de-
gree. Portland vicinity. Evenings: 772-7208; 
Daytime: 879-2606. 
VOICE LESSONS: Experienced singer/ 
teacher to help you find your voice, and to 
coach singers. Call Ethelwyn Worden, 207-
793-6649. 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Mon. or 
Wed. eve. classes. beg. Sept. 23125, fO 
wks. 5250 tuition. Brochure: K. Boldt, 19 
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107. 
Call 799-5728. 
WATERCOLOR OR OIL PAINTING- Inter-
mediate level. Mon. or Sat. A.M. 9-11 :30. 
Beginning week of Sept. 23. 6 weeks. Draw-
ing-Beginning and beyond- Friday 9-11 :30. 
Sept. 20- Oct. 25. Small, supportive classes. 
For info: Sarah Knock, 247 Blanchard Rd ., 
Cumberland, 04021 ; 829-5750. 
PRE-SCHOOL MUSIC & MOVEMENT 
classes and kindergarten piano classes 
beginning October 1 st in Portland. For more 
information and registration, call 773-7012 
or 772-1710. 
JAZZ PIANO LESSONS- Begin with the 
blues and advance to contemporary styles. 
College instructor giving private lessons to 
students 01 alilevel~ in technique, theory, 
and improvisation . David Libby, 773-6530. 
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS- USM and 
UMO instructor available for lessons at all 
levels. Instructor has B.M. and M.M. in 
guitar performance, seven years study in 
Spain, and is a Maine Touring Artist. Call 
Keith Crook at 828-0927. 
CHILDRENS CLAY CLASSES- 6 weeks be-
ginning week of Sept. 16th, $75. Call or 
send check to reserve space: Sawyer Street 
Studios, Nancy Nevergole, 131 Sawyer St. , 
South Portland, 04106 767-4394. 
animals 
ABSOLUTELY FREE to good home(s ).Adull 
cats: Maine Coon type, male, declawed. 
White domestic female with gray and cara-
mel markings, pink nose. Both neutered 
and personable. Daytime: 797-94091 eve-
nings: 773-7420. 
lost 8. found 
FOUND MUNJOY HILL Atlantic SI medium 
sized, mostly white money cat. Call 772-
0033. 
bulletin board 
WE HAVE HELPED THE POLICE find miss-
ing children. We can help find out what is 
missing inyourlife. l'm Taylor LynneSmith . 
Call my Psychic Consultants. 1-900-773-
4ESP. Adults Only, $S.OO/min . 
ONE WAY TICKET to Spokane, WA. Male, 
24th Sept. $200. 828-0410. 
PORTLAND WOMEN'S RUGBY fall season 
has started. Practices Mondays and Thurs-
days 5:30-7:30 p.m. at the soccer field on 




now a fashion catalog for men and women 
Yes, thirtysomething lives on through the lifestyle fashion designs of 
Emmy Award Winner Patrick Norris as poruayed on the hit T.V. show 
thirtysomething. 
Patrick 's new Fail '91 Collection is a homogenous blend of special looks he 
c rea led f or Mlcbae4 Hope, Ellio~ Nancy, Gary, Ellyn & of course M iles and 
Me/lisa and is now availabk to you through catalog subscription . 
Send name, address & $3.00 check or money order payabte to, 
Recieue S 7.50 off bonus coupons. thirtysomething 
212-971-3003 499 Seventh Ave., 
New York, NY 10018. 
TM a: 0 1991 MGM/UA TelevIsion ProductIOn Group, Inc I..ic. By MGM La:M 
REAL PUZZl6~-
Czech, pleast 
Lu dwig uzar Zamen hof was a born linguillt. 
H is fa ther, Dr. Mark Zamenhof, was a 
professor of b nguages md hi! mother, 
Dv05N. ta lked a great d eAl. By the time he was 
18, Ludwig spoke Latltl. C"'k. Hebrew, 
C erman, Yidd ish, Russ ian, Pohsh, Engl ish, 
French and a SlNttering ofS~nish. A yeu 
liter, in 1878, he created. rusown lotnguage, 
Esperilnto, wh ich!Ort of comb1n~ tt\em All. 
Since Esperi nto ~k.e5 U !ll! of words that an 
i" ltrnRtioMliy known. the average English-
speaking person Ciln recognlu 70 to 75 
perant of the vocabuluy without ever having 
studied the language. 
Ekzempl.: 
Can you solve the Real Pwzlr? There is a $20 
g ift certlfkate from Alberta's for the firs t-prize 
winner. The second-prize winner receives two 
free paSgeS to The Movies on Exchange Strut. 
W inners will receive their prizH in the mail. 
Drawings are done at n.ndom. ContestAnt! are 
ineligible to win more than one prize in I four-
week span. Only one entry is otIk;,wed per 
penon per week. 
Al l en tries for this week"s puzzle mJst be 
rea lved by W ednesd ay, Sept. 18. The solution 
to th is w eek's puzzle wUl appear in the Sept. 
26 Issue o f Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best 
gueM to: 
Rul Puzzle ~88 
c..c. Boy WuJdy 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, M .. ine04101 
Solution 10 Real Puzzle 1186 
(Prey tell) 
1 - ( (shower and t~lephone all) 
2 - c (lette r carrier and dog) 
3 - • (burglllr and fingerprin t) 
4: - b (reporter and de.adlln.e/hourgWs) 
5 - k (wheekh;lir and stliB) 
6 - 1 (rustoms Inspector and bomb) 
7 - i (ball of string and at) 
8 - g (arwuh and rain) 
9 - e (laborer and time clod) 
10 - h (X- ray and cigarette) 
11 - j (scale and Ice cream) 
12 - d (.leep And coffee) 
Flrst-priz.t!: Nell C ulpepper, 
Second-prize: Carroll Tiem an 
1) tf'ucoIortet\lgmO • _ wl~ake 
2) marporko ; _l<Ii1udo 
3) rlpldlndlk~ ~ _ qulOl1C 
"I~I ;_beell. 
SI senddo-rlCtV'lo ; _ Orr.peak 
61 st-atabo j _ stopwatch 
11otulharo ; _ torn"»:es 
. : !) matrNl!.ana ~ _ tournai 
91'aglbro i _ goIdI>Sh 
10) pinterkllo ! _ porpooe 
11) ClflCromerllrtdo ~ _ ~kJKk 
12) maJprOkSlmt! ; _ .. _ 
131 pen..., : _ martn 
1") 0fM0 i _ Q'OS5'tIIOfd 
15) mau1'IOkor ~ _ """" 
161 sk,IIbolabfo i _ .,,"" 
171 bOYId~~o ; _ ,_. 
IBI hngtal~O i _ .afl~laJ~~ 
191 b.".gar_ i _ ... Wed"""'r 
201 0010 ! _ old.'""..".. 









301 ~mu'kct lelo 
311 '"'1"'''9 ..... 
32) marslelo 
331 bodol"'9lO 
3<1 don .. io~ 
351'_" 
361 mall,.",,, .. 
' 371_0 
1- starltSh 
i _ ranma~ 






: _ unquestlOtl.1ble 








CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL (Calls cost 99q:/min) 
women ~ men 
TWO FUN LOVING DWF want to meet SOW 
males, 30-40, who enjoy being with adven-
turous, outgoing women. We enjoy ethnic 
food, dancing, movies and the outdoors. If 
you're uncommitted and want your life to 
be more interesting and fun, call or write us 
now. CBW Box 785 . .. 5566 
DWF, NlS, NORMAL, into health & fitness 
but not a fanatic. 1251bs. 5'2', looking for 
normal NlS male around 40 . .. 5567 
ME: BRIGHT, independent, funloving, 
bored, SWF, 29. YOU: cultured, intelligent, 
SWM, 25-35, healthy and adventurous, 
(perhaps with wonderlustin your heart?) .. 
5571 
THE SUN ALSO RISES in the shade of your 
acorn shirt . The sun sets the color of my 
skirt(orange, tangerine,apricot, whatever). 
My friend misses the cushion inside her 
shoe. In your car, perhaps? .. 5600 
LADIES, ASAMEMBER of a truly question-
able male species I have come to realize 
that romance is a torch that bums out too 
soon. Accepting my own d reams shattered, 
but unable to rid myself of the lust that is a 
part of me, as well as my jokingly, pathetic 
male counterpart group of narrow-minded 
idiots, I wish to admit my true feelings . I 
spent a good part of my life slaving to 
please one of you truly gorgeous creations 
and found myself in more knots than I could 
untie- until-I met my match one night in an 
unnamed airport bar not so long ago. She 
just strolled in, sat down across from me at 
my empty table, looked me directly in the 
eye and said, "You can't wait to beg me to 
use yourface as a footrest, can you?" I was 
more than stunned. I'm quite handsome 
and hardly the sorry looking type. But I 
knew the answer and I confessed, I did. The 
rest, I'll let you dream . If you're as bold as 
I know you are, and on due course being 
females, you'll find a use for me. After all, 
it's your true nature, isn't it? P.S. Who's 
complaining? P.O. Box 1233, Portland, ME 
04104 ... 5570SW 
DWM, 34, 5'11', SINCERE, honest, roman-
tic, good looking, very fit, humorous, non-
smoking, beer in moderation. I enjoy run-
ning, biking, laying on the beach, swim-
ming, canoeing, etc., and am adventurous. 
Seeking SIDWF, 26-36 who enjoys the out-
doors and is open-minded and wants to be 
treated kind. Prefer average looking and not 
large person for possible intimate relation-
ship. CBW Box 792 . .. 5591 
A TIRACTlVE, BUSY professional DWM, 
29, nls, active, likes sports, music, movies, 
dining out or in, Quiet evenings at home, 
walks, etc. Seeking attractive, slim, SIDWF, 
27-33, with similar interests and Qualities. 
Positive oullook is important and sense of 
humor a plus ... 5590 
Responding to a 
CBW Box #? 
o Do It 
Cuco Bay Weekly L Ike 
551ACongt!SS st. 
Portland, ME. 010101 Th i , 
CBW/IozXXX s. 
MARRIAGE MINDED! Attractive, romantic, 
fiesty, dark, Italian businessman, 38, thor-
oughbred gentleman seeks exceptionally: 
attractive, intelligent, fun loving, classy 
woman, 25-40, who's highly skeptical of 
answering an ad like this .CBW Box 788. 
.. 5598 
33, SWM, HARDWORKING, honest, with 
many good .qualities, looking for a similar 
lady who wants a lasting relationship. CBW 
Box 790. 
BRIDGTON AREA- DWM, 35, NIS, 5'7' Bld.-
Brn. Graphic artist into writing, making 
music, all night cafes, country dirt roads, 
splitting wood, driving nails, walks, talks, 
business, travel, old trucks & touching. 
Seeks well balanced SF or OF, 25-40, who 
is open, creative, adaptable & wants to 
work toward some common goals & de-
sign a love life. Photo appreciated. CBW 
Box 791. .. 5599 
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
men ~ women 
MIKEY LIKES IT. SWM, attractive, mature 
business professional wishes to meetsingle, 
attractive, active woman over 30. Interests 
include health, fitness, travel, good food . 
Call today for a healthy relationship ... 5597 
person 01 the week 
"ALL THE PERSONAL ADS in all the news-
papers in all the world, and she answers 
mine" ... lfyou've gotthe big baby blues, I've 
got the fedora .. .i f not, we'll always have 
Paris. CBW Box 786. ". 5568 
The sun also rises in the shade of your acorn shirt. The 
sun sets the color of my skirt (orange, tangerine, 
apricot, whatever). My friend misses the cushion in-
side her shoe. In your car, perhaps? ~5600 
, Respond to 
any 
personal ad 
on this page. 
Each week, the person who places the funniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as 
CBW's 'Person of the Week' and is awarded two free movie tickets , compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. 
Call 
900-370-2041 
1l0NEST, SINCERE, easy1loing, late 305 
with children and good sense of humor. 
Enjoys outdoors, camping, sports, cook-
ing, dancing, movies, romantic dinners and 
more. Would like to meet an attractive, fun 
woman who is sincere, caring and has 
similar interests and values to share . .. 
5572 Call costs 99¢ a 
minute. DWM, PROfESSIONAL, late 405, looking 
for just one speciaf woman, 32-45, slim & 
~===========~ sexy, for great talk, walks on the beach, 
II 
Charge your Classified ads dining out and special times together. Please 
respond with photo. Take a chance, it will 
by phone be worth illor both of us. CBW Box 787." 
'--___ 7;.;7..,;;5_-6.;.6;....;0_1_. _ ~ =55=73========= 
ATIENTION BEAUTIFUL WOMEN, 32-42, 
tired of being taken to fancy resturaunts in 
exotic cars and showered with expensive 
gifts by boring rich men? DWM, honest, 
healthy, wllimited dating budget seeks your 
company for friendship, fun and romance. 
I'm active, like kids and kinda cute, too! 
.. 5595 
YOU, IN BLUE bathina suit, were leaving 
Scarborough Beach, 2:15, Friday, August 
30. We passed near the entrance, our eyes 
met, you said, "Hello." I turned around, 
hesitated, and let the moment pass. Now I 
wish I hadn't. Please resond P.O. Box 7629. 
"5596 
SWM, 38, non-drinker, wants to meet SF 
who is intelligent, caring, sexy and not over 
40. Not flashy or a big spender, but enjoy 
variety. Enjoy sailing, guitar playing, folk 
music. Tall and handsome. Respondents 
please send photos. CBW Box 793 ... 5589 
THE HECK WITH BARBIE the blonde and 
Kimmee the brunette, I want to meet 
you .. . The Woman In Red! DWM-28, brown 
hair, blue eyes, seeking the most beautiful 
red-head in Maine, to begin a meaningful 
relationship. Prince Charming: P.O. Box 
8591, Portland, ME 04104. 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost SSC/min) 
How to respond to a personal ad 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any tOUch-tone phone. 
When Personal Call~ answers, follow the instructions and 
enter the four-digit .. number of the ad that interests you. 
You may then leave a response, enter another .. number or 
browse throu9h other messages. (Calls cost 99q: a minute.) 
To respond to an ad without a .. number, write to the P.O. 
boxor CBWbox indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW 
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left 
hand comer of your envelope. 
How to place a CBW personal ad 
You can change your .. message as often as you like. 
And you can start getting responses right away. 
What does a personal cost? 
Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week. 
Additional words cost 25q: each. All personal ads must be 
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 4S words or 
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.) 
Use of a Personal Call~ " number is free. Use of a CBW 
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a 
CBWboxw/o a .. numbercosts$9 aweek. Visa, Mastercard, 
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All per-
sonal ads and box services must be paid in advance. 
Your ad: 
women (.,. women 
ATIRACTIVE LESBIAN, 40, with wit, wis-
dom, and worldliness, seeks other womyn 
identified womyn who are free from the 
bondage 01 the lesbian merge syndrome, 
for mutual appreciation. P.O. Box 15384, 
Portland, ME 04101. ,.5592 
READING THOREAU and eliminating '1rit-
tering details" from my life. Making room 
for what's really important: music, being 
outdoors, a few close friends. If you're NS 
with at least one foot out of the closet, 
Carpe Diem! Write P.O. Box 451 , 04046. 
.. 5593 
GF- 30ish CHEMFREE. Seeks GF for mov-
ies, dancing, beachwalks and having fun. I 
am attractive & sensitive, withagood sense 
of humor. Looking to add more fun & 
adventure to my life. CBW Box 789. 
men (.,. men 
SINCERE, SENSITIVE, spontaneous, into 
travel, outdoors, leather adventure, an-
tiques, etc., seeks friendship & more from 
young, trim, masculine, sincere GM inter-
ested in long term relationship. R.M. PO 
Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073. ,. 5569 
GWM, 23, BRlBR, 155, 5'8'- If you have 
been searching for someone who has their 
life together, is not into the club scene (but 
still can have fun) then this is your calling. 
I'm attractive, safe, educated, professional 
and very positive minded. Talkto me: .. 560t 
GWM, 23, BRlBR, 1471bs, 5'10', straight 
acting, sounding, attractive- seeks friends 
for good times . Have been alone for too 
long- need someone to make me laugh 
again . Not into bar scene, sincere, honest 
and open, discretion assured- Go For 1111 
.. 5584 
companions 
LOOKING FOR A GOOD MAN. Couple seeks 
other man for intimate relationship. Seek-
ing fun and fantasy fulfillment. Any age, 
race . .. 5594 
ARTISTIC REVOLUTIONARIES and intelli-
gent heathens with a sense of humour 
wanted to hang out withforgoodconversa-
tions and fun . I can't be the only one, can I? 
P.O. Box 9715-980, Portland, ME 04104 
~i:'9r' b~·,mfied ad> 1 
• ' - . phone ~,Y4?t. ~ I l 775-6601.~'''Vi 9 I 
Category: 
Owomenrmen 
Omen ... women 
o women r women 
Omen ... men 
o companions 
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping 
by our office at 551A Congress St. in downtown' Portland. 
Call 77~1 to find out more. Rules & deadines Confidential infonnation: .0fwoNs:--------(If more than 45} 
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use 
of a Personal Call~ .. number. When you place your ad, 
you'lI be you11 be given a .. number and an easy-to-follow 
instruction sheet. It's important that you call and leave your 
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday 
- that way you won't miss any of your responses. 
When recording your 90-second greeting, relax and be 
creative. Describe yourself - but don't leave your full 
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you 
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to 
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call. 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seek-
ing relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or 
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or 
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomi-
cal language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to 
edit or refuse any ad. 
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the 
Monday priorto publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St. , Portland, ME 04102. 
Phone: 775-6601. FAX: 775-1615 
name 
address 
Clly. state, ZiP 
phone 
CoSVweek: --------
See rates at lett 
• of weeks: ___ __ 
2-week minimum 
caw box: ___ __ 
Add $5 or $91week 
See rates a1 left 











$ 9 .95 INSI~JE~!ION 
Call now! 
775-3431 1-800-833-2253 
We will donate $5.00 of your 
$9.95 installation cost to 
Cable In The Classroom. 
PREVIEW SCHEDULE 
BD[jJfl[jj]f!1CJ on Channel 3 * 
Friday, Sept-ember 13 
10:30 am The Lemon Sisters 
12:00 am The Searchers 
2:00 pm Crazy About the Movies: 
Jessica Lange 
3:00 pm The Maid 
4:45 pm A Star Is Born 
8:00 pm Whispers 
9:30 pm Cinemax Free Preview 
10:00 pm Desperate Hours 
12:00 am Corporate Affairs 
Saturday, September 14 
10:00 am Rebel Without A Cause 
12:00 pm Mister Roberts 
2:00 pm Shrimp on the Barbie 
3:45 pm Scavengers 
. 5:30 pm Cinema Paradiso 
7:30 pm Cinemax Free Preview 
8:00 pm Why Me? 
10:00 pm Wild at Heart 
12: IS am The Adventures of Ford 
Fairlane 
HBCi) on Channel 3* 
Sunday, September 15 
9:00am All Dogs Go to Heaven 5:30 pm The Big Apple Circus 
10:30 am When It Was a Game 6:00 pm Days ofThunder 
11:30 am Gremlins 2: 8:00 pm Sunday Night Movie: 
The New Batch Die Hard 2 
1:30 pm The Baby-Sitters Club: 10:05 pm Dream On: 
Stacey's Big Break The Charlotte Letter 
2:00 pm Pretty in Pink II :00 pm Flatliners 
3:45 pm My Blue Heaven 
Monday, September 16 
12:00 pm Dirty Dancing 
1 :45 pm The Witches 
3:30 pm Gunplay: Last Day in the 
Life of Brian Darling 
4:00 pm The Freshman 
6:00 pm Young Guns II 
8:00 pm Presumed Innocent 
10: 1 0 pm HBO Free Preview 
10:30 pm Garry Shandling 
II :35 pm Doublecrossed 
~fSNEP on Channel 5 
Friday, September 20 
10:00 am The Story of Snow 8:10 pm Honey, I Shrunk The 
White Kids (With Tummy 
1:00 pm Movie: Cheetah Trouble) 
6:00 pm Movie: The Parent Trap 10:00 pm Sam's SOil 
12:00 am The Little Kidnappers 
Saturday, September 21 
2:30 pm Shirley Temple Theatre: 
The Littlest Rebel 
4:00 pm Duck Tales: The Movie 
Treasure of The Lost 
Lamp 
5:30 pm Danger Bay 
6:00 pm Einstein Tonight 
7:00 pm Daffy Ducks Movie: 
'Fantastic Island 
8:30 pm Special: The Flintstones 
New Neighbors 
9:00 pm Movie: Peter Pan 
10:30 pm Special: Elvis: One Night 
With You 
Public Cable 
ell!! the thil1a~ we a'te 
·Offer good for Public Cable customers only. Some restrictions apply. The previews can be 
seen on Channel 16 In Gorham. Offer ends October 7 1991 
